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Abstract

System identification concerns how to construct mathematical models of
dynamic systems based on experimental data. Typically, identification is
followed by an application which makes use of the identified model. For
instance, one important application of system identification is in model-based
control design. In control applications it is often possible to externally excite
the system during the data collection experiment. The properties of the
exciting input signal influence the quality of the identified model, and a well-
designed input signal reduces both the required time and effort for doing the
experiment and improves the quality of the estimated model.

The objective of this thesis is to develop algorithms and theory for min-
imum cost experiment design for system identification. In particular, an
application-oriented framework for designing experiments is considered. This
procedure takes the intended model application into account when designing
the experiment. The main goal is to guarantee that the estimated model
results in an acceptable performance for its intended application.

This thesis is divided into two main parts. The first part considers the
theory of application-oriented input design, with special attention to Model
Predictive Control (MPC). We start by studying how to find a convex approx-
imation of the set of models that results in acceptable control performance.
The main contribution is using analytical methods to determine application
sets for controllers with no closed-form control law, for instance MPC. The
application-oriented input design problem is then formulated in time domain
to enable handling of signals constraints, which often comes from the physical
limitations on the plant and actuators. The framework is then extended to
closed-loop systems. Here two different cases are considered. The first case
assumes that the plant is controlled by a general (either linear or non-linear)
but known controller. In the second case, the problem is studied for the
particular case of MPC. The main contribution here is a method to design
an external stationary signal via graph theory such that the identification
requirements and signal constraints are satisfied, simultaneously. There are
different sources of uncertainty in application-oriented input design. This
problem is investigated based on the results from risk theory and, the uncer-
tainty is measured, systematically. A new formulation of application-oriented
input design is proposed which is robust to available uncertainties.

The second part of this thesis is devoted to study an application of sys-
tem identification and input design in building automation. Monitoring the
number of occupiers of a room or a building is important for more energy
efficient control of Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) sys-
tems. There exists several issues with using dedicated people counters such
as Radio-Frequency Identifications (RFIDs) and cameras. For instance, in-
stalling cameras for monitoring people may raise privacy concerns. Hence,
this thesis considers the problem of estimating occupancy based on the infor-
mation already available to HVAC systems. The occupancy estimation is first
formulated as a two-tier problem. In the first tier, the room dynamic is iden-
tified using a training dataset which makes use of temporary measurements of
occupancy. In the second tier, the identified model is employed to formulate
the occupancy estimation problem as a fused-lasso problem. The obtained
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estimator is analyzed to provide conditions under which it results in correct
estimates with a guaranteed probability. The proposed method is further de-
veloped to be used as a multi-room estimator. To this end, a physics-based
model is identified for one room. The identified model is then adjusted for
other rooms invoking the physical properties of them such as room volume
and ventilation size. However, since it might not always be possible to col-
lect measurements of occupancy for the training purposes, we proceed by
proposing a blind identification algorithm which estimates the room dynamic
and occupancy signal, simultaneously. Finally, the application-oriented input
design framework is employed to study the problem of how to collect data
that is informative enough for occupancy estimation purposes. We evaluate
the effectiveness of all the proposed algorithms either by a real dataset or by
simulation examples.
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Sammanfattning

Systemidentifikation avser hur man konstruerar matematiska modeller av
dynamiska system baserat på experimentella data. I vanliga fall, är identifie-
ringen följt av en tillämpning som utnyttjar den identifierade modellen. Till
exempel, en viktig tillämpning av systemidentifiering är modellbaserad styr-
design. I reglertekniska tillämpningar är det ofta möjligt att externt excitera
systemet under datainsamlingsexperimentet. Egenskaperna hos styrsignalen
påverkar kvaliteten på den identifierade modellen och en väldesignad insignal
reducerar både den tid och det krävda arbetet för att göra experimentet och
förbättrar kvaliteten på den uppskattade modellen.

Syftet med denna avhandling är att utveckla algoritmer och teori för mi-
nimikostnadsexperimentdesign för systemidentifiering. I synnerhet behandlas
en applikationsorienterad ram för utformning av experiment. Detta förfaran-
de tar hänsyn till den avsedda tillämpning av modellen vid utformningen av
experimentet. Huvudmålet är att garantera att den beräknade modellen ger
en acceptabel prestanda för den avsedda applikationen.

Denna avhandling är uppdelad i två huvuddelar. Den första delen behand-
lar teorin om applikationsorienterad insignalsdesign, med särskild uppmärk-
samhet åt modellbaserad prediketionsreglering (MPC). Vi börjar med att
studera hur man hittar en konvex approximation av den mängd av modeller
som leder till acceptabel regleringsprestanda. Huvudbidraget använder ana-
lytiska metoder för att bestämma applikations mängder för styrenheter med
regulatorer på sluten form, till exempel MPC. Det applikationsorienterade
insignalsdesign problemet formuleras sedan i tidsdomänen för att möjliggöra
hantering av signalbegränsningar, vilka ofta kommer från fysiska begräns-
ningar på anläggningen och manöverdon. Ramverket sträcker sig sedan till
återkopplade system. Här beaktas två olika fall. Det första fallet förutsät-
ter att systemet styrs av en godtycklig (antingen linjär eller icke-linjär) men
känd styrenhet. I det andra fallet studeras problemet för MPC. Huvudbidra-
get här är en metod för att utforma en extern stationär signal via grafteori så
att identifikationskraven och signalbegränsningarna är uppfyllda samtidigt.
Det finns olika källor till osäkerhet i applikationsorienterad insignalsdesign.
Detta problem undersöks utifrån ett riskteoretisk perspektiv och resultaten
från riskteori och osäkerheten mäts systematiskt. En ny formulering av ap-
plikationsorienterad insignalsdesign föreslås, vilken är robust mot tillgängliga
osäkerheter.

Den andra delen av denna avhandling är avsedd att studera en tillämp-
ning av systemidentifiering och insignalsdesign inom byggnadsautomation.
Övervakning av antalet invånare i ett rum eller en byggnad är viktigt för en
mer energieffektiv styrning av HVAC system. Det finns flera problem med
att använda dedikerade folkräknare som RFIDs och kameror. Exempelvis
kan installering av kameror för övervakningen av personer vara integritets-
kränkande. Därför behandlar denna avhandling problemet att skatta antalet
personer baserat på informationen som redan är tillgänglig för HVAC syste-
met. Skattningen formuleras först som ett tvåstegsproblem. I den första delen
identifieras rumsdynamiken med hjälp av en träningsdatasats som använ-
der tillfälliga mätningar av antalet personer. I den andra delen används den
identifierade modellen för att formulera skattningsproblemet som ett problem
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med fussed-lasso. Den erhållna skattaren analyseras för att ge förutsättningar
under vilka den resulterar i korrekta skattningar med en garanterad sanno-
likhet. Den föreslagna metoden utvecklas vidare för att användas i flerrums
tillämpningar. I detta syfte identifieras en fysikalisk modell för ett rum. Den
identifierade modellen justeras sedan för andra rum med avseende på deras
fysikaliska egenskaperna, såsom rumsvolym och ventilationsstorlek. Eftersom
det emellertid inte alltid är möjligt att samla mätningar av antalet personer
för träningsändamål fortsätter vi genom att föreslå en blind identifierings al-
goritm som skattar rumsdynamiken och antalet personer samtidigt. Slutligen
används den applikationsorienterade insignalsdesign för att studera problemet
med hur man samlar in data som är informativ nog för estimerings ändamål.
Vi utvärderar effektiviteten av alla föreslagna algoritmer antingen med expe-
rimentalla data eller genom simuleringsexempel.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Models are being used in our everyday life. For example, when a badminton player
is playing badminton she knows how to hit the shuttle with her racket such that
it passes over the net and lands inside the opponent’s half of the court. This is
due to the player’s ability to use a mental model of the shuttle to quantify and
visualize the shuttle behaviour. Modeling of real-life systems is of great significance
in variety of scientific fields, too. Models are used to describe or predict how
systems behave. This in turn, enables us to control the systems and force them
to behave as desired. Physical laws and principles can be employed to construct
such models. However, accurate mathematical modeling of real-life systems is not
always possible. In many cases the existing knowledge of the system is not enough
to describe all the properties of the plant. In some other cases the models based on
the physical characteristics of the plants are too complicated to be analysed. Thus,
there has been an interest in the problem of plant modeling based on observations
and experimental data.

Preliminary steps in any modeling or system identification based on experimen-
tal data are to monitor the system’s behaviour and collect data. Consider again
the badminton player’s example. The first time she plays with an opponent, she
does not know the opponent thus cannot predict her behaviour. She can learn
new things about the capabilities of the opponent by challenging her and observing
her reactions. The more she challenges her opponent the more she learns and the
better she can predict the opponent’s behaviour in different situations. However,
she might risk loosing points by each challenge thus she should only take those
challenges that can give her more information about the opponent.

The main question that arises is then “How to collect data to obtain as much in-
formation as possible about the system, for example in the shortest time?” or “How
to perform the system identification experiment to generate informative data?”. The
effort to answer these questions leads to the growth of the topic of experiment de-
sign for identification. In the experiment design problem we design a particular
input signal for the system to be modeled, run the experiment, excite the system
with the obtained input and record the resulting output signal. The obtained input

1
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and output data are used to find an appropriate model for the system.
An appropriate input signal reveals the interesting properties of a system in

the output while hiding the properties of little or no interest. In the badminton
player’s example, the obtained information regarding the opponent should help the
player to take better actions. Thus, the next question that arises is “What are the
properties of interest?”. In order to answer this question, one needs to know the
intended model application. The experiment should be designed for the intended
application. This problem is studied under the topics of identification for control,
least costly identification and application-oriented experiment design [21, 24].

More elaborate descriptions of system identification can be found in [1], [2]
and [3].

1.1 Motivating examples

To motivate the work presented in this thesis two examples are presented here. The
first example illustrates the need of designing application-oriented experiment for
system identification while there are physical limitations on the signal values. In
the second example an application of system identification in building automation
and energy saving is discussed.

Example 1.1.1 (Paper and pulp industry).
Paper is a basic material. It is used for a variety of applications ranging from
printing and writing to kitchen towels and manufacture of building materials.

The paper producing process usually starts with raw wood. The raw wood needs
to be turned into pulp which is usually a mix of wood fibers, water and chemicals.
After the pulp preparation process, the paper machine, i.e. machine used to produce
paper, can be seen as a complex water removal system and divided into three main
parts: i) the wire section, ii) the press section and iii) the drying section. The paper
is carried out to different sections on a conveyor belt. The thick stock enters the
wire section where the paper sheet is formed by removing the water through gravity
and suction. In the wire section the water content of the paper is reduced from
99% to 80%. The paper roll goes further to the press section where a mechanical
pressing mechanism is employed to remove water from the paper. The water content
of the paper after the press section is decreased to 50%. The de-watering process
continues in the drying section. In the drying section, the paper passes through
drying cylinders that are heated such that the water in the paper starts to evaporate
until a desired amount of moisture remains in the paper. Usually the water content
of the paper is decreased to 5% in the drying section [4,5]. An overview of a paper
machine is shown in Figure 1.1.

In a typical paper machine, control of a large set of parameters related to the
paper quality is necessary to make the paper fulfil the customers specifications. One
important quality measure is the moisture content of the paper. A well-tuned mois-
ture can improve the paper quality while a large variation in the moisture can affect
the post processing of the paper and may cause a paper break on the roll, which is a
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Figure 1.1: Overview of paper machine. Figure courtesy of Wikimedia Commons
2015.

big economic loss. To enable moisture control, several manipulated inputs including
the pressing force in the press section and the steam pressures in the drying section
are available.

The control structure in the paper machine has several layers. In the first layer
basic regulators such as valves and Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) con-
trollers are implemented. The set point of the aforementioned controllers in the
first layer can be tuned manually or through a more advanced controllers such as
MPC. The latter approach is becoming more attractive recently. This is mainly be-
cause the controllers in the second layer can calculate the set points that optimize
the production for example by minimizing energy or maximizing the paper produc-
tion. The second layer controllers are tuned based on the available model of paper
machine.

Due to the unavoidable changes in the dynamics of the machine over time, for
example equipment wear, a mismatch between the model that is used in the con-
troller and the real plant occurs. This mismatch often causes control performance
degradation and economic losses. On the other hand, the same paper machine is
usually employed to produce papers with different qualities since erecting different
paper machines for producing papers with different qualities is extremely expensive.
Therefore, the paper machine model needs to be updated regularly.

The model updating is performed through the collected data from machine. How-
ever, the quality of the identified model is highly affected by the used dataset. There-
fore, the data collection experiment should be designed such that all aspects of the
system that are useful for moisture control are excited.

Usually opening the controller loops is not desired due to the economic or safety
reasons and thus it is necessary to design identification experiment in closed-loop.
When doing closed-loop experiment design, one main challenge is the conflict be-
tween the control and identification objectives. To put it another way, while more
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exciting inputs can increase the quality of the identified model, the control perfor-
mance will be affected by the presence of exciting inputs. In the paper machine
doing a bump test on the pressing force can help in identification of the transfer
function from the pressing force to the moisture however, a big bump may result in
producing papers that are too moist or too dry. Therefore, a trade-off between the
identification and control objectives is required.

Moreover, all the manipulating variables and the outputs are having physical
limitations. For instance, the steam pressure is restricted due to the limitation on
the size of the steam cylinder, or the moisture should lie in a specific range to avoid
paper break on the roll. Thus, input and output limitations should be taken into
account during the experiment design for system identification.

Finally, the identified model will be used in MPC to improve the moisture con-
trol. Thus, the parameters that affect other properties of the paper like thickness are
not interesting and any effort to increase information in this direction is a waste.
Instead, it is critical to find the properties of interest for moisture control. How-
ever, MPC usually lacks closed-form solution due to input and output constraints
and finite horizon optimization which makes it challenging to find out which aspects
of the model are of advantage for MPC.

�

Example 1.1.2 (HVAC system).
Monitoring the number of individuals in a room is advantageous for both building
automation applications (control of lighting and home entertainment systems) and
improving the energy efficiency of HVAC systems [6,7].

Using dedicated hardware such as cameras and RFIDs not only increases the
maintenance cost but also may raise privacy concerns. There are however other
solutions like using key cards in the hotel rooms to trigger the lighting and ventilation
system, which are not efficient since they highly depend on human actions.

Human activities and presence can highly affect the indoor air quality. People
emit CO2 heat and humidity. The CO2 level of a room is highly correlated with the
number of occupiers and the amount of fresh air injected in a room [8]. Considering
that the information on CO2 level and the ventilation signal are often available in
HVAC systems of modern buildings and homes, reconstructing occupancy patterns
through these measurements can be investigated. Figure 1.2 represent a schematic
representation of CO2 dynamic.

G c (CO2)
(ventilation) v
(occupancy) o
disturbances

Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the signals and models under consideration.
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Knowing the room dynamics, G, one can formulate the occupancy estimation
problem as a deconvolution problem, however, estimating G requires the knowledge
of the occupancy. Therefore, we are faced with a challenging blind identification
problem, where the main issue is identifiability.

The problem of estimating occupancy from available information in HVAC sys-
tems has received many attentions in the literature and several machine learning and
identification techniques have been employed to estimated the number of occupants
effectively. However, similar to any other data-driven modeling and optimization
problem the quality of the data being used can affect the efficiency of the employed
model and thus the estimation error. Therefore, one needs to design experiments
which can guarantee enough information in the collected data, while considering
physical restrictions of the actuation signals. Moreover, minimum requirements on
the indoor air quality should be met during the experiment since the room / building
might be occupied by people.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the ultimate goal of occupancy estimation
is to control the indoor air quality while optimizing the energy usage.

�

1.2 Problem formulation

The general problem studied in this thesis is the experiment design for system iden-
tification. In model estimation from experimental data, it is not always desirable
that the model captures all aspects of the system since it happens at the cost of
model complexity. Instead, the model should capture the interesting properties of
the system. The properties of interest depend on the intended model application.
Thus, the obtained information from the experiment should be aligned with the
intended application of the model. To this end, the model application should be
taken into account during the experiment design. The model quality for that par-
ticular application is evaluated by some quality measure functions. The experiment
design problem is then formulated as designing a least costly input signal for the
identification experiment to get enough information for model application.

This thesis considers the experiment design problem when the application of the
estimated model is in general controller design and in particular MPC. Hence, the
experiment design problem is defined as an optimization problem. The goal of the
optimization problem is to guarantee that the estimated model belongs to the set of
models that satisfies the desired control specifications, with a given probability. One
should meet this requirement with as little cost as possible. This is the main idea
behind the so-called application-oriented experiment design. How to find the set of
models with desirable control performance when the underlying controller is MPC
is complicated due the lack of closed-form solution for a general MPC. Moreover, as
we discussed in the motivating examples in many industrial applications the input
and output signals are subject to time-domain constraints that should be taken into
account during the input design. We saw in Example 1.1.1 that there are systems
that can only operate in closed loop and thus the identification experiment should
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be performed in closed loop. In the case that the underlying controller is MPC
the obtained optimization problem for experiment design is not tractable since the
control law is not known in advance. Furthermore, in almost all of the application-
oriented experiment design problems we have several sources of uncertainty both
on the true parameters and the estimated ones, how to handle these uncertainties
systematically is a challenging problem. These problems are discussed in first part
of this thesis.

While the first part of the thesis studies the theoretical aspects of the prob-
lem of experiment design for system identification, the second part of this thesis
is devoted to studying one important application of system identification in build-
ing automation, i.e. occupancy estimation. As explained in Example 1.1.2, the
main motivation is that knowing the number of occupants in a room can improve
the energy efficiency of buildings. How to construct occupancy estimators without
bearing the cost of installing new hardware is a challenging problem. This thesis
studies and analyses from a theoretical perspective the importance of different sig-
nals in occupancy estimation and proposes several estimators. The estimators are
tested by running experiments on a real testbed.

It is worth mentioning that we consider Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) systems.
We may use classical system identification techniques where the identification prob-
lem is solved either using the PEM or Maximum Likelihood (ML) approach. In this
case the model class is determined and fixed in advance. The statistical properties
of these methods are well-known in the system identification theory [1, 2]. An-
other possibility is to use kernel-based methods where the problem is formulated
as a function estimation and the impulse response of a system will be estimated
directly, see [9] for more information.

1.3 Outline and contributions

The materials presented in the chapters of this thesis are based on several previously
published papers. The organization of the chapters of the thesis and the connections
between related publications and the different chapters are presented below.

Chapter 2 - Background

This chapter summarizes several necessary preliminaries on system identification
and application-oriented experiment design. We start by defining the general sys-
tem identification framework and proceed by stating the problem formulation and
explaining some of the available identification methods including PEM and ML.
The statistical properties of the aforementioned methods are presented based on
which the application-oriented input design problem is formulated. The existing
challenges in application-oriented input design is discussed in general. We then
investigate the issues in the problem of application-oriented input design for closed-
loop identification, in particular when the employed controller is MPC.
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Chapter 3 - Application set approximation for MPC

This chapter considers one central aspect of experiment design in system identifica-
tion. As mentioned before, when a control design is based on an estimated model,
the achievable performance is related to the quality of the estimate. The degra-
dation in control performance due to errors in the estimated model is measured
by an application cost function. In order to use an optimization based input de-
sign method, a convex approximation of the set of models that satisfies the control
specification is required. The standard approach is to use either a quadratic approx-
imation of the application cost function, where the main computational effort is to
find the corresponding Hessian matrix or a scenario based approach where several
evaluations of the cost function is required. In this chapter, an alternative approach
for this issue is proposed. The method uses the structure of the underlying optimal
control problem to compute analytically the required derivatives of the cost with
considerably reduced computational effort. The proposed approach is suitable for
controllers with implicit control law such as MPC and problems with large number
of parameters. Moreover, in many cases, a second order approximation of the cost
function is not very good, especially for low performance demands. The suggested
method, however, can compute higher order derivatives at the same time. This
makes it possible to use higher order expansions of the application cost function
when it is necessary. The chapter content is based on

[C1] A. Ebadat, M. Annergren, C. A. Larsson, C. R. Rojas, B. Wahlberg, H.
Hjalmarsson, M. Molander, and J. Sjöberg. Application set approximation in opti-
mal input design for Model Predictive Control. In 13th European Control Confer-
ence, Strasbourg, France, June 2014.

The idea behind numerical evaluation of Hessian was initially suggested by M.
Molander, C. A. Larsson and M. Annergren. Based on this idea I formulated and
studied the problem and built a simulation study.

Chapter 4 - Application-oriented input design: a time-domain
approach

In reality there are some limitations on input signals and the resulting output
signals due to the physical restriction of the system. This issue is recognized and
discussed in this chapter. A time-domain application-oriented experiment design
under input and output constraints is presented. In this method the corresponding
optimization problem for application-oriented experiment design is formulated in
the time-domain to handle the aforementioned constraints. The materials in this
chapter are published in the following paper

[C2] A. Ebadat, B. Wahlberg, H. Hjalmarsson, C. R. Rojas, P. Hägg, and C. A.
Larsson. Applications oriented input design in time-domain through cyclic meth-
ods. In 19th IFAC World Congress, Cape town, South Africa, August 2014.
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I was the main contributor of this paper and got helpful comments from the
co-authors.

Chapter 5 - Application-oriented input design for closed-loop
identification

In practical applications, many systems can only work in a closed-loop settings
due to stability issues, production restriction, economic considerations or inherent
feedback mechanisms. For systems in closed loop, one needs to take into account
that the measurement noise and the input signal are correlated. This fact is con-
sidered in this chapter of the thesis and the application-oriented experiment design
framework is extended to identification of the closed-loop systems. The proposed
framework is studied for two cases: when the control law is known, i.e. for offline
controllers and when the closed-form of the control law is not known in advance,
i.e. for online controllers such as MPC. This chapter is based on

[C3] A. Ebadat, P. E. Valenzuela, C. R. Rojas, H. Hjalmarsson, and B. Wahlberg.
Applications oriented input design for closed-loop system identification: a graph-
theory approach. In IEEE conference on Decision and Control (CDC), Los Angles,
US, December 2014.

[J1] A. Ebadat, P. E. Valenzuela, C. R. Rojas, and B. Wahlberg. Model Pre-
dictive Control oriented experiment design for system identification: a graph the-
oretical approach. In Journal of Process Control, volume 52, pages 75-84, 2017.

This work was shared equally between I and P. E. Valenzuela. I was involved
in developing the idea, constructing examples and writing.

Chapter 6 - A risk coherent framework for application-oriented
input design

A classic challenge in input design is that it usually relies on prior information about
the model parameters. This difficulty is often addressed by (i) adaptive schemes,
where collected information is employed to update the input sequence, or (ii) robust
schemes, where the uncertainty on the model parameters is included in the problem
formulation. This chapter further investigates this issue and makes use of the notion
of coherent measures of risk to systematically account for existing uncertainties in
application-oriented input design. Based on that, a robust application-oriented
experiment design framework for system identification is proposed in this chapter.
This chapter is based on the following paper

[J2] P. E. Valenzuela, A. Ebadat, M. Annergren, C. R. Rojas, H. Hjalmarsson,
and B. Wahlberg. A risk coherent framework for application-oriented input design.
In preparation.
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The idea of employing risk theory in application-oriented experiment design
was initially suggested by P. E. Valenzuela. I was involved in the discussions,
problem formulation and building examples with equal share as P. Valenzuela and
M. Annergren. We received helpful comments from other co-authors.

Chapter 7 - Room occupancy estimation: a regularized
deconvolution-based approach
The problem of estimating the number of people in a room using information avail-
able in standard HVAC systems is studied in this chapter. The proposed method
employs a training dataset to model the dynamic of the room. A special instance
of the fused lasso estimator is then proposed for occupancy estimation purposes.
The estimator promotes piecewise constant estimates by including an `1 norm-
dependent term in the associated cost function. The chapter also provides the
conditions under which the proposed estimator results in correct estimates within
a guaranteed probability. The presented results in this chapter are based on the
following papers

[C4] A. Ebadat, G. Bottegal, D. Varagnolo, B. Wahlberg, and K. H. Johansson.
Estimation of building occupancy levels through environmental signals deconvolu-
tion. In ACM Workshop On Embedded Systems For Energy-Efficient Buildings,
Rome, Italy, November 2013.

[J3] A. Ebadat, G. Bottegal, D. Varagnolo, B. Wahlberg, and K. H. Johans-
son. Regularized deconvolution-based approaches for estimating room occupancies.
In IEEE Transactions on Automation Science and Engineering, volume 12, pages
1157-1168, 2015. Received "The Googol Best New Application Paper Award" in
IEEE Robotics and Automation Society.

I received extensive comments from G. Bottegal and D. Varegnolo during the
project. Implementations of the Neural Network (NN) and Support Vector Machine
(SVM) algorithms were mainly performed by D. Varagnolo.

Chapter 8 - Blind identification strategies for room occupancy
estimation
It is not always possible to implement a training phase for occupancy estimation
as in Chapter 7. In this chapter we proceed by formulating the occupancy estima-
tion problem as a blind system identification and estimating the model and input
simultaneously. The classic problem that arises is however, identifiability. To put
it another way, the occupancy can be estimated up to a multiplicative factor. To
get around this problem a heuristic method is proposed in this chapter.

[C5] A. Ebadat, G. Bottegal, D. Varagnolo, B. Wahlberg, H. Hjalmarsson, and
K. H. Johansson. Blind identification strategies for room occupancy estimation. In
14th European Control Conference (ECC), Linz, Austria, June 2015.
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The main idea of this work is developed in the joint discussions between me, G.
Bottegal and D. Varagnolo. After that I took the lead for the rest of the work.

Chapter 9 - Multi-room occupancy estimation through adaptive
gray-box models

A fundamental question for occupancy estimators is whether the information on
the dynamics of one room can be exploited to design occupancy estimators for
other rooms of the same building. To this end, this chapter of the thesis derives a
grey-box non-linear model using first principle which allows to define a one-to-one
correspondence between the model parameter vector and the physical parameters
characterizing the room (for instance room volume and size of the ventilation sys-
tem). The obtained model from one room can then be adapted to other rooms and
be used for occupancy estimation. The content of this chapter is published in the
following paper

[C6] A. Ebadat, G. Bottegal, M. Molinari, D. Varagnolo, B. Wahlberg, H. Hjal-
marsson, and K. H. Johansson. Multi-room occupancy estimation through adap-
tive gray-box models. In IEEE conference on Decision and Control (CDC), Osaka,
Japan, December 2015.

Developing the physical model and simulated model is the contribution of M.
Molinari. The rest of the project is the outcome of my own work, in close collabo-
ration with the corresponding co-authors.

Chapter 10 - Application-oriented input design for occupancy
estimation

When using the proposed approaches in Chapters 7 and 9, the quality of the col-
lected data can highly affect the quality of the model and thus the estimated occu-
pancy. In this chapter of the thesis we study the problem of how to ventilate the
room under study while collecting data for system identification. Considering that
the ultimate goal of system identification is occupancy estimation, we propose an
application-oriented input design framework to design the ventilation signal opti-
mally while taking the physical limitations of the signals into account. This chapter
is based on the following paper

[C7] A. Ebadat, D. Varagnolo, G. Bottegal, B. Wahlberg, and K. H. Johans-
son. Application-oriented input design for room occupancy estimation algorithms.
Submitted for publication In IEEE conference on Decision and Control (CDC),
Melbourne, Australia.

The main idea behind this work is developed by myself. I received helpful
comments from D. Varagnolo, G. Bottegal and the other co-authors.
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Chapter 11 - Conclusion
The final chapter of the thesis recapitulates and confers the main results presented
in this thesis. Some possible directions for future works are proposed in this chapter.

Related publications
The following publications are not covered in this thesis, but contain a few related
materials and applications:

[C8] P. Hägg, C. A. Larsson, A. Ebadat, B. Wahlberg, and H. Hjalmars-
son. Input signal generation for constrained multiple-input multiple-output
systems. In 19th IFAC World Congress, Cape town, South Africa, August
2014.

[C9] G. Pattarello, L. Wei, A. Ebadat, B. Wahlberg, K. H. Johansson. The
KTH open testbed for smart HVAC control. In ACM Workshop on Embedded
Systems For Energy-Efficient Buildings, Rome, Italy, November 2013.

[J4] C. A. Larsson, A. Ebadat, C. R. Rojas, X. Bombois, H. Hjalmarsson, An
application-oriented approach to dual control with excitation for closed-loop
identification. In European Journal of Control, Pages 1-16, Volume 29.

[J5] P.E. Valenzuela, A. Ebadat, N. Everitt, and A. Parisio. Closed-loop
identification for model predictive control of HVAC systems: a guideline from
input design to controller design. In preparation for submission to IEEE
Transactions on Smart Grid.





Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter we present the required materials in system identification, app-
lication-oriented input design and Model Predictive Control (MPC).

2.1 System identification

System identification is a well-studied field with tools that construct mathematical
models to describe the behaviour of dynamical systems. A wide range of system
identification applications can be found in almost every single engineering branch.

Generally speaking, an important task in any identification method is to choose
a model class. The model is usually parametrized by some unknown parameter vec-
tor. The aim is then to find the unknown parameters such that the selected model
can describe the studied dynamic system. The obtained mathematical model should
capture the properties of the dynamic system based on available experimental data.

System

We will focus on the identification of discrete-time multivariate systems that are
causal Linear Time-Invariant (LTI), that is

S : y(t) = G0(q)u(t) +H0(q)e0(t), (2.1)

where u(t) ∈ Rnu and y(t) ∈ Rny are the input and output vectors at sample time
t, and G0(q) ∈ Rny×nu and H0(q) ∈ Rny×ny are the transfer function matrices of
the system. The signal e0(t) ∈ Rne is a sequence of independent and identically
distributed (iid) random variables with Gaussian distribution with E {e(t)} = 0 and
E
{
e(t)eT (t)

}
= Λ0. Let q−1 denote the backward shift operator, i.e., q−1u(t) =

u(t− 1). The transfer function G0(q) and H0(q) are rational function of q−1.
The schematic representation of system (2.1) is shown in Figure 2.1.

13
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e(t)

H0(q)

u(t) G0(q) y(t)
++

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of system (2.1).

Model

We first define a model class, M, for the system (2.1). The model is parametrized
by an unknown parameter vector θ ∈ Θ ⊆ Rnθ , that is,

M(θ) : y(t) = G(q, θ)u(t) +H(q, θ)e(t), (2.2)

where e(t) is Gaussian white noise with E {e(t)} = 0 and E
{
e(t)eT (t)

}
= Λ(θ).

The set Θ is defined such that H−1(q, θ) and H−1(q, θ)G(q, θ) are asymptotically
stable, lim

q→∞
H(q, θ) = Iny and Λ(θ) is strictly positive definite.

It is assumed that the model (2.2) perfectly matches system (2.1) when θ = θo.
We call θo the true parameter vector. The goal of system identification is to find
the value of θ that can describe the system behaviour according to some quality
measures.

One can expand the transfer functions G(q, θ) and H(q, θ) in terms of the back-
ward shift operator q−1 and obtain the impulse responses of the two systems as:

G(q, θ) =
∞∑
k=1

g(k, θ)q−k, (2.3)

H(q, θ) = Iny +
∞∑
k=1

h(k, θ)q−k. (2.4)

The question that arise next, is how to parametrize the transfer functions G
and H. One common method is black-box modeling which does not require any
physical insights on the system. In the black-box modeling G and H are assumed
to be rational transfer functions in the time-shift operator. In the following we
present a few common parametrizations.

One common black-box model structure is Finite Impulse Response (FIR). The
FIR model can be written as:

y(t) = B(q)u(t) + e(t), (2.5)
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where B(q) = B1q
−1 + B2q

−2 + . . . + Bnbq
−nb and Bis are matrix polynomials of

order ny × nu.
In this case, the unknown parameter θ is defined as θ =

[
B1, . . . , Bnb

]
and

estimating the elements of matrices Bis is equivalent to estimating the truncated
impulse response of G.

Auto Regressive eXogenous (ARX) model structure is another common model
structure that uses the following parametrization:

A(q)y(t) = B(q)u(t) + e(t) (2.6)

where

A(q) = Iny +A1q
−1 +A2q

−2 + . . .+Anaq
−na ,

B(q) = B1q
−1 +B2q

−2 + . . .+Bnbq
−nb ,

(2.7)

and where all elements of the matrices Ais and Bis are unknown.
Other common model structures are Output Error (OE), Autoregressive Moving

average exogenous (ARMAX) and Box-Jenkins (BJ). See [1,2] for more elaborated
description of different model structures.

Identification method
Once the model structure is chosen and parametrized, the next step is to estimate
the unknown parameters. To this end, we first collect N samples of the input-
output data and denote the set of N measurements of the input-output samples
by ZN = {u(1), y(1), . . . , u(N), y(N)}. The available measurements are then used
to estimate the unknown parameters θ. The estimated parameter vector, given N
measurements in the experiment, is denoted by θ̂N . In this thesis we involve two
methods for parameter estimation: Prediction Error Method (PEM) and Maximum
Likelihood (ML)

1. Prediction error method: One technique for parameter estimation is PEM,
where the quality of the estimated model is measured based on the error
between the true measured outputs and the predicted ones by the model. We
use a quadratic cost to evaluate the quality of different models.
To proceed, consider the one step ahead prediction of y(t) given the model
structure M(θ)

ŷ(t|θ) = H(q, θ)−1G(q, θ)u(t) + [Iny −H(q, θ)−1]y(t), (2.8)

see [1]. The predictor is stable and does not depend on y(t) if H−1(q, θ) and
H−1(q, θ)G(q, θ) are asymptotically stable, H(q, θ) is monic and the model
has at least one pure delay from input to output, i.e. lim

q←∞
G(q, θ) = 0. The

prediction error is then

ε(t, θ) = y(t)− ŷ(t|θ) = H(q, θ)−1[y(t)−G(q, θ)u(t)]. (2.9)
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The parameter estimation problem is defined as

θ̂N = arg min
θ
VN (θ, ZN ), (2.10)

where VN (θ, ZN ) is a mapping from the prediction errors to a scalar criterion
and is usually called loss function. One can choose VN (θ, ZN ) as a function
of the sample covariance matrix, i.e.:

VN (θ, ZN ) = h(R(θ, ZN )), (2.11)

where

R(θ, ZN ) = 1
N

N∑
t=1

ε(t, θ)ε(t, θ)T , (2.12)

and h(·) is a well-defined scalar-valued function of R(θ, ZN ). The func-
tion h can be chosen in many different ways, for example one can choose
h(R(θ, ZN )) = tr

{
R(θ, ZN )Λ

}
, where it is assumed that the parameter vec-

tor θ is extended to contain the components of Λ. Another option is to choose
h(R(θ, ZN )) = det{R(θ, ZN )}, see [2, pp. 188-192].

2. Maximum likelihood: Another common method for parameter estimation is
ML. The ML approach aims at fining the parameter vector θ̂N such that the
probability of observing the measurements yN = {y(1), . . . y(N)} is maxi-
mized. To this end, the method makes use of the likelihood function, which
is the probability density function (pdf) associated with the yN given the
parameter vector θ, denoted by p(yN ; θ). The ML is then defined as:

θ̂N = arg max
θ

p(yN ; θ). (2.13)

It is usually desired to use the log-likelihood function instead of the likelihood
function for numerical reasons, i.e.

θ̂N = arg max
θ

log p(yN ; θ). (2.14)

Since the logarithm function is monotonic, maximizing the log-likelihood func-
tion is equivalent to maximizing the likelihood function.

Example 2.1.1 (PEM and ML).
Assume the process {ε(t, θ)} to be a Gaussian white noise, i.e., all ε(t, θ)
are Gaussian with zero mean and variance Λ, it is then possible to write the
measurements as

y(t) = ŷ(t|θ) + ε(t, θ). (2.15)

One can thus conclude that

p(y(t); θ) = N (ŷ(t|θ),Λ) (2.16)
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Since the measurements are independent, the log-likelihood function can be
written as

log p(yN ; θ) = −N2

{
tr
{

1
N

N∑
t=1

ε(t, θ)εT (t, θ)Λ−1

}
− log det Λ

}
+ cont.

(2.17)
The ML approach then estimates the parameters θ as:

θ̂N = arg max
θ

log p(yN ; θ), (2.18)

where the parameter θ also contains the components of Λ. It is shown in [2, pp.
198-202] that the maximum value of the likelihood function with respect to Λ
is obtained for

Λ̂ = R(θ, ZN ). (2.19)

Substituting (2.19) into (2.17) results in the following problem

θ̂N = arg max
θ
− log det

{
R(θ, ZN )

}
, (2.20)

which is equivalent to the PEM estimates when h(R(θ, ZN )) = log det{R(θ, ZN )},
see [2, pp. 198-202] for more details.

�

Remark 2.1.1. Computing the likelihood function is not always easy especially
in the case of non-linear system, non-Gaussian noise or missing data. One
solution for such cases is to implement the ML method using Expectation-
Maximization (EM) method, see for example [18].

2.2 Statistical properties of PEM

In this thesis we mainly use PEM as the identification method. Thus in this section
we study the asymptotic properties of PEM.

Consider the estimated parameter vector through PEM using N samples of data
(see (2.10)). It is shown in [2, pp. 202-204] that under some weak conditions the
PEM estimate θ̂N is consistent, i.e.

θ̂N → θo as N →∞,with probability 1. (2.21)

If the model set M(θ) contains the true system, i.e., θo exists, under some
mild assumptions [1, pp. 282-284], the estimated parameter θ̂N has the following
asymptomatic (N →∞) property:

√
N
(
θ̂N − θo

)
∈ As N (0, Pθ) , (2.22)
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where the asymptotic covariance matrix Pθ is given by

Pθ =
[

lim
N→∞

1
N

N∑
t=1

E
{
ψ(t, θo)Λ−1

0 ψ(t, θo)T
}]−1

,

ψ(t, θ) = d

dθ
ŷ(t|θ),

(2.23)

see [1] for further details.
Note that N is finite but we can assume it is large enough such that the afore-

mentioned asymptotic properties still hold with good approximation.
The covariance matrix Pθ has some useful properties in the frequency domain.

Using the results from [19, pp. 39-40], Lemma 2.2.1 states the frequency domain
expression for P−1.

Lemma 2.2.1. Consider open-loop system identification. The inverse of the co-
variance matrix P−1

θ defined in (2.23), is an affine function of the input spectrum
in frequency domain and is given by

P−1
θ = 1

2π
∫ π
−π Γu(ejω, θo)

(
Λ−1

0 ⊗ Φu(ejω)
)

Γu(e−jω, θo)T dω (2.24)
+ 1

2π
∫ π
−π Γe(ejω, θo)

(
Λ−1

0 ⊗ Λ−1
0 (ejω)

)
Γe(e−jω, θo)T dω, (2.25)

where

Γu =

 vecF 1
u

...
vecFnθu

 ,Γe =

 vecF 1
e

...
vecFnθe

 ,
F iu = H−1 dG(ejω, θ)

dθi
, F ie = H−1 dH(ejω, θ)

dθi
, for i = 1, . . . , n.

Here Φu(ejω) is the spectrum of the input signal. Note that the operator vecX
returns a row vector shaped by putting the rows of matrix X, after each other.

Proof. See Lemma 3.1. in [19, pp. 39-40].

System identification set
We can use Lemma 2.2.1 to find an α-level confidence ellipsoid for the identified
parameters using PEM as follows:

ESI(α) =
{
θ : [θ − θo]T P−1

θ [θ − θo] ≤
χ2
α(nθ)
N

}
, (2.26)

where χ2
α(nθ) is the α-percentile of the χ2-distribution with nθ degrees of freedom.

We thus have that θ̂N ∈ ESI(α) with probability α when N is large enough. The
set ESI(α) is called identification set.
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Example 2.2.1 (System identification set).
Consider the following FIR-type model

M(θ) : y(t) = θ1u(t− 1) + θ2u(t− 2) + e(t), (2.27)

where y(t) is the output and u(t) is the input and

E {e(t)} = 0, E
{
e2(t)

}
= λ0.

We assume that a parameter vector θo =
[
θ1 θ2

]
exists such that S = M(θ0).

Based on (2.8), the one step ahead prediction of the output is

ŷ(t|θ) = θ1u(t− 1) + θ2u(t− 1). (2.28)

The inverse of the covariance matrix Pθ is then obtained by

P−1
θ = lim

N→∞

1
Nλ0

N∑
t=1

[
E {u(t− 1)u(t− 1)} E {u(t− 1)u(t− 2)}
E {u(t− 2)u(t− 1)} E {u(t− 2)u(t− 2)}

]
. (2.29)

We now assume that the limits in (2.29) exist and we define rk = E {u(t)u(t− k)}.
The limit (2.29) thus becomes

P−1
θ = 1

λ0

[
r0 r1
r1 r0

]
. (2.30)

The identification set is then obtained by substituting (2.30) in (2.26).

�
Example 2.2.1 shows that one can shape the identification set by manipulating

the input signal.

Cramér-Rao inequality
The Cramér-Rao inequality expresses a lower bound on the values of the mean
square error between the estimated parameters and the true parameters for an
unbiased estimator, i.e.

E
{

(θ̂N − θo)(θ̂N − θo)T
}
≥ I−1

F (θo), (2.31)

where IF is the Fisher Information Matirx (FIM) and is defined by

IF (θo) := E

{
∂ log p(yN |θ)

∂θ

∂ log p(yN |θ)
∂θ

T
}∣∣∣∣∣

θ=θo

, (2.32)

with yN = {y(1), . . . , y(N)} and p(yN |θ) is the probability density function of yN
given the parameters θ, see [1, pp.245-246] for the proof.
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Building on the results in [1, pp. 217-218], for appropriate choice of the function
h(·) in the PEM estimator and under the assumption that the noise is Gaussian
the Cramér-Rao bound can be rewritten as:

Cov
{√

N(θ̂N − θo)
}
≥

[
1
N

N∑
t=1

E
{
ψ(t, θo)Λ−1

0 ψ(t, θo)T
}]−1

. (2.33)

Hence, the asymptotic covariance matrix Pθ defined in (2.23) will converge to the
Cramér-Rao bound asymptotically, i.e.

Pθ →
[

1
N

IF (θo)
]−1

as N →∞. (2.34)

We define
ĪF (θo) := lim

N→∞

1
N

IF (θo) (2.35)

as asymptotic information matrix and we may use it instead of P−1
θ in this thesis.

Remark 2.2.1. The expression (2.22) does not necessarily imply that

Cov
{√

Nθ̂N

}
= N E

{
(θ̂N − θo)(θ̂N − θo)T

}
→ Pθ as N →∞. (2.36)

However, it is shown in [1, Appendix 9B] under some technical assumptions we can
use the following approximation

cov
{
θ̂N

}
≈ 1
N
Pθ, (2.37)

for large values of N . In this thesis we assume that the required conditions for
this approximation holds. Moreover, for finite but large values of N (such that the
asymptotic properties hold), we may use the following approximation

1
N
Pθ ≈ I−1

F (θo). (2.38)

2.3 Application-oriented input design

Building on the results from the previous section, one can conclude that the quality
of the estimated model in any system identification is highly affected by the data
being used during the identification process. Moreover, usually any identification
problem is followed by an application of the identified model. One example is
model-based controller design. The performance of a controller designed based on
a model is potentially affected by the model quality. If the model provides enough
information regarding the important aspects of the system dynamics, the controller
can deliver appropriate control actions and thus a desired control performance can
be obtained. The model application can be considered during the identification
process by imposing a quality constraint on the quality of the estimated model.
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Example 2.3.1 (Different applications of system identification).
Consider again the FIR system in Example 2.2.1. Assume that we want to identify
the unknown parameter vector θo =

[
θ1 θ2

]
given N samples of input and output

signals. We assume two different applications for the identified model. In the first
application it is enough to know the static gain of the system while the second
application requires the knowledge of θ1 and θ2, separately.

If one uses a constant input signal u(t) = c, we have:

y(t) = (θ1 + θ2)c+ e(t). (2.39)

It is seen that using a constant input signal, one can estimate the static gain of the
system, however, it is not possible to estimate θ1 and θ2 separately. This can be
confirmed by assuming that N is large enough and borrowing the asymptotic results
from Example 2.2.1, which shows

E
{

(θ̂N − θo)(θ̂N − θo)T
}

= λ0

N

[
r0 r1
r1 r0

]−1
. (2.40)

For a constant input, however, r0 = r1 and thus the inverse of the above matrix
does not exist.

This example shows that while a constant input signal is appropriate for the
first application, it is not useful for the second application where estimating the
parameters separately is of interest. To put it another way, different input signals
are required in different applications of the identified model. This example is taken
from [20, pp. 13-14]. �

The problem of finding optimal input for system identification has been exten-
sively investigated and formulated in several different forms, see e.g. [1], [3] and [21].
One common idea is to design an input signal considering the intended model ap-
plication by requiring a certain accuracy on the quality of the estimated model.
This is the main idea behind application-oriented input design [22, 23]. Note that
identification for control and least costly identification are also based on the notion
of minimizing the experimental effort under constraints on plant-model mismatch
(see e.g., [24], [25], [21]).

Application cost function
One first step in application-oriented input design is to specify the required accuracy
on the quality of the estimated model based on the intended model application.
To this end, we use the concept of an application cost to relate the performance
degradation in the intended application to plant-model mismatch. Consider again
the system introduced in (2.1) and the model set M(θ). The application cost is a
scalar function of the parameters. The minimum value of this function should be
obtained for true parameters, θo. For any other parameter vector θ the performance
will degrade or remain the same and thus application cost returns higher values. We
denote the application function by Vapp(θ). In particular, we assume without loss
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of generality that Vapp(θo) = 0. We also assume the function is twice differentiable
in the neighborhood of θo. This assumption implies that

Vapp(θo) = 0, V ′app(θo) = 0, and V ′′app(θo) ≥ 0, (2.41)

see [26] for examples of application function.

Example 2.3.2 (Application cost function).
Consider the following FIR system

y(t) = θ1u(t− 1) + θ2u(t− 2) + d(t), (2.42)

where y(t) is the output, u(t) is the input and d(t) is the disturbance signal given
by

d(t) =
{

0, t < 0
1, t ≥ 0 . (2.43)

Assume that we want to identify the unknown parameter vector θo =
[
θ1 θ2

]
from

N samples of input and output signals. The identified model will be used to control
the system. The controller aims to keep y(t) close to zero and reject the disturbance
d(t). To this end, the following feed-forward controller is employed:

u(t) = d(t)
θ̂1 + θ̂2

. (2.44)

Any mismatch between the true static gain (θ1 + θ2) and the identified one θ̂1 + θ̂2
will result in the deterioration of the controller performance. Hence, an appropriate
application cost function can be defined as:

Vapp(θ) =
[
1− θ1 + θ2

θ̂1 + θ̂2

]2
. (2.45)

It can be easily seen that the requirement (2.41) is satisfied for this choice of appli-
cation cost function. This example is taken from [26, pp. 5549-5550] �

Application requirements
The application function measures the performance degradation in the intended
application as a result of plant-model mismatch. However, in any application the
minimum requirements on the performance exist. For example, if the identified
model is used in a controller design, it is required that the controller results in a
desired closed-loop performance. These requirements can be considered by imposing
an upper bound on the application function. Based on these premises, we define an
application set. The application set contains the acceptable parameters from the
application point of view. The idea of defining admissible set in terms of associated
application performance was first introduced by [21]. In [22], the authors used
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similar idea and defined application set. We also use the notion of the application
set in this thesis. The set is defined as

Θapp(γ0) =
{
θ : Vapp(θ) ≤ 1

γ0

}
, (2.46)

where γ0 ∈ R is a positive user-defined constant. Every parameter vector θ for
which the application (control) performance deteriorates less that 1

γ0
, lies inside

the application set and will be considered as an acceptable parameter.

Application-oriented input design problem

The application-oriented optimal input design problem is defined as an optimization
problem. The objective function of the optimization is a function that measures the
cost of performing the identification experiment, for example input power, input
energy or experiment time. Moreover, the input signal is designed such that the
estimated model guarantees acceptable performance when used in the intended
application, that is, it requires that θ̂N ∈ Θapp(γ0). Thus a natural way to formulate
the optimization problem is

minimize
input

Experimental Cost

subject to θ̂N ∈ Θapp(γ0).
(2.47)

As mentioned in Section 2.2, θ̂N is a stochastic variable and consequently is im-
possible to enforce deterministic bounds on it. We can only satisfy the constraint
with a certain probability. We thus replace the constraint in problem (2.47) by
ESI(α) ⊆ Θapp(γ0), which ensures θ̂N ∈ Θapp(γ0) with probability at least α, see [27]
for other formulations of the problem.

The problem can then be formulated in either frequency domain where the input
spectrum is designed, or time domain where the optimization is performed on the
time-domain realizations of the input signal.

2.4 Application-oriented input design: frequency-domain
approach

From Lemma 2.2.1 we know that for a linear system, P−1
θ is an affine function

of the input spectrum in open loop systems and we can design our estimates by
designing the input spectrum. This choice of decision variable simplifies the problem
greatly and enables the convex approximations of the problem. Therefore, a wide
range of input design problems consider the input spectrum Φu as the decision
variable, instead of the input signal. The application-oriented input design problem
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in frequency-domain can be formulated as follows

minimize
Φu

Experimental Cost, (2.48a)

subject to Φu(ω) ≥ 0, for all ω, (2.48b)
ESI(α) ⊆ Θapp(γ0). (2.48c)

However, the optimization problem (2.48) may not be convex due to the constraints:

• The first constraint, spectrum constraint, involves infinitely many inequalities
since it should be satisfied for all ω;

• The second constraint, set constraint, may not be convex. This stems from
the fact that while the system identification set is an ellipsoid (see (2.26)),
the application set have any shape.

We discuss each of these constraints in more details and we find a convex approxi-
mation of them. The obtained approximated problem is convex and thus tractable.

Spectrum constraint

Consider a stationary signal u(t). The spectral density is given by

Φu(ω) =
k=∞∑
k=−∞

cke
jωk, (2.49)

where ck ∈ Rnu×nu are the autocorrelation coefficients of the input signal, i.e.:

ck = E
{
u(t)uT (t− k)

}
and ck = c−k.

Thus, finding the optimal input spectrum in the optimization problem (2.48) is
equal to computing infinitely many coefficients, which is not computationally pos-
sible without further structure. To overcome this problem we can use finite dimen-
sional parametrization introduced in [28] with the following truncated sum

Φu(ω) =
k=m−1∑

k=−(m−1)

cke
jωk. (2.50)

The problem can then be reduced to estimating the coefficients {ck}m−1
k=0 . Consider

again the optimization problem (2.48) with the truncated sum (2.50). The new
decision variables should be chosen such that (2.50) becomes a spectrum. One
way to achieve this requirement is by using the following results from Positive Real
Lemma:
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Let {A,B,C,D} be a controllable state space realization of
∑k=m−1
k=0 cke

jωk. Then,
there exists a Q̄ = Q̄T such that

K(Q̄, {A,B,C,D}) ,
[
Q̄−AT Q̄A −AT Q̄B
−BT Q̄A −BT Q̄B

]
+
[

0 CT

C D +DT

]
≥ 0, (2.51)

if and only if

Φu(ω) =
k=m−1∑

k=−(m−1)

cke
jωk ≥ 0, for all ω.

For more elaborated description we refer the reader to [29] and the references there
in.

Application set constraint
Consider the application set constraint (2.48c). The identification set (2.26) has
an ellipsoidal shape, but the application set can be of any shape. Therefore, this
constraint may not be convex and usually a convex approximation is required. This
issue is discussed in more details in [27]. In this section, two known approaches to
make a convex approximation of the constraint are presented. The two methods
are the scenario approach, see [30], [31], and the ellipsoidal approach, see [26].

Scenario approach

The constraint (2.48c) requires every point inside ESI(α) to be inside Θapp(γ0). Sat-
isfying this requirement is equivalent to satisfying an infinite number of constraints
which is not possible.

In the scenario approach, the identification set is replaced by a finite number,
Nk, of samples (or scenarios) which are randomly chosen from the set. The con-
straint (2.48c) should be satisfied for all samples. Denote the samples taken from
the identification set by θk for k = 1, . . . , Nk, the constraint (2.48c) requires

Vapp(θk) ≤ 1
γ0
, for k = 1, . . . , Nk. (2.52)

If the number of samplesNk in (2.52) is large enough, the constraint (2.4) is satisfied
with high probability. However, taking the samples θk requires knowing the con-
fidence ellipsoid. The confidence ellipsoid ESIα, in turn, depends on the employed
input spectrum which is to be designed. This relationship is complicated and thus
satisfying the set of the constraints (2.52) is highly complex. A new approximation
of the constraint can be obtained by considering that the set constraint (2.48c) is
met if

[θ − θo]TP−1
θ [θ − θo] ≥

γ0χ
2
α(n)
N

Vapp(θ), for all θ. (2.53)
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It is then possible to sample the points θk from Θapp(γ0) and require

[θk − θo]TP−1
θk

[θk − θo] ≥
γ0χ

2
α(n)
N

Vapp(θk), k = 1, . . . , Nk. (2.54)

Please note that (2.54) is the sufficient condition (if Nk is large enough) for (2.48c)
to hold but not the necessary condition.

In order to have a good approximation of the set constraint, the number of
scenarios must be large enough (see e.g. [32] for a lower bound on the number
of scenarios). The idea of approximating a semi-infinite problem with a finite
optimization problem is presented in [31]. The implementation of scenario approach
for convex approximation of (2.48c) was first proposed in [30]. Please also see [33]
for further discussions on how to choose the scenarios.
Remark 2.4.1. The scenario approach requires several evaluation of the application
function. In the case of high dimensional and complex plants and controller with
implicit control law such as MPC, it is not possible to find analytic expressions
for Vapp(θ). Thus, the evaluation necessitates a large number of often highly time-
consuming and costly simulations, which is not applicable in some real processes.

Ellipsoidal approach

The ellipsoidal approach is based on a second order Taylor expansion of Vapp(θ)
around θo, that is,

Vapp(θ) ≈ Vapp(θo) + V ′app(θo)[θ − θo]

+ 1
2 [θ − θo]TV

′′

app(θo)[θ − θo]

= 0 + 0 + 1
2[θ − θo]TV ′′app(θo)[θ − θo].

(2.55)

The application set can thus be approximated by

Eapp(γ0) =
{
θ : [θ − θo]TV

′′

app(θo)[θ − θo] ≤
2
γ0

}
. (2.56)

The application set constraint (2.48c) is

N

χ2
α(nθ)

P−1
θ ≥ γ0

2 V
′′

app(θo). (2.57)

The quality of the approximation not only depends on the application cost but
also on the value of γ0. For sufficiently large values of γ0, Eapp gives an acceptable
approximation. For low performance demand, however, the difference between the
second order approximation and the real set can be quite large and higher order
approximations are required. This problem is studied in [34] and it is shown that
in some cases higher order approximations are necessary and the approximate set
constraints are polynomial in the coefficients of the spectrum parametrization.
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Remark 2.4.2. The calculation of the Hessian matrix, V ′′app(θo), can be a challenging
task. In many problems it is not possible to analytically determine the Hessian of
the application function due to non-linearities in the controllers that are being used.
Therefore, numerical approximations are used. Numerical methods, such as finite
difference approximation, are not applicable in most cases because of the large
number of variables involved. In Chapter 3 of this thesis we study the problem of
computing the Hessian matrix using perturbation analysis techniques.
Remark 2.4.3. In the reminder of this thesis (2.57) will be referred to the experiment
design constraint.

The obtained approximation of input design problem
Based on the approximation of the spectrum constraint and the set constraint, we
will come up with the following two optimization problems

1. Scenario-based approximation:

minimize
Q,c0,...,cm−1

Experimental Cost,

subject to K(Q, {A,B,C,D}),
Q = QT ≥ 0,

[θk − θ0]TP−1
θk

[θk − θ0] ≥ γ0χ
2
α(n)
N

Vapp(θk), k = 1, . . . , Nk.

(2.58)

2. Ellipsoidal approximation:

minimize
Q,c0,...,cm−1

Experimental Cost,

subject to K(Q, {A,B,C,D}),
Q = QT ≥ 0,
N

χ2
α(nθ)

P−1
θ ≥ γ0

2 V
′′

app(θo).

(2.59)

The outcome of the obtained optimization problems is the truncated sum (2.50)
which gives the signal spectrum. Thus, it is naturally followed by another problem
where the main goal is to generate the optimal input values from the given spectrum,
see [35].

2.5 Model predictive control

MPC, also known as receding horizon control or moving horizon control, is an op-
timization based control technique where a model is used to predict the behaviour
of the plant. There is an emerging interest to use MPC in different fields, espe-
cially, in industrial process control, where it was used for the first time (see for
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Figure 2.2: Receding horizon principle.

example [36]). One prominent property of MPC is the possibility of handling input
and output constraints. The input constraints usually arise because of actuator
saturations while the output signal is restricted to keep the plant in the safe region
and produce a high quality product [37].

MPC works based on the receding horizon principles. The main idea is to start
with a fixed horizon optimal control problem where the future constraints are taken
into account during the control design. This results in an optimal control sequence.
From the obtained sequence, only the first control action is implemented on the
system. The plant status is updated by measuring the states and outputs of the
system after applying the obtained control action. The fixed horizon optimization
problem is repeated for the current states [38,39]. This idea is shown in Figure 2.2.
The main advantage of the receding horizon principle is that it can deal with un-
expected events in the future.
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A common formulation of MPC is

minimize
u

J(t) =
Ny∑
i=0
‖ŷ(t+ i|t)− r(t+ i)‖2Q +

Nu∑
i=0
‖∆u(t+ i)‖2R,

subject to ŷ ∈ Y,

u ∈ U.

(2.60)

where

• Nu is the control horizon that defines the number of input samples that are
used in the optimization,

• Ny is prediction horizon that defines the number of output samples that are
predicted,

• u(t) =
[
u(t), u(t+ 1), . . . , u(t+Nu)

]
is the input sequence over the control

horizon,

• ŷ(t+i|t) is the predicted output at time t+i based on the available information
at time t,

• r(t) is the reference signal,

• Q and R are adjustable weight matrices and ‖x‖2A = xTAx,

• Y and U are the output and input constraint sets, respectively,

• ∆u(t) is the input change at time t, i.e., ∆u(t) = u(t)− u(t− 1).

MPC requires the ability to predict future outputs and control signals. As a con-
sequence, the performance of MPC is highly dependant on the model that is being
used for prediction. Any plant-model mismatch may deteriorate the control perfor-
mance, such as reference tracking, stability and constraint satisfaction. Although
many different types of MPC have been developed to deal with such problems,
having a good model is still critical in any MPC application. Modeling is kknown
to be the most expensive and time-consuming part of MPC, see [40] and references
therein.

2.6 Dual model predictive control

As mentioned in Section 2.5, modeling is responsible for a a large part of the design
effort in MPC. Hence, the problem of input design for MPC has been extensively
studied in literature. In this regard, many algorithms extend the MPC formulation
borrowing the idea of dual control.

Dual control which was first introduced by [41] considers the case where an
unknown system is to be controlled. In this case the controller not only needs to
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control the system as well as possible but also should investigate the system dy-
namics to learn a model of the system. However, controlling the system requires
the input and output to avoid any unnecessary move which results in generating
minimum information regarding the dynamics of the system. Hence, the two afore-
mentioned goals are in conflict with each other.

A number of dual MPC formulations have been proposed in the literature.
In [42] the authors extended the MPC formulation by adding a constraint which
requires the input signal to be persistently exciting [2, pp. 120-126] over the con-
trol horizon. A similar idea used by [43] where the requirements on the input is
imposed over a window of specific number of samples instead of control horizon.
In [44] the authors proposed a new formulation which finds a trade-off between
output regulation and excitation for identification without forcing the input to be
persistently exciting. Instead, the algorithm adds a set of equality constraints to
the MPC formulation which measures how the generated control input affects the
covariances of the future parameter estimates. More examples of dua MPC can be
found in [45–48].

The dual MPC algorithms mentioned above are aiming at generating input
signals that is appropriate for model parameter estimation. In [49], however, the
main goal is to design an appropriate input signal for parameter estimation while
the intended application of the identified model is taken into account. To put
it another way, it is not desired to excite those aspects of the system that are
not interesting from applications point of view. This approach is in-line with the
application-oriented input design framework presented earlier in this section and
will be considered in this thesis.

2.7 Challenges in application-oriented input design

Controller design based on a model of a system necessitates putting significant
efforts on modelling. The modeling is often done by using system identification
techniques. In the previous sections we explained the building blocks for designing
experiments for identification such that we obtain an appropriate model for a spe-
cific control application. In this section we study the possible issues, one can face
with in identification experiment. In particular, we discuss the case when estimated
model will be employed in MPC.

Application-oriented input design for MPC
As mentioned in Section 2.5, the input and output constraints are taken into ac-
count in MPC. Although this property makes MPC popular in many different ap-
plications, in the experiment design problems this can be considered as a limiting
factor. This is due to the fact that there is no closed-form solution to the MPC
optimization problem when input and output constraints are considered [39].

Several problems arise with the practical implementation of the general frame-
work of application-oriented experiment design on MPC:
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1. Finding an appropriate application cost function is a challenging problem
for MPC. A good choice of such a function is still an open question. The
main purpose of the application cost is to relate the control performance
to the mismatch between the model and the system. More importantly, a
good application function should point up the directions in the parameter
space, for which the control performance is sensitive to the parameter changes.
The detected directions are those that should be excited more during the
identification process. Thus, an appropriate choice of cost function is highly
dependent on the MPC application.
If there is a reference trajectory that one wants to follow by MPC, then an
appropriate choice for the cost function could be a measure of the difference
between the obtained output trajectory of the system when the true system
is employed and the resulting output trajectory for the estimated model, i.e.:

Vapp(θ) = 1
N

N∑
t=1
‖y(t, θ)− y(t, θo)‖22, (2.61)

where y(t, θo) is the output using the true parameters and y(t, θ) is the result-
ing output based on the estimated parameters. This cost function is common
in the literature of experiment design for MPC, see for example [26] and [50],
where the function is computed over a step response of the system with MPC.
It is of great significance that the chosen cost function detects the important
factors in the intended application, otherwise the designed input based on
this cost might excite the system in a way that is not useful for the applica-
tion. Thus, the cost function is very different from one case to another and
evaluating (2.61) based on the step response of the system might not be a
good choice in many cases.

2. Another important problem is approximating the application set. Calculat-
ing the two approximate descriptions of the application set presented in Sec-
tion 2.4 is a challenging problem for MPC. The main difficulty is that there is
no explicit solution for MPC due to the input and output constraints. Thus,
evaluating the application cost and Hessian computation may require a large
number of time-consuming simulations and numerical approximations.

Example 2.7.1 (Application set approximation for MPC).
Consider the system

x(t+ 1) = θ2
ox(t) + u(t),

y(t) = θ1
ox(t) + e(t),

(2.62)

where θ1
o and θ2

o are not known. The goal is to identify a model of the system
(2.62). The model will be used to design MPC. We aim to use MPC with the
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following cost function to track a reference trajectory for output

J(t) =
Ny∑
i=0
‖ŷ(t+ i|t)− r(t+ i)‖2Q +

Nu∑
i=0
‖∆u(t+ i)‖2R, (2.63)

where Ny = Nu = 5, Q = 10, R = 1 and the reference signal r(t) is shown
in Figure 2.3 (see Section 2.5 for detailed description of MPC). The input
and output constraints are expressed as lower and upper bounds on the signal
values, that is

|u(t)| ≤ 1, |y(t)| ≤ 2. (2.64)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
t

-1

0

1

r(
t)

Figure 2.3: Reference trajectory for closed-loop output.

To proceed, we first define the application cost function. A simple choice of the
cost function which also satisfies (2.41), is the difference between the closed-
loop output when the true parameters have been used to tune the controller
and the closed-loop output when other parameters have been used, i.e., (2.61).
Consider the application set (2.46), with γ0 = 1000. The corresponding
level curve together with a number of scenarios, uniformly distributed over
Θapp(γ0), and the ellipsoidal approximation of the set is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Level curve (‘ ’) corresponds to γ0 = 1000 for the application cost of system
(2.62) in Example 2.7.1. Left: the ellipsoidal approximation of the set (‘ . .’). Right:
different scenarios sampling uniformly from the set(‘×’).

We can now change the reference trajectory to a step function. The level
curves for different values of γ0 for both references are shown in Figure 2.5.
It can be seen that the shape and size of application set is highly affected by
the reference trajectory.

�

In the above example, for the ellipsoidal approximation, the Hessian of Vapp
is computed numerically using DerivestSuit in Matlab [51]. Numerical cal-
culation of Hessian requires several evaluation of the application cost, which
in turn needs several simulations of MPC. On the other hand, in the scenario
approach the size and shape of the application set play an important role in
the sampling, but they are not known in advance since they can be affected
by many different factors. Hence, in practice the Hessian of Vapp is used when
sampling from the set. Thus, the Hessian computation is unavoidable in many
practical cases regardless of the approximation method that is being used.
The problem of Hessian calculation is studied in Chapter 3 of this thesis,
where we propose an analytic method to calculate the Hessian and higher
order derivatives of the application cost.
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Figure 2.5: Left: level curves for the step function as reference trajectory. Right: level
curves for the reference signal shown in Figure 2.3.

Input and output restriction
In practice, there are bounds on the amplitude of the excitation signals in real
processes and how to handle these constraints in the frequency domain is not ev-
ident. In time-domain, the aforementioned constraints appear naturally, however,
the obtained optimization problem (2.47) is non-convex. In Chapter 4 of this thesis
we reformulate the optimization problem and we employ the existing optimization
techniques to find an optimal solution for the obtained problem.

Closed-loop application-oriented input design
In many industrial applications the identification experiment should be performed
in closed loop. This can be due to stability issues, production requirements, eco-
nomic considerations or even an inherent feedback mechanisms. The main differ-
ence in this case is the correlation between the input and output signals due to
the feedback loop, which makes computation of the information matrix in (2.32)
more complicated, see [pp. 381-406] [2] for more details on closed-loop identifi-
cation. The problem is even more difficult when the feedback law is not known
in advance, which is the case when the controller in use is MPC. This problem is
studied Chapter 5 of this thesis.

The knowledge of true system parameters
The application-oriented experiment design problem relies on the knowledge of the
true system parameters. However, the true parameters are unknown during the
experiment. In order to get around this problem, two different approaches have
been used in the literature:
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1. One way to address this problem is to implement a robust experiment design
scheme (see [52] for example). The main idea is that the designed input should
be robust to the parameter changes;

2. Another approach is trying to solve this problem through adaptive procedures.
The problem starts from the best available estimation of the parameters and
the calculations of the Hessian of the cost function and output predictions are
updated as more information is being collected from the system, see e.g. [53].

The effects of uncertainty on application-oriented input design is discussed
in Chapter 6 of this thesis where a new robust scheme is proposed.





Part I

Application-oriented input design
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Chapter 3

Application set approximation for
MPC

In Chapter 2, we introduced application-oriented input design framework and the
scenario approach for the application set constraint approximation. In this chapter
we introduce a new approach based on perturbation analysis to find the Hessian of
the application cost when the controller in use is MPC. In particular, we focus on
OE systems.

3.1 Introduction

The objective of application-oriented input design is to guarantee, with a given
probability, that the estimated model belongs to the set of models that satisfies
the control specifications. This objective is usually stated mathematically as a set
constraint which is not necessary convex. Two methods of approximating the set
constraint with a convex one is presented in Section 2.4. The main drawback of
these methods is the computational effort necessary to obtain a decent approxi-
mation. Both methods require several simulations to be made of the closed-loop
system. The issue is even more highlighted when the considered control application
in application-oriented input design is MPC.

MPC has drawn much attention in control field, due to its ability to cope with
system constraints. Using MPC, we can deal explicitly with both input and output
constraints during the controller design and implementation. The most time and
cost consuming part in industrial MPC applications is, however, the modeling part
[54]. Therefore, optimal input design for MPC is of great importance. The resulting
solutions of MPC are difficult to deal with due to the aforementioned constraints.
This makes it unavoidable to deploy numerical calculations for the approximation
of the application set (2.46) (see [55]). However, numerical methods are time and
cost demanding specially for the systems with large number of parameters.

39
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Statement of the contribution
The presented method in this chapter makes use of perturbation analysis tech-
niques to evaluate the Hessian. To this end, we perturb MPC solution with respect
to the parameters. Building on [56], the set of inequality constraints that hold
with equality, i.e. active constraints, remains unchanged for small perturbation of
parameters. Thus, we can neglect the in-active constraint and only consider the
active ones as equality constraints. As a result, at each iteration of MPC we get an
optimization problem with equality constraints for which we can find a closed-form
explicit solution. It is then possible to use the obtained solution for evaluating the
Hessian of the application cost analytically. Therefore, we can estimate the Hessian
through only one simulation of the closed-loop system.

3.2 Problem formulation

We consider MPC for a subset of M(θ) with H(q, θ) = I, that is, a class of systems
with OE structures:

y(t) = G(q, θ)u(t) + e(t). (3.1)

A more general case where the noise model is also present is studied in [33].

MPC for OE systems
Let {A(θ), B(θ), C(θ)} be a minimal state space realization of system (3.1), that is

G(q, θ) = C(θ)(qI −A(θ))−1B(θ), (3.2)

where C(θ) ∈ Rny×nx , A(θ) ∈ Rnx×nx and B(θ) ∈ Rnx×nu . We study the following
MPC formulation for OE systems:

minimize
{u(t+i,θ)}Nu

i=0

J(t, θ) =
Ny∑
i=0
‖ŷ(t+ i, θ|t)− r(t+ i)‖2Q +

Nu∑
i=0
‖∆u(t+ i)‖2R,

subject to x̂(t+ i+ 1, θ|t) = A(θ)x̂(t+ i, θ|t) +B(θ)u(t+ i, θ),
ŷ(t+ i, θ|t) = C(θ)x̂(t+ i, θ|t), i = 0, . . . , Nu
ymin ≤ ŷ(t+ i, θ|t) ≤ ymax, i = 0, . . . , Nu,
umin ≤ u(t+ i, θ) ≤ umax, i = 0, . . . , Ny,
x̂(t, θ|t) = x∗(t, θ),
∆u(t, θ) = u(t, θ)− u∗(t− 1, θ),

(3.3)

where u∗(t− 1, θ) is the optimal input value applied to the system at time instant
t − 1, and x∗(t, θ) is the estimated system state at time t, obtained form either a
direct measurement or an observer. For simplicity we assume Nu = Ny. We also
consider the case where we have only upper and lower bounds on our input and
output signals. The values ymax ∈ Rny and umax ∈ Rnu are the maximum allowed
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values for the output and input signals, respectively, and ymin ∈ Rny and umin ∈ Rnu

are the minimum bounds on these signals. For a more detailed description of the
above MPC formulation, see Section 2.5.

Application cost function for MPC
Consider the optimal input design problem (2.48) at page 24. In order to deploy
this formulation, we fist need to define an appropriate cost function Vapp(θ), for
MPC.

The application cost function measures the amount of performance degradation
that stems from plant-model mismatch, see Section 2.3 in Chapter 2.

One reasonable choice of application cost function for MPC is the difference
between the measured outputs when the controller is running based on the true
parameters, θo, and when it is working based on the perturbed parameters θ, that
is,

Vapp(θ) = 1
M

M∑
t=1
‖y(t, θo)− y(t, θ)‖2, (3.4)

where M is the number of measurements used, and the second argument of y is the
parameters used in the MPC to compute the optimal control action and y is the
corresponding measured output.

The application cost (3.4) is one of the common cost functions that has been
used in the literature, see e.g. [26,30]. Although the requirements on the application
function that is, Equation (2.41) page 22, are met by this choice, some challenges
with implementing optimal input design using this cost can be found:

The required knowledge of true system: The application function introduced in
(3.4), depends on the true parameter values, which are not available during the
experiment design process. One solution is to replace θo by its best available
estimation, θ̂N . As more and more data are collected the estimation will be
updated and it asymptotically converges to the true value with probability
1. Note that there is no general proof for this claim, however, for a few
specific cases the convergence has been proved. A convergence proof for ARX
structure models can be found in [53]. Some other discussions with similar
ideas can also be found in [57], where this problem has been studied in an
adaptive input design setting.

Application cost evaluation: The application cost should be computed for
different parameters. In other words, the system behavior should be inves-
tigated for different model parameters in the controller design. This is not
possible in real processes due to safety issues, physics of the system and the
time constraints. Therefore, we consider a simulation based approximation
of (3.4), instead

V̂app(θ) = 1
M

M∑
t=1
‖y(t, θ̂N , θ̂N )− y(t, θ, θ̂N )‖2, (3.5)
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where θ̂N is the best available estimate of θo and the values of y come from
simulations; the second argument of y is the parameter used in the MPC
formulation (2.60) at page 29 for predictions, while the third argument of y is
the parameter used in lieu of θo. The values of θ̂N may be updated as better
estimates are available.

In the rest of this chapter we focus on an application set approximation for (3.5),
however, the proposed approach can be extended to other choices of application
costs.

3.3 Application set approximation

In order to obtain a convex approximation of the application set, we employ the
ellipsoidal approach. Thus the first step is to compute the Hessian of the application
cost. For the application function (3.5), we can calculate the Hessian matrix in
terms of the derivatives of y as follows:

V̂
′′

app(θ̂N ) = 2
M

M∑
t=1

{∂y(t, θ, θ̂N )
∂θ

|θ=θ̂N
}T{∂y(t, θ, θ̂N )

∂θ
|θ=θ̂N

}
. (3.6)

However, finding ∂y(t,θ,θ̂N )
∂θ is a challenging problem.

The output signal depends on the input, which comes from the controller. Con-
sequently, in order to find the derivatives in (3.6), the derivatives of the input signal
generated by MPC with respect to θ, are required. This is a challenging problem
since it requires finding a closed-form solution for MPC when there are inequality
constraints on input and output signals.

The proposed solution here is to notice that, when θ is a small perturbation
of θ̂N , the active constraints are the same as when the MPC is running based on
θ̂N . Thus, the main idea is to let MPC run based on θ̂N at each time instant t,
and determine the optimal value of the input signal u(t, θ̂N ). We assume that the
active constraints remain the same for small enough perturbations of θ̂N , see [56].
This fact holds whenever the dual variables associated with the last two sets of
constraints in (2.60), which are active, are all non-zero. This, in turn, holds with
probability 1. In addition, under this condition y is differentiable with respect to
its second argument, see [58].

Therefore, at time step t, we are able to find a closed-form solution of MPC
for θ = θ̂N + δθ by considering active constraints as equality constraints. We can
analyse the effects of perturbing the parameters when δθ is small enough. In the
rest of this section, we briefly describe the closed-form solution of MPC when we are
considering only active constraints, then we provide insights into the perturbation
analysis for the MPC solution. Finally, we show how these concepts can be used to
find the derivatives in (3.6) and compute the application cost function.
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Closed-form solution of constrained MPC

Consider the MPC formulation (3.3) at time instant t. In this section, we first seek
to rewrite the MPC formulation as an inequlity constrained quadratic problem.
We then reduce the obtained problem to a quadratic problem by considering only
active constraints obtained by solving MPC for θ̂.

We introduce some notations and new variables:

X(t, θ) = [x̂(t+Nu, θ|t)T , . . . , x̂(t, θ|t)T , u(t+Nu, θ)T , . . . , u(t, θ)T ]T , (3.7)

Hr =
[
r(t+Nu)T , . . . , r(t)T , 0, . . . , 0

]T
, (3.8a)

Hu = [0, . . . , 0,1]T , (3.8b)
H = Hr + Huu

∗(t− 1, θ), (3.8c)

∆ =


Inu −Inu · 0
...

. . . . . .
...

0 · Inu −Inu
0 · 0 Inu

 , (3.9)

Q =
[
INu+1 ⊗Q 0

0 INu+1 ⊗R

]
, (3.10)

Υ(θ) =
[
INu+1 ⊗ C(θ) 0

0 ∆

]
, (3.11)

where 1 is a vector of an appropriate size with all elements equal to 1, Im indicates
an identity matrix of size m and 0 denotes a matrix of an appropriate size with all
its elements equal to zero, and by Im ⊗M , we mean the Kronecker products of Im
and M [59].

Consider again (3.3), we now rewrite the cost function and constraints in the
MPC optimization problem invoking the above mentioned variables:

Cost function

J = (Υ(θ)X(t, θ)−H)TQ(Υ(θ)X(t, θ)−H). (3.12)

We append the last equality constraint, ∆u(t, θ) = u(t, θ)−u∗(t− 1, θ), to the cost
function.

Constraints on system dynamic

C(θ)X(t, θ) = D(θ), (3.13)
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with

C(θ) =


I −A(θ) . . . 0 0 −B(θ) . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . I −A(θ) 0 . . . −B(θ)
0 0 . . . 0 I 0 . . . 0

 ,
D(θ) = Dx(θ)x̂(t, θ|t),

Dx =
[
0 . . . 0 Inx

]T
.

(3.14)

Notice that the initial condition on the states is attached to the dynamic of the
system.

Input-output bounds
INu+1 ⊗ C(θ) 0
−INu+1 ⊗ C(θ) 0

0 I
0 −I

X(θ) ≤


INu+1 ⊗ ymax
−INu+1 ⊗ ymin
INu+1 ⊗ umax
−INu+1 ⊗ umin

 . (3.15)

By defining appropriate notations, (3.15) can be written as

J (θ)X(θ) ≤ L. (3.16)

Finally, we have the following equivalent MPC formulation:

P(t) :

minimize
X(t,θ)

(Υ(θ)X(t, θ)−H)TQ(Υ(θ)X(t, θ)−H)

subject to J (θ)X(θ) ≤ L(t),
C(θ)X(θ) = D(θ).

(3.17)

Problem (3.17) is convex and can be solved at time t for θ = θ̂N . Let I(t, θ̂N ) be a
time varying diagonal matrix, where each diagonal element corresponds to one of
the inequality constraints in (3.15). A diagonal element is zero if its corresponding
constraint is inactive at time t when the problem is solved for θ̂N and it is one for
active constraints. Multiplying (3.15) by I(t, θ̂N ) and introducing

Ja(t, θ, θ̂N ) = I(t, θ̂N )


INu+1 ⊗ C(θ) 0
−INu+1 ⊗ C(θ) 0

0 I
0 −I

 ,La(t) = I(t, θ̂N )


INu+1 ⊗ ymax
−INu+1 ⊗ ymin
INu+1 ⊗ umax
−INu+1 ⊗ umin

 ,
(3.18)

we obtain
Ja(t, θ, θ̂N )X(θ) = La(t), (3.19)

which represents those inequality constraints that are active at time instant t.
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We perturb the parameters to θ = θ̂N + δθ, where δθ is small enough such that
the active and inactive constraints remain the same. Thus, we have the following
problem in lieu of (3.17)

minimize
X(t,θ)

(Υ(θ)X(t, θ)−H)TQ(Υ(θ)X(t, θ)−H)

subject to
[ C(θ)
Ja(t, θ, θ̂N )

]
X(θ) =

[
D(θ)
La(t)

]
.

(3.20)

Problem (3.20) is a quadratic optimization problem with affine equality constraints.
Thus, the problem is convex. If X∗(θ) and λ∗ = (λ∗1, λ∗2) (λ1 and λ2 are Lagrange
multipliers) satisfy the KKT conditions, then they are primal and dual optimal, with
zero duality gap [60]. The KKT conditions for this problem are

2Υ(θ)TQ(Υ(θ)X∗(t, θ)−H) + C(θ)Tλ∗1 + Ja(t, θ, θ̂N )Tλ∗2 = 0, (3.21a)[ C(θ)
Ja(t, θ, θ̂N )

]
X∗(θ) =

[
D(θ)
La(t)

]
, (3.21b)

see [60]. This can be written as the following set of linear equations

Ψ(θ)

X∗(t, θ)λ∗1
λ∗2

 = Λ1(θ)(Hr + Huu
∗(t− 1)) + Λ2(θ)(B0 + Bxx̂(t, θ|t), (3.22)

where

Ψ(θ) =

2Υ(θ)TQΥ(θ) C(θ)T J T
a (t, θ, θ̂N )

C(θ) 0 0

Ja(t, θ, θ̂N ) 0 0

 , B0 =


0

. . . . . .
0

. . . . . .
La(t)

 ,

Bx =


0

. . . . . .
Dx
. . . . . .
0


T

, Λ1(θ) =


2Υ(θ)TQ
. . . . . .
0

. . . . . .
0

 , Λ2 =


0

. . . . . .
I

. . . . . .
I

 .
(3.23)

Thus, we get a closed-form solution for u(t, θ) as

u(t, θ) = Lx(θ)x̂(t, θ|t) + Lu(θ)u∗(t− 1, θ) + Lr(θ), (3.24)

with

Lx(θ) =
[
0, . . . , I, . . . , 0

]
Ψ−1(θ)Λ2Bx,

Lu(θ) =
[
0, . . . , I, . . . , 0

]
Ψ−1(θ)Λ1Hu,

Lr(θ) =
[
0, . . . , I, . . . , 0

]
Ψ−1(θ) (Λ1Hr + Λ2B0) .

(3.25)
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Remark 3.3.1. The matrix Ψ(θ) is a block matrix and in order to solve (3.22) one
can use the Schur complement1 of the corresponding block matrix if it is invertible.
This can reduce the required computational load of the problem. However, block
matrices inside Ψ(θ) are not necessarily invertible. We can use the pseudoinverse
of Ψ(θ) instead. In this case the inverse of Ψ(θ)TΨ(θ) is required, for which the
block matrices are invertible.

Perturbation analysis
The analysis in this section is based on the analysis techniques mentioned in [61]
and [62]. Having the MPC solution at time step t, that is u(t, θ), our aim is to
compute its derivatives with respect to θ, based on which the derivatives in (3.6)
will be calculated.

We start by considering a general observer of the form

x̂(t+ 1, θ|t) = f
(
x̂(t, θ|t), y(t, θ, θ̂N ), θ

)
,

x̂(t, θ|t) = g
(
x̂(t, θ|t− 1), y(t, θ, θ̂N ), θ

)
,

(3.26)

where y(t, θ, θ̂N ) is the measured output, that is

x(t+ 1, θ, θ̂N ) = A(θ̂N )x(t, θ, θ̂N ) +B(θ̂N )u(t, θ),
y(t, θ, θ̂N ) = C(θ̂N )x(t, θ, θ̂N ) + e(t),

(3.27)

we refer the reader to [33] for a specific observer in the presence of noise model.
We then arrive at formulating the following recursive procedure to compute the

required derivatives at (3.6).

Derivative of optimal state feedback u(t, θ)

Let us first calculate the derivative of the obtained optimal state feedback u(t, θ)
in (3.24)

du(t, θ)
dθ

= dLx(θ)
dθ

x̂(t, θ|t) + Lx(θ)dx̂(t, θ|t)
dθ

+ dLu(θ)
dθ

u(t− 1, θ) + Lu(θ)du(t− 1, θ)
dθ

+ dLr(θ)
dθ

.

(3.28)

The derivatives of u(t− 1, θ) and x̂(t, θ|t) are obtained recursively as we run MPC
while other derivatives can be obtained through the definitions provided previously
in this section.

1The Schur complement of the block D of the matrixM =
[
A B
C D

]
is defined as A−BD−1C.
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Derivative of observer

As we see in (3.28), the derivative of the observed states are also required. The
expression for these derivatives are given as follows:

dx̂(t, θ|t)
dθ

= ∂g

∂x̂

dx̂(t, θ|t− 1)
dθ

+ ∂g

∂y

dy(t, θ, θ̂N )
dθ

+ ∂g

∂θ
, (3.29)

dx̂(t, θ|t− 1)
dθ

= ∂f

∂x̂

dx̂(t− 1, θ|t− 1)
dθ

+ ∂f

∂y

dy(t− 1, θ, θ̂N )
dθ

+ ∂f

∂θ
. (3.30)

Combining (3.29) and (3.30) we get:

dx̂(t, θ|t)
dθ

= ∂g

∂x̂

∂f

∂x̂

dx̂(t− 1, θ|t− 1)
dθ

+ ∂g

∂x̂

∂f

∂y

dy(t− 1, θ, θ̂N )
dθ

+ ∂g

∂y

dy(t, θ, θ̂N )
dθ

+ ∂g

∂x̂

∂f

∂θ
+ ∂g

∂θ
.

(3.31)

Derivative of output

The first order derivative of the closed-loop output y is required for both computa-
tion of the Hessian and also in recursive calculations of input and state derivatives.
The first order derivative is given by:

dy(t+ 1, θ, θ̂N )
dθ

= C(θ̂N )dx(t+ 1, θ)
dθ

, (3.32)

where

dx(t+ 1, θ)
dθ

= A(θ̂N )dx(t, θ)
dθ

+B(θ̂N )du(t, θ)
dθ

. (3.33)

Being able to compute all required derivatives, it is now possible to state the
proposed scheme for estimating the Hessian. The proposed method is presented
in Section 3.3.
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Step Action

Initialization

set initial values as:
u∗(0) = u0, x(0, θ|0) = x̂(0, θ|0) = x0,
du(0,θ)
dθ = 0, dx̂(0,θ|0)

dθ 0,dx(0,θ)
dθ = 0;

Find optimal input
solve Problem P(t) for θ = θ̂N
find active and inactive constraints to form I(t, θ̂N )
compute optimal feedback law (3.24);

Calculate derivatives

given the derivatives at time t− 1 compute:
derivative of optimal state feedback
derivative of observer
derivative of output;

Repeat repeat the previous steps until one complete simula-
tion of closed-loop system;

Construct Hessian use (3.6) to construct the Hessian.

Remark 3.3.2. The higher derivatives of the input and output signals can be com-
puted simultaneously using the same procedure. Thus, a higher order Taylor ex-
pansions of the application function can be invoked to estimate the function.

The method provides a fast tool for convex approximation of the application
cost function. Many calculations in different time instants are the same and can
be pre-computed. Moreover, the active constraints may not change often, thus, at
each time instant a large number of the calculations can be skipped by re-using the
results from previous time instants. Thus, the proposed approach is often faster
than both the scenario-based and the ellipsoidal approximation method.

3.4 Numerical examples

In this section we evaluate the proposed method in Section 3.3 with two numerical
examples.

Example 1
Consider the following system:

x(t+ 1) = θ2x(t) + u(t),
y(t) = θ1x(t) + e(t).

(3.34)

The true system is given by the parameter values θ0 = [0.6 0.9]T and the measure-
ment noise has the variance λ2

e = 0.01. The objective is to find the application
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Figure 3.1: Level curves ( ) for the application set. The innermost curve corre-
sponds to the required accuracy ( ). The approximated Eapp ( ) is also shown.
The approximation is much better for larger values of γ0. The accepted scenarios,
that is Vapp(θ) ≤ 1

γ0
, for all cases are also shown (∗) .

set Θapp, when MPC is used for reference tracking. We use the MPC formulation
(3.3), with the following settings:

Nu = Ny = 5, Q = 10, R = 1, umax = −umin = 1, ymax = −ymin = 2.

We set the length of the experiment to N = 10 samples and the reference
trajectory is a series of unit steps over the samples. Note that we use the application
cost function defined in (3.4). Now using the proposed approach, we can obtain
the application ellipsoid.
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The level curves for the application set together with the approximation of the
set based on the proposed approach and the uniformly distributed scenarios are
shown in Figure 3.1. The results are studied for different values of accuracy, i.e γ0.

In order to check the accuracy of the proposed method, we perform a number
of scenarios with different values of θ which are generated randomly with a uniform
distribution. The experiment is repeated for different values of γ0. The results
show that from 400 generated points for γ0 = 1000, 122 points are satisfying the
condition Vapp(θ) < 1

γ0
. Among all accepted values of θ, 90% are completely inside

or on the border of the approximated ellipsoid, which means that the estimated
ellipsoid covers at least 90% of the acceptable points. This value increases to 100%
when γ0 = 10000. This mainly stems from the fact that the Taylor approximation
of application cost function around θo is more accurate when we are closer to θo.

Furthermore, the Hessian matrix is computed employing numerical methods,
provided by DERIVESTsuite [51]. The application set is then approximated using
the ellipsoidal approach (eq. (2.56) at page 26). As expected, the result is the
same as when the proposed method is used. However, in the proposed method,
we need only one complete simulation of the closed-loop system with MPC, while
in the numerical approximation of the Hessian, which is based on finite difference
approximation, O(6n2) simulations are required depending on the selected accuracy.
Therefore, the new approach is expected to be faster. While it takes 94 seconds
for the numerical method to calculate the Hessian matrix in this example, the new
method needs only 12 seconds to give the same approximation, which means that
87% of time is saved. This example has only two unknown parameters and one
state and thus the numerical approach is quite fast, however for more complicated
examples the saved time is expected to be more noticeable.

Example 2
In this example we illustrate the algorithm on a distillation column simulation
example. The non-linear system representation is taken from a benchmark process
proposed by the Autoprofit project [63]. For a general description of distillation
columns, we refer the reader to [64]. The plant is linearised around the steady state
operating conditions and then, using model order reduction methods, the second
order model

x(t+ 1) =
[
θ1 θ2
θ3 θ4

]
x(t) +

[
θ5 θ6
θ7 θ8

]
u(t)

y(t) =
[
−0.8954 0.1421
−0.2118 −0.1360

]
x(t) + e(t)

(3.35)

is obtained, where e(t) is a white measurement noise with variance E{e(t)T e(t)} =
0.001. We assume that 1% performance degradation from the case when MPC is
using the true parameters is allowed, that is,

γ0 = 100
V (θ0) ,
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where

V (θ0) = 1
M

M∑
t=1
‖y(t, θ0, θ0)− r(t)‖2,

see [55]. Since MPC is used for tracking, the model is augmented with a con-
stant output disturbance on each output to get integral action. This technique is
presented in further detail in [39]. The proposed method has been employed to cal-
culate the approximate application cost in (2.55) at page 26. In order to evaluate
the capability of the method, we run the process for 500 different values of θ, taken
from a uniform distribution. Figure 3.2 shows the real and approximated values of
the application cost function for 100 scenarios.
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Figure 3.2: Approximated (. - -) and real (o –) values of Vapp(θ) for 100 different
samples of θ taken form a uniform distribution.

In order to have a better insight, the samples which are located inside the
application set are illustrated in Figure 3.3. It can be easily seen that the proposed
method has a good performance inside the application set. Among 85 scenarios
which result in an acceptable application cost, 83 scenarios are approximated as
acceptable ones using the proposed method. The method classifies 6 points outside
the region as acceptable ones. We consider two performance indexes to evaluate
the results: False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN). We introduce

1(1/γ0 − Vapp(θ)) =
{

1 if Vapp(θ) ≤ 1/γ0
0 if Vapp(θ) > 1/γ0

, (3.36)
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No. of scenarios FP FN
100 0.4 0.023

Table 3.1: Performance indexes achieved by the proposed method.

and define

Ni := {k such that 1(1/γ0 − Vapp(θ(k))) = i} for i = 0, 1. (3.37)

Then

FP(θ̂) := 1
|N0|

∑
k∈N0

1(1/γ0 − V̂app(θ(k))), (3.38)

FN(θ̂) := 1− 1
|N1|

∑
k∈N1

1(1/γ0 − V̂app(θ(k))) (3.39)

FP captures the mistakes that for a generated θ, V̂app(θ) is estimated such that
V̂app(θ) ≤ 1/γ0 is satisfied while it is not the case for the true Vapp(θ). On the
other hand, FN counts the number of mistakes that the V̂app(θ) > 1/γ0 while
Vapp(θ) ≤ 1/γ0. The results are summarized in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.3: Approximated (. - -) and real (o –) values of Vapp(θ) inside the appli-
cation set. 92% of the samples inside the region are classified as acceptable ones by
the proposed method.
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The values in Table 3.1 shows that the estimator gives an acceptable perfor-
mance for θs inside the application set while the performance degrades for the
parameters located outside of the set.

3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we introduced a general technique for the approximation of the
application set, a structure required for the implementation of optimal input design
schemes. In particular, we have focused on MPC, a control technique for which it
is not possible to obtain the application set explicitly. Some numerical examples
have been presented, which show the advantages of the new method with respect
to previous techniques, in terms of the necessary computations.

The method is general enough to be applied to other controller strategies and
application areas where it is not possible to derive the application set explicitly.
In the next chapters this method will be used to estimate the application set for
experiment design problem when there is no explicit control law for the controller.





Chapter 4

Application-oriented input design:
a time-domain approach

In this chapter we introduce a new solution to the application-oriented input design
in open loop. In the context of the problem (2.47), the minimum required time to
satisfy the experiment design constraint is considered as the experimental cost and
constraints on the input signals and the resulting output signals are imposed. The
problem is formulated in time domain, where it is straightforward to handle time-
domain constraints on input and output signals.

4.1 Introduction

Consider the general application-oriented optimal input design problem (2.47). As
mentioned in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, for model structures linear in input, the
FIM is asymptotically an affine function of the input power spectrum. Therefore,
the input design problem is usually formulated in the frequency domain and the
outcome is an optimal input spectrum or an autocorrelation sequence, see (2.48).
A realization of the optimal input signals are obtained from the given optimal
spectrum, see [35]. In practice, however, there are often constraints on the input
signals and the resulting output signals, which should be taken into account during
the experiment design. These constraints are typically expressed in the time domain
and how to handle them in frequency domain is not evident. One way to get
around this problem is to impose these constraints during the generation of a time
realization of the desired input spectrum, see [65], [66], [67] and [68]. There are,
however, some approaches that try to solve the optimal input design problem in
the time domain directly, see e.g [69] for linear systems. While the main advantage
is that the constraints on the amplitude of the input and the system dynamics
can appear naturally, the obtained problem is non-convex. In [69], this problem is
addressed through a semidefinite relaxation of quadratic programs and the FIM is
maximized under some constraints on the input signal.

55
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Statement of contribution

We introduce a new time-domain formulation for the application-oriented input
design. The objective is to satisfy the constraint (2.57) in minimum time while
forcing the input and output signals to lie in certain convex sets. The problem is
formulated in time domain. The obtained optimization problem, however, is non-
convex, which imposes a high computational burden. We try to get around the non-
convexity through alternating methods. More precisely, we separate the problem
into two steps where at each step the optimization problem is solved with respect
to one set of the variables while the other one is fixed. We alternate between these
two steps until convergence. The minimum required time is detected by formulating
the problem in a receding horizon manner. This formulation is thus suitable to be
used with controllers such as MPC.

4.2 Problem formulation

Consider the application-oriented input design problem (2.47). Assume that the
experimental cost is the required time to satisfy the experiment design constraints
while the experiment design constraint is relaxed using ellipsoidal approximation
(2.57). To be able to formulate the optimal input design problem mathematically,
we introduce a slack variable to the experiment design constraint. The experiment
design constraint (2.57) is then satisfied if a positive semidefinite matrix S exists
such that:

NP−1
θ − χ2

α(nθ)γ0

2 V
′′

app(θo)− S = 0, S ≥ 0, (4.1)

where S is the slack variable. We then try to minimize

J =
∥∥∥∥IF(θo)−

χ2
α(nθ)γ0

2 V
′′

app(θo)− S
∥∥∥∥2

F

, (4.2)

for S ≥ 0, under input and output constraints where ‖.‖F denotes the Frobenius
norm. Here we invoke (2.38) to replace NP−1

θ with IF(θo). The experiment design
constraint is satisfied if J = 0.

Remark 4.2.1. The Frobenius norm measures the Root Mean Square (RMS) gain of
a matrix and it is easily calculated. However, one can use any other matrix norm.

In order to find the minimum required time, we perform a time recursive in-
put design algorithm. This also makes the algorithm compatible to be used with
receding horizon controllers such as MPC. Hence, we formulate the input design
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problem as the following receding horizon problem, where at each time t we solve

minimize
{u(k)}t+Nu

k=t ,S
Jt =

∥∥∥∥IF
t+Nu(θo)−

χ2
α(nθ)γ0

2 V
′′

app(θo)− S
∥∥∥∥2

F

subject to S ≥ 0,
u(k) ∈ U, k = t, . . . , t+Nu,

y(k) ∈ Y, k = t, . . . , t+Ny,

y(k) = G(q, θ0)u(k), k = t, . . . , t+Ny.

(4.3)

Here, U and Y are convex constraint sets on the input and the output, respectively.
These constraints on inputs and outputs could for instance correspond to saturation
of actuators and the need to keep the system within a safe operating region. Nu
and Ny are input and output horizons. If Ny is longer than Nu, the input can be
considered zero or keep constant over the rest of the output horizon, see [39]. In
this chapter, we assume Nu = Ny for simplicity. IF

t+Nu(θo) is the FIM up to time
t+Nu, an elaborate description is presented in the rest of this section.

Although the solution to the problem (4.3) is a sequence of input values, we
only apply the first value to the system and the optimization is performed again in
the next time step, according to the receding horizon principle (see Section 2.5).

At each time sample t, if the lower bound on the FIM is fulfilled, i.e. IF
t+Nu(θo) ≥

χ2
α(nθ)γ0

2 V
′′

app(θo), then Jt = 0 holds and vice versa. We can then stop running the
receding horizon problem (4.3) if after applying the first value of the obtained input
sequence Jt = 0 holds. We consider the time for which Jt = 0 hold for the first
time as the minimum time required to satisfy the application requirements.

To iteratively solve (4.3), we first need to rewrite the matrix IF
t+Nu(θo) in a

recursive form and relate it to the input u(t). Then a cyclic algorithm is proposed
to address the input design problem (4.3).
Remark 4.2.2. The problem could also be formulated as the dual problem of (2.48).
This is achieved by gradually making the sets U and Y smaller until there is no
input sequence that leads to Jt = 0 in finite time. As a result, we get the minimum
experimental cost with which we can satisfy the experiment design constraint. This
requires adding an outer loop to the problem (4.3) and solving (4.3) for different
sets U and Y at each iteration of the loop.
Remark 4.2.3. The formulation (4.3) can also be used to find the maximum accuracy
γ0, for which we can satisfy (2.57) in the sets U and Y. To this end, one can solve
(2.57) for increasing values of γ0 until there is no input sequence that leads to
Jt = 0 in finite time. This requires adding an outer loop to (4.3) and solving it for
different values of γ0 at each iteration of the loop.

Fisher information matrix
For an unbiased estimator, the inverse of the FIM is a lower bound on the covariance
of the parameter estimation error, according to the Cramér-Rao bound (2.31). The
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FIM is ( [3]):

IF(θ) := E

{
∂ log p(yN |θ)

∂θ

∂ log p(yN |θ)
∂θ

T
}
∈ Rnθ×nθ , (4.4)

where log p(yN |θ) is the log likelihood function. Considering the model (2.2) and
assuming e(t) to be Gaussian white noise, the log likelihood function is:

log p(yN |θ) = constant− 1
2

N∑
t=1

εT (t, θ)Λ−1
0 ε(t, θ) (4.5)

where N is the number of samples that are being used in the computation of the
FIM and ε(t, θ) ∈ Rny is the prediction error given by

ε(t, θ) := H−1(q, θ)[y(t)−G(q, θ)u(t)],

(see Item 1 in Chapter 2). Assume that the plant and noise models are parameter-
ized independently and let θG ∈ RnθG denote the parameters of the system model
while θH ∈ RnθH contains the parameters of the noise model. The FIM for data up
to time t+Nu is

IF
t+Nu(θ) :=

k=t+Nu∑
k=1

E

{∂ε
T (t,θ)
∂θG

∂εT (t,θ)
∂θH

Λ−1
0

∂ε
T (t,θ)
∂θG

∂εT (t,θ)
∂θH


T }

(4.6)

where, ∂ε
T (t,θ)
∂θG

∈ RnθG×ny and ∂εT (t,θ)
∂θH

∈ RnθH×ny . Now, if we assume that {u(t)}
and {e(t)} are uncorrelated (i.e. the system is operating in open loop), we obtain

IF
t+Nu(θ) = E

{[
Īt+NuF (θG) 0

0 Īt+NuF (θH)

]}
. (4.7)

Since ĪF (θH) only depends on the noise e(t), the only part of the FIM that can be
optimized by the choice of the input signal is

Īt+NuF (θG) =
k=t+Nu∑
k=1

(
∂εT (t, θ)
∂θG

)
Λ−1

0

(
∂εT (t, θ)
∂θG

)T
, (4.8)

considering that E{Īt+NuF (θG)} = Īt+NuF (θG), since ∂εT (t,θ)
∂θG

is deterministic. One
can write

Īt+NuF (θG) :=
k=t−1∑
k=1

(
∂εT (t, θ)
∂θG

)
Λ−1

0

(
∂εT (t, θ)
∂θG

)T

+
k=t+Nu∑
k=t

(
∂εT (t, θ)
∂θG

)
Λ−1

0

(
∂εT (t, θ)
∂θG

)T
,

(4.9)
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where the first term depends on the values of the input signal up to time t − 1,
which are assumed to be known at time t. Therefore, we focus on the second term,
which contains the inputs in the horizon in the optimization problem (4.3). Based
on the definition of ε(t, θ)

∂εT (t, θ)
∂θG

=


F1(q)u(t)
F2(q)u(t)

...
FnθG (q)u(t)

 , (4.10)

where
Fi(q)u(t) = −

[
H−1(q, θH)∂G(q, θG)

∂(θG(i)) u(t)
]T
. (4.11)

Building on [69], the elements of the reduced FIM can be written as:

[Īt+NuF ]i,j(θG) = [Īt−1
F ]i,j(θG) +

k=t+Nu∑
k=t

(Fi(q)u(k))Λ−1
0 (Fj(q)u(k)), (4.12)

where i, j = 1, . . . , nθG and [Īt−1
F ]i,j(θG) is obtained using the data available at time

t. Denote the impulse response of Fi(q) by fi(t), and the maximum length of the
truncated impulse responses of Fi(q) for i = 1, . . . , nθG by n. We then define the
matrix Fi ∈ R(Nu+1)ny×(Nu+n)nu by (if Nu ≥ n):

Fi :=


fi(n) fi(n− 1) . . . . . . . . . fi(1) 0 . . . 0

0 fi(n) . . . . . . . . . fi(2) fi(1) . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . fi(n) . . . fi(Nu + 1) . . . . . . fi(1)

 .
(4.13)

Using the following notation, we distinguish between the known and unknown parts
of input:

ū∗(t) := [u∗(t− n+ 1), . . . , u∗(t− 1)] ∈ R(n−1)nu , (4.14a)
ū(t) := [u(t), . . . , u(t+Nu)] ∈ R(Nu+1)nu , (4.14b)

where input values in (4.14a) are already known at time t and the values in (4.14b)
are going to be find optimally during the input design. We can rewrite (4.12) as

[Ĩt+NuF ]i,j(θG) =
[
(ū∗(t))T ū(t)T

]
FTi Λ−1

e Fj

[
ū∗(t)
ū(t)

]
,

Λ−1
e = I(Nu+1)×(Nu+1) ⊗ Λ−1

0 ,

(4.15)

see [69], which gives

Ĩt+NuF (θG) =

 uTFT1 Λ−1
e F1u . . . uTFT1 Λ−1

e FnθGu
...

. . .
...

uTFTnθGΛ−1
e F1u . . . uTFTnθGΛ−1

e FnθGu

 , (4.16)
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where

u =
[
(ū∗(t))T ū(t)T

]T
. (4.17)

Therefore,

Īt+NuF (θG) = Īt−1
F (θG) + Ĩt+NuF (θG). (4.18)

Defining

Φ(u) := [Λ−
1
2

e F1u, . . . , Λ−
1
2

e Fnθu] ∈ R(Nu+1)ny×nθG , (4.19)

the FIM can be written as:

Īt+NuF (θG) = Φ(u)TΦ(u) + Īt−1
F (θG). (4.20)

Since Φ(u) is linear in u, the FIM is a quadratic function of the input sequence.

4.3 Optimization method: a cyclic algorithm

For simplicity we assume that the application cost function depends only on the
plant model. Thus we can use the reduced FIM in (4.3). Substituting (4.20) into
the cost function in (4.3) and with some abuse of notation (using θo instead of θG)

Jt =
∥∥Φ(u)TΦ(u) + C(t− 1)− S

∥∥2
F
, (4.21)

where

C(t− 1) = Īt−1
F (θo)−

χ2
α(nθ)γ0

2 V
′′

app(θo), (4.22)

is a known matrix at time t which can be computed using the data available at
time t. The optimization problem (4.3) is non-convex and is in general hard to
solve. However, the cost function is separable in terms of the variables, which
makes it possible to find a solution of the problem through cyclic algorithms (see
e.g., [70] and [71]). To put it another way, we can break the problem into two
smaller problems by considering only one of the variables, u and S, at each time.
The resulting problems are easier to solve. This motivates us to propose a cyclic
algorithm for this problem. The method alternates between optimizing the cost
function with respect to one of the variables while the other variable is fixed. The
proposed algorithm consists of two main steps.
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Step 1

Assuming S is fixed to its most recent optimal value, Sopt, we aim to solve the
following optimization problem at time instant t:

minimize
u

∥∥Φ(u)TΦ(u) + C(t− 1)− Sopt
∥∥2
F

subject to u =
[
(ū∗(t))T ū(t)T

]T ∈ U,

u(k) = ū∗(t), k = 1, . . . , n− 1,
y(k) ∈ Y, k = t, . . . , t+Nu,

y(k) = G(q, θ0)u(k), k = t, . . . , t+Nu.

(4.23)

where u(k) denotes the kth element of u. The optimization problem (4.23) is still
non-convex. However, the class of unconstrained signals, Φ(u), for which the cost
function is zero, is ( [71])

Φ(u) = U
(
Sopt −C(t− 1)

) 1
2 , (4.24)

if

Sopt −C(t− 1) ≥ 0, (4.25)

where U ∈ R(Nu+1)ny×nθG is a semi-unitary matrix and (.) 1
2 is the Hermitian square

root of a positive definite matrix. We will later show that the property (4.25) holds
at time instant t− 1. Hence, the problem (4.23) can be relaxed to

minimize
u,U

∥∥∥Φ(u)− U
(
Sopt −C(t− 1)

) 1
2
∥∥∥2

F

subject to u =
[
(ū∗(t))T ū(t)T

]T ∈ U,

u(k) = ū∗(t), k = 1, . . . , n− 1,
y(k) ∈ Y, k = t, . . . , t+Nu,

y(k) = G(q, θ0)u(k), k = t, . . . , t+Nu,

UTU = I.

(4.26)

The cost function is still non-convex. However, this problem, in turn can be broken
into two sub-problems by considering only one of the variables and fixing the other
one. Since Φ(u) is linear in u we formulate two convex problems: one in terms of
u and another one in terms of U . Therefore, we can again use a cyclic optimiza-
tion algorithm in order to solve the problem. Here, we will use the minimization
algorithm suggested in [71]. The algorithm is alternating between the following two
steps until convergence (one can define convergence when the tolerance of changes
in the variables is smaller than a specified value):
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Step 1.1 : Assuming U is fixed to its most recent optimal value, solve the problem
(4.26) for u, which is a constrained quadratic programming problem

uopt = arg min
u

∥∥∥Φ(u)− Uopt
(
Sopt −C(t− 1)

) 1
2
∥∥∥2

F

subject to u =
[
(ū∗(t))T ū(t)T

]T ∈ U,

u(k) = ū∗(t), k = 1, . . . , n− 1,
y(k) ∈ Y, k = t, . . . , t+Nu,

y(k) = G(q, θ0)u(k), k = t, . . . , t+Nu

(4.27)

Step 1.2 : Having the optimal input sequence, uopt(t), find optimal U for (4.26)
through a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)

(Sopt −C(t− 1)
) 1

2 Φ(uopt)T = ŪΣŨT , Uopt = Ũ ŪT . (4.28)

See [71] for more details.

Step 2
Having obtained the optimal solution, uopt(t), from the first step, we need to solve

minimize
S

∥∥Φ(uopt)TΦ(uopt) + C(t− 1)− S
∥∥2
F

subject to S ≥ 0.
(4.29)

An important advantage of the proposed algorithm is that we can find a closed-
form solution for this step. The optimal solution of (4.29) is the projection of
Φ(uopt)TΦ(uopt) + C(t − 1) onto S+

nθ
( [72]). To determine this projection, note

that since Φ(uopt)TΦ(uopt) + C(t− 1) is symmetric, we can write

Φ(uopt)TΦ(uopt) + C(t− 1) =V diag(λ1, . . . , λnθ )V T , (4.30)
where λi are the eigenvalues and V is the corresponding orthonormal matrix of
eigenvectors. Thus

Sopt = V diag
(

max(0, λ1), . . . ,max(0, λnθ )
)
V T . (4.31)

See [72] for further information. Note that S ≥ Φ(uopt)TΦ(uopt)+C(t−1) according
to (4.30) and (4.31), which confirms that the property (4.25) holds.

The proposed method cycles between Step 1 and Step 2, the resulting problem
involves solving a quadratic optimization problem, an SVD of a matrix with size
nθ, and a projection. Therefore, the algorithm has sufficiently low complexity and
thus it is fast enough to address large problems.
Remark 4.3.1. We have no proof of convergence for the proposed method, yet.
However, in the numerical simulations, good convergence results are obtained. We
refer to [70] for more details and properties of alternating approaches and [71] for
more examples.

The method is summarized in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Proposed cyclic method
1: Initialization:
2: choose Nu and n
3: Sopt ← 0, Uopt ← Uinit, t← 1 and J0 6= 0
4: while Jt−1 6= 0 do
5: i = 1
6: while {Stopping criteria is not true} do
7: Start Step 1:
8: Solve (4.27)
9: uiopt ← uopt
10: Use uiopt and (4.28) to compute Uopt
11: U iopt ← Uopt
12: Start Step 2:
13: Use uiopt, U iopt and (4.30)-(4.31) to obtain Sopt
14: Siopt ← Sopt
15: i← i+ 1
16: end while
17: u∗(t)←First sample of the optimal input signal
18: Calculate ĪtF , C(t) and Jt
19: t← t+ 1
20: end while
21: return optimal input sequence {u∗(k)}t+Nuk=1

4.4 FIR example

To get a better insight into the proposed approach, we study it for a simple FIR
model

y(t, θ) = θ1u(t− 1) + θ2u(t− 2) + e(t),
E{e(t)} = 0 , E{e(t)2} = λ,

(4.32)

where θ = [θ1, θ2]. Assume that we aim to design an optimal input sequence with
minimum length such that the identified model based on the obtained input signal
can guarantee a desired control performance when it is being used in a controller.
Moreover, we assume that because of some physical restrictions, we need

|u(t)| ≤ umax, |ŷ(t)| ≤ ymax, (4.33)

where ŷ(t) is the noiseless output. In order to solve the problem we use the following
steps.

Desired control performance
The desired performance can be specified by using the scheme defined in Section
2.3, where the application cost function is the same as (3.4), which can be replaced
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by its simulation-based approximation, (3.5), i.e.

V̂app(θ) = 1
M

M∑
t=1
‖y(t, θ̂N , θ̂N )− y(t, θ, θ̂N )‖2, (4.34)

The output signal is computed over a step response of the system with the controller
running. We approximate the application set adopting the ellipsoidal approach
presented in Section 2.3. The Hessian matrix can be calculated through either
numerical ( [51]) or analytical methods (see Chapter 3), depending on the type of
controller and the number of parameters. Now, having defined Vapp(θ), we aim to
design an input sequence such that (2.57) is fulfilled for a given γ0.

Input design
The signal generation is done through the optimization problem (4.3). We first
need to find the FIM. Considering (4.32), we have

ε(t) = y(t)− θ1u(t− 1)− θ2u(t− 2),
∂εT (t, θ)

∂θ
= −

[
q−1u(t)
q−2u(t)

]
.

(4.35)

Assume that we are at time instant t and that we aim to optimize the input signal
over the prediction horizon of length Nu, putting n = 3, we can write (4.14a) and
(4.19) as

ū∗(t) = [u∗(t− 2), u∗(t− 1)],
ū(t) = [u(t), . . . , u(t+Nu)],
u = [u∗(t− 2), u∗(t− 1), u(t), . . . , u(t+Nu)],

Φ(u) = 1√
λ

[F1u, F2u],

(4.36)

where F1 and F2 are obtained using (4.13). For example choosing Nu = 4, we have

F1 =


0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0

 ,

F2 =


−1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0

 ,
(4.37)
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and thus

Ĩt+NuF (θ) = 1
λ

t+Nu∑
k=t

[
u(k − 1)u(k − 1) u(k − 1)u(k − 2)
u(k − 2)u(k − 1) u(k − 2)u(k − 2)

]
. (4.38)

The FIM for the FIR system is determined by the covariances of input sequences [73].
We are now ready to find the optimal input signal, ū(t), using the proposed alter-
nating method.

4.5 Numerical results

In this section we implement the suggested method on two examples. The first ex-
ample is the FIR example explained in Section 4.4, whereas for the second example
we consider an output error model with four unknown parameters.

Example 1
Consider the FIR example in Section 4.4, with

θo = [10 − 9], umax = 0.5, ymax = 5, Nu = 5.

Assume that we want to generate an input sequence of length N = 100 that,
when used in an system identification experiment, satisfies both the application
requirements and the input-output constraints. The identified model will be used
in an MPC, with the cost function

J =
Ny∑
k=0
‖y(k + 1)‖2 , (4.39)

the same input and output constraints as during the experiment. We calculate the
Hessian of the application cost function employing numerical methods, provided
by the DERIVESTsuite [51]. The required accuracy is γ0 = 100 and we want
that the estimated parameters lie in the identification set with probability at least
α = 0.95. The method in Algorithm 1 is used to obtain an optimal input sequence.
For the obtained input the slack variable S is strictly positive definite, and thus
the experiment design constraint is satisfied. The application and identification
ellipsoids for the obtained input are shown in Figure 4.1.

The generated input signal is used in the system identification experiment with
zero mean white Gaussian noise e(t) with variance λ = 1. One hundred θ̂N are esti-
mated based on the measurements of y(t) for different realisations of e(t), when the
obtained input signal is applied to the system. To this aim the system identification
toolbox in Matlab is used. The results are shown in Figure 4.2.

In total, 95% of the estimated parameters are inside the identification ellipsoid.
It can be seen that ESI is inside Eapp, thus, the performance requirement will be
fulfilled by the estimated parameters with probability 95%.
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Figure 4.1: Eapp is the outer ellipsoid and ESI is the inner one. ESI lies inside Eapp,
which means the estimated parameters satisfy the application requirements with at
least probability α.

The generated input signal is shown in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the signal
satisfies the constraints. However, it is worth noting that the constraints are only
applied on the noiseless output signal.

Remark 4.5.1. In this simple example we know the true state since we are working
with FIR models, thus we can impose constraints on the states directly. However,
for more complicated model structures one needs to impose probabilistic bounds
on the noisy output instead, see for example Chapter 5 of this thesis or [74].

We also formulate the problem in the frequency domain using (2.59) in page 27,
where the input power is chosen to be the experimental cost. To solve the problem,
we use MOOSE1. The result is shown in Figure 4.4. The obtained identification
ellipsoids by the two approaches are match together. However, as mentioned before,
the solution to (2.59) is an input spectrum and we need to find a corresponding
time realization, which is not an easy problem under input and output constraints.
An optimization based receding horizon approach has been proposed in [68].

1A toolbox for optimal input design implemented in MATLAB [23,75].
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Figure 4.2: Eapp is the outer ellipse, ESI is the inner ellipse and θ̂N are the small
circles. From 100 estimations, 95 estimations are inside the identification ellipsoid
but the number of estimations inside the application ellipsoid is more than 95.
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Figure 4.3: Generated optimal input and output signals. The constraints are sat-
isfied.
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Figure 4.4: Eapp is the outer ellipse. The identification ellipse obtained by MOOSE
is shown by dotted lines (- -) and the one obtained by the proposed method is
shown by solid line (–).

Example 2
Consider the output error model of a two tank system:

x(t+ 1) =
[
θ3 θ4
1 0

]
x(t) +

[
4.5
0

]
u(t),

y(t) =
[
θ1 θ2

]
x(t) + e(t).

(4.40)

An upper tank is connected to a pump with input u(t). The tank has a hole in
the bottom with free flow into a lower tank, which also has a hole with free flow
out of the tank. The level in the lower tank is the output, y(t). The true system
parameters are given by [0.12 0.059 0.74 −0.14]T . Assume that we aim to generate
an input signal with length N = 100 such that the identified model satisfies the
application requirements. The variance of the noise e(t) is λ = 0.01, and the
constraints are given by

umax = 0.5, ymax = 5.

Finally, the horizon is chosen as Nu = 5.
The application cost function is chosen in the same way as Example 1, where

the controller is an MPC with the cost function

J =
Ny∑
k=0
‖y(k + 1)− r(k + 1)‖2Q +

Nu∑
k=1
‖∆u(k)‖2R , (4.41)
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Figure 4.5: Input (top) and noiseless output (bottom), generated by the proposed
method.

where Q = I, R = 0.001I and r(t) is a step function. The proposed algo-
rithm has been applied to the problem and the resulting input and output sig-
nals are shown in Figure 4.5. For the obtained input sequence, the constraint
IF(θo) > γ0χ

2
α(nθ)
2 V

′′

app(θo) is satisfied. This can also be confirmed by controlling
the eigenvalues of the slack variable Sopt, which are all positive and the zero cost
function.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced a new approach to application-oriented input design.
The experimental cost is considered to be the time required for satisfying a lower
bound on the FIM. One significant feature of the proposed approach is that the
problem is formulated in time domain and thus it is straightforward to handle
constraints on the amplitude of the input and output signals.

The problem is, however, non-convex. This is addressed using cyclic optimiza-
tion methods, where we alternate between optimizing the cost function with respect
to one variable while the others are fixed. We perform a time recursive algorithm
and each optimization problem is solved in a receding horizon fashion. As a result,
the method can also be used together with receding horizon controllers. The algo-
rithm terminates when the application requirement is satisfied. We can converge
to a local minimum with this sort of optimization algorithms. However, numerical
examples showed that the method has good convergence properties and is consis-
tent with previous results in the literature. The algorithm is also general enough
to be applied to any linear system structure.





Chapter 5

Application-oriented input design
for closed-loop identification

In Chapter 4 we studied the problem of application-oriented input design for open-
loop systems. In this Chapter we focus on the closed-loop application-oriented
input design and we present a new approach to experiment design for identification
of systems operating in closed loop. In particular, we study two cases: i) when the
loop is closed by a controller with known closed-form control law, and ii) when the
loop is closed by MPC.

5.1 Introduction

A primary step in any modeling approach based on experimental data is to monitor
the behaviour of the system and collect data. The collected data for identification
could be gathered under either open- or closed-loop operation. The latter case,
however, has been of prime interest in many industrial applications since many
systems can only work in closed-loop settings due to stability issues, production
restrictions, economic considerations, or inherent feedback mechanisms [76]. On
the other hand, it is sometimes required to update the existing control laws or
design a new controller. Since most of the methods for designing controllers require
the knowledge of the system to be controlled, closed-loop system identification is a
building block in this process.

The main burden in closed-loop identification is the correlation between the
measurement noise and input signal, which is imposed on the experiment by the
feedback loop. In this case equation (4.7) in Chapter 4 does not hold any more
and we need to find the correlation between the input signal and the output noise.

The problem of closed-loop system identification is of great importance and has
been investigated in the literature. There are three main approaches for closed-
loop identification: direct methods (the model is identified as if the system were
in open-loop), indirect methods (the model is identified from the identified closed-
loop structure), and joint input-output (an augmented model is identified, where

71
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the input and output of the system are considered as the new outputs, and the
reference and noise as new inputs); see e.g. [1, 2, 77,78].

Since the input design problem plays an important role in any identification
problem, closed-loop input design is also studied in the literature, which is often
formulated as finding the spectrum of an additive external excitation for a fixed
controller. There are a few works that design the controller at the same time. In
this line, [79] performs the experiment design problem in frequency domain and
the input spectrum is designed such that the uncertainty region for the identified
model is minimized while satisfying constraints on the input power. The problem of
closed-loop optimal input design for identification of linear time-invariant systems
through PEM is studied in [80]. In this work the set of admissible controller-external
input pairs is parametrized by a finite set of matrix valued trigonometric moments.
In [81, 82] the problem of experiment design for closed-loop system identification
is analyzed. In this case, [81, 82] use a finite dimensional parameterization of the
input spectrum and the Youla-Kucera parameterization to recast the problem as a
semidefinite program. However, the existing methods have some restrictions in the
case of non-linear feedback and constraints on the input and output. The problem
is even more complicated when MPC is used since the feedback law is implicit.

Statement of contribution
In this Chapter of the thesis, we focus on extension of application-oriented ex-
periment design for closed-loop system identification under input and output con-
straints. We first consider a general controller (either linear or non-linear) with an
explicit control law, where the main goal is reference tracking under probabilistic
bounds on input and output signals. Due to a performance degradation (e.g., a
change in the process dynamics producing a degradation in the quality of reference
tracking), we want to update the current controller or design another one, and
thus a plant model needs to be identified. We then design an experiment to collect
data for identification. Since the controller is known we perform indirect system
identification. This is done by adding an external stationary input. The prob-
lem is thus formulated as an optimization, where we design the external excitation
achieving the minimum experimental effort. Meanwhile, we are also taking care of
the tracking performance of the existing controller. We add the experiment design
constraint (equation (2.57), page 26), to retrieve an exciting enough input signal.
The last guarantees that the estimated model is in the set of models that satisfies
the desired control specifications, with a given probability.

In practice we also have bounds on the input and output signals, which should
be taken into account during the experiment design. Thus, the optimization also
considers bounds for the input and output of the system. Note that the measured
output is usually corrupted by measurement noise, which is described by a stochas-
tic model. Therefore, it is impossible to impose deterministic bounds on the output.
This is the same for the input signal since we are working in a closed loop. Conse-
quently, in the proposed optimization problem probabilistic bounds are considered
for the input and output of the system.
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We then extend the idea to more general case of controllers with implicit con-
trol law and we present a new approach for MPC oriented experiment design in
the presence of probabilistic constraints on input and output signals. In order to
guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system during the experiment design we
interpret the external excitation as a bounded disturbance. We thus employ robust
output feedback MPC which can assure the stability of the system under bounded
input disturbances [83].

The obtained optimization problem in both cases is non-convex due to the con-
straints, and thus it is difficult to handle. This issue is relaxed by extending the
method introduced in [84] for closed-loop and constrained system identification,
where it is assumed that the external excitation is a realization from a station-
ary process with finite memory and finite alphabet. The probability distribution
function associated with the external excitation is thus characterized as a con-
vex combination of basis inputs, which are known. The method allows us to use
Monte-Carlo methods to approximate the cost functions, probabilities and infor-
mation matrices associated with each basis input. The resulting problem is convex
on the decision variables, which makes it tractable.

5.2 Problem definition

Let {A(θo), B(θo), C(θo)} be an observable state space realization of the transfer
function G(q, θo) in (2.1) (page 13). The system (2.1) can thus be rewritten as:

S :
{
x(t+ 1) = A(θo)x(t) +B(θo)u(t),
y(t) = C(θo)x(t) + ν(t),

(5.1)

where u(t) ∈ Rnu and y(t) ∈ Rny are the input and output vectors. ν(t) ∈ Rne is a
colored noise with ν(t) = H(q; θo)e(t), where H is a rational noise filter in terms
of the time shift operator q, and {e(t)} is white noise sequence with zero mean and
covariance matrix Λe. In addition, we assume that H is stable, inversely stable,
and satisfies H(∞; θo) = I.

As a first step to identify a model for (5.1), we define a model class M, with
the same structure as S. The model is parametrized by the vector θ ∈ Rnθ such
that the system S is identifiable [1], that is:

M(θ) :
{
x(t+ 1) = A(θ)x(t) +B(θ)u(t),
y(t) = C(θ)x(t) + ν(t),

(5.2)

where ν(t) ∈ Rne is a colored noise introduced in (5.1). It is assumed that the
model (5.2) coincides with system (5.1) when θ = θo, i.e., there is no undermodel-
ing [1].

The system S in (5.1) is operating in closed loop with a controller designed
based on the best available estimation of θo (denoted by θ̂N ) such that the output
signal tracks a desired reference value yd. For simplicity, we assume that yd is
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Figure 5.1: The schematic representation of the closed-loop system.

constant. However, we can also consider a time varying value, yd(t), provided that
it is a stationary process.

Due to changes in the process dynamics over time, at some point the plant-
model mismatch increases such that the closed-loop performance is not satisfactory.
In order to detect the performance deterioration, the degradation in the control
performance that comes from the mismatch between the model and the system is
quantified with an application cost function, which is introduced in Section 2.3.

In order to update the model, a system identification experiment should be
performed to collect data. The data needs to be collected in such a way that
we can retrieve the desired closed-loop performance for the updated model with
prescribed probability α ∈ (0, 1), i.e, an application-oriented experiment should be
designed. Since the system is working in closed loop, the identification experiment is
performed by adding an external excitation r(t) to increase the information content
in the collected data. The closed-loop structure is shown in Figure 5.1.

If the true system is described by (5.1), the closed-loop system will be

x(t+ 1) = A(θo)x(t) +B(θo)uc(t) +B(θo)r(t),
y(t) = C(θo)x(t) + ν(t),

(5.3)

where uc(t) is a control signal from a general (either linear or non-linear) controller.
The objective is to design an experiment for the closed-loop system (5.3), that

generates N samples of the external excitation r(t), to be used for identification of
the unknown parameters θ in (5.2). To this end, we consider the experiment design
problem (2.47) with the following settings.

Experiment cost
Since the system is operating in the closed loop we need to keep the output of
the plant y(t) close to yd during the identification experiment. Hence, we choose
to minimize the following experimental cost in the optimal input design problem
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(2.47)

J = E

{
N∑
t=1
‖y(t)− yd‖2Q + ‖∆u(t)‖2R

}
, (5.4)

where

∆u(t) = u(t)− u(t− 1),
u(t) = uc(t) + r(t),

(5.5)

and where Q ∈ Rny×ny and R ∈ Rnu×nu are positive definite matrices. The first
term in (5.4) penalizes the deviations from the desired output, while the second
term is responsible for minimizing the input energy. The expected value is with
respect to the random variables {r(t)} and {e(t)}.

Input and output constraints
In practical applications, it is common to have bounds on the maximal input and
output amplitudes allowed by the process. These constraints appear due to physical
limitations and/or to preserve the system in a safe operating point. However, since
both the input and output of the system contain a stochastic process that cannot
be measured, these bounds cannot be forced in deterministic sense. Therefore,
the input and output constraints are quantified by using a probability measure.
Thus, we consider the following probabilistic constraints during the identification
process1:

P {y(t) ∈ Y} ≥ 1− εy, t = 1, . . . , N,
P {u(t) ∈ U} ≥ 1− εu, t = 1, . . . , N,

(5.6)

where εu and εy are possitive scalars defining the desired probability of being in
the safe bounds for the input and output signals, respectively.

Experiment design constraint
In addition to the previous constraints, we require that the updated (or newly)
designed controller based on the estimated parameters can guarantee an acceptable
control performance. Using ellipsoidal approach ( Section 2.4), we require that the
experiment design constraint (2.57) aneq:experiment design ellipsoidal approx is
satisfied.

Closed-loop application-oriented input design problem
The optimization problem can be summarized as:

1The inequalities in (5.6) are element-wise operations.
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Problem 5.1. Design {r(t)opt}Nt=1 as the solution of

minimize
{r(t)}Nt=1

J = E

{
N∑
t=1
‖y(t)− yd‖2Q + ‖∆u(t)‖2R

}
,

subject to x(t+ 1) = A(θo)x(t) +B(θo)u(t),
y(t) = C(θo)x(t) + ν(t), t = 1, . . . , N,
u(t) = uc(t) + r(t), t = 1, . . . , N,
P {y(t) ∈ Y} ≥ 1− εy, t = 1, . . . , N,
P {u(t) ∈ U} ≥ 1− εu, t = 1, . . . , N,

ĪF (θ) ≥ γ0χ
2
α(n)

2N V
′′

app(θ),

(5.7)

where ĪF (θ) (defined in (2.35)) is the asymptotic FIM approximated using N sam-
ples, u(t) is the input to the system, and uc(t) is the controller output that is
assumed to be given by the controller. The value of N is assumed to be large enough
such that the asymptotic properties in Section 2.2 hold. �

Note that Problem 5.1 has a very similar structure to MPC, see [39]. However,
they are not necessarily the same since we are not considering a receding horizon
approach in this problem.

There are, however, several challenges in solving Problem 5.1 in general:

1. The optimization problem (5.7) is in general non-convex due to the possible
non-linearity of the controller and the probabilistic constraints, and is diffi-
cult to solve explicitly. Moreover, evaluating the probability constraints and
expected values are also challenging.

2. In order to evaluate the cost function and constraints for the closed-loop
system, the control input needs to be known in advance. For a general offline
controller, e.g., output feedback compensator, the control law is known. For
an online controller such as MPC, however, the control law is known but
usually as an implicit function of the current state estimate. Hence, the
control input is not usually known in advance for MPC.

3. Adding external excitation can endanger the closed-loop system’s stability.

In the rest of this chapter, we will discuss how the mentioned issues can be ad-
dressed by extending the method introduced in [84] for closed-loop and constrained
system identification and using robust controllers.
Remark 5.2.1. Problem 5.1 relies on the knowledge of the true system. This can
be addressed by either implementing a robust experiment design scheme on top of
it [52]; or through an adaptive procedure, where the Hessian of the cost function
and output predictions are updated as more information is being collected, see [53].
In Chapter 6 we present a new robust application-oriented input design scheme in
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order to handle uncertainties on both the true parameters and the estimated one.
However, in the rest of this chapter we rely on the knowledge of θo (or a prior
estimate of it).

5.3 Convex approximation of the optimization problem via
graph theory

To find a convex approximation of Problem 5.1, we start by making the following
assumptions on the external excitation {r(t)}Nt=1:

Assumption 5.3.1. {r(t)}Nt=1 is a realization of a stationary process, {r(t)}.

Assumption 5.3.2. The stationary process {r(t)} has a finite memory length, nm
such that nm < N .

By the Assumptions 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, we restrict {r(t)}Nt=1 to those stationary
processes that can be retrieved as an extension of pdf with a finite number of
elements. Thus, Problem 5.1 can be formulated as finding the optimal proba-
bility mass function (pmf) for the external excitation signal, instead of the signal
{r(t)}Nt=1. It is then enough to characterize the set of corresponding pdf’s for
{r(t)}Nt=1 under the aforementioned assumptions.

To proceed we assume the following:

Assumption 5.3.3. The signal r(t) belongs to a given set C, which has finite
cardinality, denote by nC.

We also introduce:

Definition 5.3.1. (Probability mass function) A probability measure whose support
is a set with finite cardinality is called pmf and denoted by p.

Under the Assumption 5.3.3 and Definition 5.3.1, any pmf of {r(t)}Nt=1, p :
Cnm → R, satisfies the following properties:

p(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ Cnm , (5.8a)∑
x∈Cnm p(x) = 1, (5.8b)∑

v∈C p(v,z) =
∑
v∈C p(z, v), for all z ∈ C(nm−1), (5.8c)

where Equations (5.8a)-(5.8b) hold since the function p is a pmf and (5.8c), which
is called shift invariant property, is necessary to make p a valid pmf for a stationary
signal. We can then characterize the set of pmfs of {r(t)}Nt=1 as

PC = {p : Cnm → R |(5.8a)− (5.8b) are satisified} . (5.9)

The arising question is how we can parametrize the obtained set? This question
is answered in the next subsection.
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(u(k − 1), u(k)) (u(k), u(k + 1))
(0,0) {(0,0), (0,1) }
(0,1) {(1,0), (1,1) }
(1,0) {(0,0), (0,1) }
(1,1) {(1,0), (1,1) }

Table 5.1: Possible transitions from (u(k − 1), u(k)) to (u(k), u(k + 1)).

Parametrization of PC

We start by noticing that the set PC is described by a finite number of linear
equalities and inequalities, and thus it is a polyhedron [85, pp. 170]. Hence, any
element in PC can be written as a convex combination of its extreme points, see [85,
Corollaries 18.3.1 and 19.1.1], that is for each p ∈ PC

p =
nv∑
j=1

βjpj , (5.10)

where pj ’s are the extreme points of PC , nv is the number of extreme points of PC ,
and

nv∑
j=1

βj = 1, βj ≥ 0. (5.11)

Denoting the set of extreme points of PC by VPC := {pj ; j = 1, . . . , nv}, it is then
adequate to characterize VPC in order to find PC . In this thesis we invoke the
proposed approach in [84, 86] to find the extreme points of PC . The underlying
idea is to rely on the connection between stochastic processes and graph theory.
However, we are not going into detail of this approach since it is beyond the scope
of this thesis. The general idea is explained by a simple example.

Example 5.3.1 (Find extreme points via graph theory).
Assume that the sequence {r(t)} is a realization of a stationary process with a finite
memory length nm = 2 and the signal r(t) belongs to the set C = {0, 1}, which
has finite cardinality. The set of pmfs of r(t) is then a polyhedron defined by (5.9).
Thus, any element inside the set can be written as a convex combination of its
extreme points.

In order to find these extreme points by graph theory, we start by finding all
the possible states in Cnm and associate each state to a node in a directed graph,
see Figure 5.2. We can then compute the possible transition from the state (u(k −
1), u(k)) to (u(k), u(k + 1)) that corresponds to one directed edge in the graph.

It is shown in [86, Theorem 2.1] that each pj ∈ VPC corresponds to a uniform
distribution whose support is the set of elements of a prime cycle in the generated
graph 2.

2A prime cycle is a closed path in which no node except the first and the last appears twice
and does not accommodate another closed path as its subset, see [86] for thorough description.
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Consider the prime cycle {(0, 1), (1, 0), (0, 1)} in Figure 5.2. A realization
associated with this prime cycle is obtained by taking the last element of each node,
that is

{r(t)}Nt=1 = {1, 0, 1, 0, . . . ,
(
(−1)N−1 + 1

)
/2}. (5.12)

(u(t− 1), u(t))
(1, 0)

(u(t− 1), u(t))
(0, 0)

(u(t− 1), u(t))
(1, 1)

(u(t− 1), u(t))
(0, 1)

Figure 5.2: The graph derived from C = {0, 1} and nm = 2. Each node represents
one of the possible states in C2, and each directed edge shows the possibility of
moving from one node to the other one. The prime cycles are shown in red. These
cycles are in one-to-one correspondence with the extreme points of PC .

�
Once all the extreme points, pj ’s, are computed, the set VPC is fully determined.

Consider again Problem 5.1, we aim to formulate this problem in terms of pmf of
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{r(t)}Nt=1. Moreover, based on (5.10), any pmf of {r(t)}Nt=1 can be written as a
convex combination of some known extreme points. Thus, in order to find the
optimal pmf of {r(t)}Nt=1 as a solution of Problem 5.1, we need to first evaluate
the cost function and constraints for each extreme point. We can then rewrite
Problem 5.1 in terms of the weights, βj ’s, and find the optimal pmf for the external
excitation by computing the optimal weights, βj ’s.

We propose the following procedure to find a convex relaxation of Problem 5.1
and solve it efficiently.

Step 1: Find extreme points of the convex set (5.9)
In the first step, we use some results from graph theory to find the extreme points
of the set in Equation (5.9), i.e., the pmfs {pj}nvj=1, see [84] for more details.

Step 2: Simulate the closed-loop system for each pj

In order to be able to evaluate the cost function and constraints, we need to know
the control input uc(t). If the control law is given in advance, then we can skip this
step. For a general online controller such as MPC, where the control input is not
known in advance, we take this step.

To estimate the cost function and constraints values in (5.7) for each pj , we sam-
ple {rj(t)}Mt=1 from pj , and {ν(t)}Mt=1 from its pdf pν (withM sufficiently large). For
simplicity, we assumeM = N . We then simulate the closed-loop system with online
controller for that specific realization to obtain ucj(t) and yj(t) for j ∈ {1, . . . , nV}.
In this way the control action will be known for evaluation of the cost function and
constraints. This is how the second issue in Section 5.2 is addressed.

It is worth mentioning that evaluation of the cost function and constraints
requires several running of the closed-loop system based on random controllers
since the true system is not known, which is not possible in practice. To avoid this
issue the cost function and constraints are evaluated for a simulated model.

Step 3: Evaluation of cost function and constraints for each pj

Based on uj(t) and yj(t) which are known from either a closed-form explicit control
law or by taking Step 2, we approximate the cost functions and the constraints for
each pmf pj as follows:

Cost function: as mentioned before, we can sample {rj(t)}Mt=1 from each pj
(with M = N , where N is sufficiently large). We can then approximate the
expected value Ee(t),rj(t){·} associated with the extreme point pj by Monte-
Carlo simulations as

Ee(t),rj(t)
{
‖yj(t)− yd‖2Q + ‖∆uj(t)‖2R

}
≈ 1
N

N∑
t=1
‖yj(t)− yd‖2Q + ‖∆uj(t)‖2R .

(5.13)
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The approximated cost function in terms of the weights is

J =
N∑
t=1

nv∑
j=1

βjEe(t),rj(t)
{
‖yj(t)− yd‖2Q + ‖∆uj(t)‖2R

}
. (5.14)

The obtained cost function is convex in terms of βj ’s.

Input and output constraints: the probability measures can be approximated
for each extreme point, pj , by Monte-Carlo simulations as

Pe(t),rj(t){yj(t) ∈ Y} ≈ 1
N

N∑
t=1

1yj(t)∈Y ,

Pe(t),rj(t){uj(t) ∈ U} ≈ 1
N

N∑
t=1

1uj(t)∈U ,

where 1X = 1 if X is true, and 0 otherwise. The constraints can then be
expressed in terms of the weights, that is

nv∑
j=1

βjPe(t),rj(t){uj(t) ∈ U} > 1− εu,

nv∑
j=1

βjPe(t),rj(t){yj(t) ∈ Y} > 1− εy,
(5.15)

which are convex function of the weights, βj ’s.

Experiment design constraint: the computation of the FIM in the experiment
design constraint is based on the presented method in [86], where numerical
simulations are employed to compute the FIM associated with each measure
in the set {pj}nvj=1, ĪFj (θ). The experiment design constraint can be approx-
imated by

nv∑
j=1

βj ĪFj (θ) ≥
γ0χ

2
α(n)

2N V
′′

app(θ). (5.16)

We notice that the FIM is expressed as a convex combination of the respective
quantities achieved by the external excitations {rj(t)}Nt=1 for j = 1, . . . , nv and
thus the experiment design constraint is Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI), even
for non-linear systems.

Finally, the optimization problem can be expressed in terms of the weights of
the extreme points. The obtained problem is convex in its parameters and thus the
first issue in Section 5.2 is addressed. The new problem can be written as
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Problem 5.2. Find the optimal weights {β1, . . . , βnv} as a solution of

minimize
{β1, ..., βnv}

J =
N∑
t=1

nv∑
j=1

βjEe(t),rj(t)
{
‖yj(t)− yd‖2Q + ‖∆uj(t)‖2R

}
subject to xj(t+ 1) = A(θo)xj(t) +B(θo)uj(t),

yj(t) = C(θo)xj(t) + ν(t), t = 1, . . . , N,
uj(t) = rj(t) + ucj(t), t = 1, . . . , N,
nv∑
j=1

βjPe(t),rj(t){uj(t)
(j) ∈ U} ≥ 1− εu,

nv∑
j=1

βjPe(t),rj(t){yj(t) ∈ Y} ≥ 1− εy,

nv∑
j=1

βj ĪFj (θ) ≥
γ0χ

2
α(n)

2N V
′′

app(θ),

nv∑
j=1

βj = 1, βj ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , nv.

(5.17)

As we can see from the optimization problem (5.17), the design of the optimal
pmf, popt only requires finding the weights {βj}nνj=1. Problem (5.17) is a convex
problem which can be directly formulated as a semidefinite problem with LMIs as
constraints, and thus can be solved using convex optimization tools. Once the op-
timal pmf is computed according to (5.10), we can obtain a realization {ropt(t)}Nt=1
by running a Markov chain with the stationary pmf popt. See [84] for more details.

It is worth mentioning that, the choice of γ0 is significant as the optimization
problem may become infeasible for some choices of γ0. An infeasible solution in this
case means that the required accuracy is not achievable in the specified experimental
time and accuracy conditions. Thus, one can avoid that by increasing the simulation
time, decreasing the desired accuracy, or imposing less restrictive constraints on
input and output signals if possible. In this regard, a method is proposed in [87]
that determines the minimum required experimental time to satisfy the experiment
design constraint. This is implemented by adding a scaling factor to the experiment
design constraint. The problem is then formulated as maximizing the scaling factor
under constraints on input-output signals and control performance requirement,
see [87] for more description. A similar approach can be used here to check the
feasibility of the problem in advance.

5.4 Closed-loop stability

Adding an external excitation can improve the information content of the closed-
loop system, however, since the system is operating in closed loop there is no
guaranteed stability for the closed-loop system under external excitations. In other
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words, there exists a contradiction between the control and identification objectives.
If (5.3) is asymptotically stable, and the feedback controller is linear, then the infor-
mation regarding closed-loop stability can be included in the problem formulation
by using the Youla parametrization to guarantee the closed-loop stability. Since
we know that the closed-loop is stable, we can parametrize the model structure for
the system in the set of linear time invariant models that can be stabilized by the
given controller, which is performed by using the Youla parameter [88].

An alternative approah to get around this problem is by interpreting the external
excitation as a bounded disturbance. We thus employ robust controllers that can
assure the stability of the system under bounded input disturbances, i.e. external
excitation. For instance, if MPC is being used as a controller, the closed-loop
stability can be guaranteed employing robust output feedback MPC, see [89].

One issue that may arise by simply using robust controller is that the controller
will try to compensate the effect of the disturbance, i.e., the external excitation.
However, the controller only has the information regarding the bounds of the dis-
turbance, and the disturbance signal itself is not known to the controller. More
importantly, the experiment design constraint is added to guarantee that the min-
imum required excitation is obtained.

5.5 Numerical example

To illustrate the previous discussion, we introduce the following examples:

Example 1

Model

Consider the open-loop, SISO state space system described by

x(t+ 1) = θ0
2 x(t) + u(t) , (5.18a)

y(t) = θ0
1 x(t) + e(t) , (5.18b)

with true parameters θ0 :=
[
θ0

1 θ0
2
]T =

[
0.6 0.9

]T . The system is controlled in
closed-loop using the controller

u(t) = r(t)−Ky y(t) , (5.19)

where Ky = 0.5 is a known constant. The objective is to identify the open-loop
parameters θ :=

[
θ1 θ2

]T from the identified closed-loop ones θc :=
[
θc1 θc2

]T in
the model

x(t+ 1) = θc2 x(t) + r(t)−Ky e(t) , (5.20a)
y(t) = θc1 x(t) + e(t) , (5.20b)
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using the transformation law

θ1 = θc1 , (5.21a)
θ2 = θc1 +Ky,t θ

c
1 . (5.21b)
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Figure 5.3: Part of the external excitation {r(t)}500
t=1. Top: Optimal external excitation. Mid-

dle: Optimal external excitation without probabilistic constraints. Bottom: Random binary
signal.

External excitation

To this end, we design the external excitation {r(t)}500
t=1 as a realization of a station-

ary process with memory nm = 2, and subject to r(t) ∈ C, for all t ∈ {1, . . . , 500},
where

C := {−0.5, −0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5}. (5.22)
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Figure 5.4: Part of the input signal {u(t)}500
t=1. Top: Input signal for the optimal reference.

Middle: Input signal for the optimal reference without probabilistic constraints. Bottom: Input
signal for a random binary reference.

Application cost

Since the experiment will be performed in closed loop, we define the following cost
function to measure performance degradation

Vapp(θ) := 1
500

500∑
t=1
‖y(t, θo)− y(t, θ)‖22 , (5.23)

where y(t, θ) denotes the closed-loop output when θ is employed to describe the
open-loop model and a linear output feedback controller with constant gain ky has
been used.
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Figure 5.5: Part of the output {y(t)}500
t=1. Top: Output signal for the optimal reference.

Middle: Output signal for the optimal reference without probabilistic constraints. Bottom:
Output signal for a random binary reference.

Optimization problem

Finally, we will solve the approximate problem (5.17), where

yd(t) = 0, for all t ∈ {1, . . . , 500},
Q = 1, R = 0.02,
εy = εu = 0.07,
U = {u(t)||u(t)| ≤ 1},
Y = {y(t)||y(t)| ≤ 2},
γ0 = 102, α = 0.98.

(5.24)

Results

Figure 5.3 presents one realization of {r(t)}500
t=1 obtained by solving (5.17), one

realization of {r(t)}500
t=1 obtained by solving (5.17) without probabilistic constraints,
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Figure 5.6: Application ellipsoid (green, dot-dashed line) with the respective identification ellip-
soids. Blue, continuous line: Identification ellipsoid for the random binary reference (realiza-
tions marked with ∗). Red, continuous line: Identification ellipsoid for the optimal reference
with probabilistic bounds (realizations marked with circles). Black, dashed line: Identifica-
tion ellipsoid for the optimal reference without probabilistic bounds (realizations marked with
triangles).

and from a random binary sequence taking values in {−0.5, 0.5}. From this figure
we see that the optimal sequence is zero most of the time, except for short pulses.
This can be explained from the tight probabilistic bounds imposed for {u(t)}, which
restrict the excitation provided by {r(t)}. Comparing the previous signal with the
one obtained by solving (5.17) without probabilistic bounds, we observe that the
external excitation contains more oscillations when the probabilistic bounds are
removed.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 present one realization for the resulting input {u(t)}500
t=1 and

output {y(t)}500
t=1, respectively. From those realizations, we conclude that, for the

optimal reference, the input and output are inside the limiting regions 93.8% and
96% of the time, respectively, which satisfies the design requirements. On the other
hand, for the external excitation obtained by solving (5.17) without probabilistic
bounds, we have that the input and output satisfy the constraints 86.6% and 93.4%
of the time, respectively. Therefore, in this example we need to incorporate the
probabilistic bounds to guarantee that both the input and output of the system are
inside the desired region with the prescribed confidence level. With the previous
modification, we restrict the set of optimal feasible solutions for the problem of
minimum variance to the subset of optimal solutions satisfying the probabilistic
bounds. Finally, for the random binary reference, the input and output are inside
the confidence region 90.8% and 79.6% of the time, this fact does not satisfy the
confidence bounds for the system.

To analyze the identification performance, Figure 5.6 presents the application
ellipsoid for the parameter θ, together with the resulting identification ellipsoids
and 50 identified parameters obtained with the optimal reference with probabilistic
bounds, the optimal reference without probabilistic bounds, and for the random
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binary reference. From this figure we conclude that the 98% confidence level set
for the identified parameters lies completely inside the application ellipsoid for all
the external excitations. As expected, the confidence level set for the random bi-
nary reference is smaller than the ones obtained with the proposed technique, since
the variance of this signal is greater than the one obtained with the optimal refer-
ences. Hence, the random binary reference excites the system more than required,
which makes the cost function in optimization problem (5.7) greater than the cost
obtained with the proposed method. Indeed, the cost functions are Jopt = 541.6
for the optimal experiment with probabilistic bounds, and Jbinary = 695.8 for a
random binary reference, which is in line with the size of the uncertainty ellipsoids
in Figure 5.6. On the other hand, we see that the confidence ellipsoids for the
estimated parameters are almost the same when an external excitation is designed
by including or excluding the probabilistic bounds on the input and output.

Example 2
Model

This example is a simple model of two interconnected water tanks. A pump with
input u(t) is connected to the upper tank. There is an orifice in the bottom of the
upper tank with free flow to the lower tank. The lower tank also has an orifice in
the bottom part with free flow out of the tank and the lower tank level is considered
as the output, y(t). A layout of the water tank process considered in this example
is shown in Figure 5.7. A non-linear, continuous time model of the process can
be derived from Bernoulli’s equation. The model is linearized around a working
point and then discretized through a zero order holder. Finally, the linearized,
discrete-time output error model of the coupled tanks is given by

x(t+ 1) =
[
θ3 θ4
1 0

]
x(t) +

[
4.5
0

]
u(t),

y(t) =
[
θ1 θ2

]
x(t) + e(t).

(5.25)

The true parameter values are θo = [0.12 0.059 0.74 −0.14] and the noise variance
is λe = 1. In this example, we assume that θ2 and θ4 are known, and hence we
only want to identify θ1 and θ3. The system is controlled in closed loop using the
following state feedback controller

u(t) = r(t)−Kyx̂(t), (5.26)
where Ky = [0.0756 − 0.0222]. The states are estimated using a simple observer.
We aim to estimate the two unknown parameters θ = [θ1 θ3] in (5.25).

External excitation

We design an external excitation {r(t)}500
t=1 using the proposed approach in this

Chapter. We assume that r(t) is a realization from a stationary process with
memory nm = 2 and r(t) ∈ C, where C := {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2}.
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Figure 5.7: Water tank process.

Application cost

The performance degradation is measured using the same application cost function
as in (5.23), where y(t, θ) is the closed-loop output when θ is employed to design
the observer and the state feedback controller.

Optimization problem

We use the following parameters in Problem 5.2:

yd(t) = 0, for all t ∈ {1, . . . , 500}
Q = 1, R = 0.5,
εy = εu = 0.1,
U = {u(t)||u(t)| ≤ 3},
Y = {y(t)||y(t)| ≤ 2.5},
γ0 = 102, α = 0.98.

(5.27)
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Figure 5.8: Application ellipsoid (black, continuous line), with the respective iden-
tification ellipsoids. Red, dashed line: obtained identification ellipsoid from the
optimal reference signal; Blue, dotted line: identification ellipsoid for a PRBS.

Results

The obtained application and identification ellipsoids are shown in Figure 5.8. It
can be seen that the application ellipsoid embodies the identification ellipsoids
for both optimal obtained external excitation and a pseudo-random binary signal,
with the same alphabet as r(t), as external excitation, which means both signals
satisfied the experiment design constraint. However, the identification ellipsoid is
oriented to the same direction as the application ellipsoid and thus, the optimal
external excitation excites the plant in the direction that is more important from
application’s point of view. Moreover, the obtained ellipsoid from random external
excitation is smaller, and thus it excites the system more than required.

The obtained input and output signals for both optimal external excitation and
PRBS are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. The results of the probability measures for
these realizations are summarized in Table 5.2. It is observed that for the optimal
external excitation, the input and output of the system will be in the acceptable
range with probability of 96% and 91%, respectively, while these values are much
smaller when we use a PRBS signal with the same alphabet as r(t), and without
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Figure 5.9: Part of the input signal {u(t)}500
t=1. Top: Input signal for the optimal

reference. Bottom: Input signal for a pseudo random binary reference.

P{|u(t)| ≤ umax} P{|y(t)− yd| ≤ ymax}
PRBS 81% 81%
ropt(t) 96% 91%

Table 5.2: Probability measures of the input and output signals for the generated
realization of the obtained optimal pdf and the PRBS signal.

any optimization.

Example 3
Model

We revisit the system of two interconnected water tanks. A pump with input u(t)
is connected to the upper tank. Here the measurement noise ν(t) is white with
uniform distribution over [−0.1, 0.1] and the goal is to design an optimal external
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Figure 5.10: Part of the output {y(t)}500
t=1. Top: Output signal for the optimal reference.

Bottom: Output signal for a pseudo random binary reference.

excitation to estimate model parameters θ = [θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4]. We assume that the
employed controller is MPC.

Application cost

It is assumed that the system is being controlled by an MPC where the goal is to
preserve the water level in the lower tank close to a reference value. Therefore, the
MPC cost function is given by

JMPC = 1
2

Qy Ny∑
t=1
|y(t)− yd(t)|2 +Qu

Nu∑
t=1
|u(t)|2 + ‖x(Ny + 1)‖2Qf

 , (5.28)

with Qy = 1, Qu = 0.01 and Qf = 0.001.
The input signal is required to satisfy |u(t)| ≤ 2, the states are constrained to

−25 ≤ x(t) ≤ 20, and there is no constraint imposed on the output.
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The MPC is tuned based on an initial model. To proceed, we assume that
we need a re-identification experiment to improve the control performance. The
application cost is chosen as

Vapp(θ) = 1
N

N∑
t=1
|y(t, θ)− y(t, θo)|2, (5.29)

over a step response of the system with MPC as feedback controller. The signals
y(t, θ) and y(t, θo) are the closed-loop outputs when the controller is tuned based on
the parameters θ and θo, respectively. The application cost function measures the
deviation in the closed-loop output that comes from not using the true parameters.
There are two major problem in evaluating the chosen application function. First
of all, cost function evaluation means controlling the process based on models with
more or less arbitrary parameter values which is not possible in industrial applica-
tions. The second problem is that the true parameter vector θo is not known. To
overcome these problems, we employ the same approach as in Section 3.2, i.e. an
approximate application cost is used instead, which is evaluated based on simulation
and is defined as

V̂app(θ, θ̂) = 1
N

N∑
t=1
|y(t, θ, θ̂)− y(t, θ̂, θ̂)|2, (5.30)

where θ̂ is the best available estimation of θ3. The first argument of y(t) is the
parameter vector in the model used by the MPC, that is, the MPC uses the models
M(θ) and M(θ̂), respectively. The second argument is the model used as the true
system, that is, S = M(θ). The next step is to choose appropriate value for γ0.
One can choose γ0 such that a degradation of 1% of y(t, θ) with respect to y(t, θo)
is acceptable. Assuming that the degradation of y(t, θo) is measured by

V0 = 1
N

N∑
t=1
|y(t, θo)− yd(t)|2, (5.31)

γ0 can be chosen as

γ0 = 100
V0

. (5.32)

In this example, the cost V0 is also evaluated through simulated model using the
best available estimation of θ. We set γ0 = 15000 which gives approximately 0.7%
performance degradation.

3This estimation does not need to be accurate and can be obtained by a cheap experiment.
We assume that the obtained application set based on θ̂ is similar to the original one since the
important directions in the model space do not depend on the location of θ.
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Input-output constraints
The sets U and Y are given by

U = {u(t) ∈ R| |u(t)− ur(t)| ≤ 0.15},
Y = {y(t) ∈ R| |y(t)− yd(t)| ≤ 0.9},

(5.33)

where ur(t) is the steady state control input before adding the external excitation.
The values of εu and εy are chosen to be 0.1.

External excitation
We design an external excitation {r(t)}Nt=1 where N = 10000, using the proposed
approach in this chapter for the re-identification step. During the re-identification,
a robust MPC is used to guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system (see Ap-
pendix A for more details about robust MPC).

In order to find the optimal external excitation, we design {r(t)}Nt=1 follow-
ing Section 5.3, where nm = 2 and r(t) ∈ C = {−0.1, −0.05, 0, 0.05, 0.1}.

Optimization problem
We then solve the optimization problem (5.17) with the following settings:

Q = 0, R = 1, α = 0.98.

The Hessian of the application function can be computed using either numerical
methods, see [51], or by analytical methods, see Chapter 3.

Results
The optimal obtained external excitation is employed to perform 50 Monte-Carlo
simulations for different measurement noise realizations. The input-output data is
then used to estimate θ. The results are then compared to two other cases: 1)
when a pseudo-random binary signal (PRBS) with values ±0.1 is used to excite the
system which will be refereed as PRBS 1 and 2) when a PRBS with values ±0.05
is used to excite the system which will be refereed as PRBS 2 in the rest of this
paper.

The corresponding input (u(t) − ur(t)) and output (y(t) − yd(t)) signals for
all cases are shown in Figure 5.11. It can be seen that for the optimal external
excitation case the input and output are mostly within the white area, which means
that input and output constraints are satisfied with high probability. For PRBS 1,
the input and output signals violate the constraints frequently, while the constraints
are satisfied for the second case, PRBS 2.

In order to check if the estimated parameters are acceptable from a control
point of view, i.e., that they are lying inside the application set, the application
cost function is computed for all the estimations in all cases. The results are shown
in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.11: Part of the input (left) and output (right) signals for one of the
Monte-Carlo simulations for optimal excitation (top), PRBS 1 (middle) and PRBS 2
(bottom).

It is clear from Figure 5.12 that the obtained estimates through the optimal
excitation fulfil the identification requirements, i.e., experiment design constraint.
The requirements are met for PRBS 1, too. However, the application function
is greater for the optimal excitation than the one obtained with PRBS 1. This
means that PRBS 1 performs better in satisfying the quality constraint, i.e., the
identification requirements. From Figure 5.11, however, it can be concluded that the
cost of satisfying the identification requirements with higher accuracy is violation of
the input-output constraints. Thus, PRBS 1 excites the system more than required,
resulting in a performance degradation from a control perspective. PRBS 2, on
the other hand, satisfies the input-output constraints, but is not able to meet the
experiment design constraint.

Finally, we study the accuracy of the estimated parameters by using the gen-
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Figure 5.12: The evaluation of the application cost for different Monte-Carlo simu-
lations for (Top) PRBS 1 (middle) and PRBS 2 (bottom). The upper bound 1/γ0
is shown in red.

erated input-output to estimate unknown model parameters. For each case, 50
Monte-Carlo simulations is performed and the model parameters are estimated us-
ing system identification toolbox in Matlab [90] for each Monte-Carlo simulation.
The estimation errors are presented in Figure 5.13. It shows that for most of the
parameters the performance of the optimal excitation is comparable to PRBS 1,
which means that the optimal external excitation can result in the same accuracy as
PRBS 1 without violating the constraint. The accuracy of the estimates for PRBS 2
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Figure 5.13: Results of simulations for the identification of model parameters for
50 Monte-Carlo simulations. The red lines denote the median. The median is close
to zero for optimal excitation and PRBS 1. the upper and lower blue edges show
the 75th and 25th percentile, respectively. The black horizontal lines indicate the
boundaries for the data point to be considered as outliers.

is less than the optimal excitation. Moreover, the accuracy of the estimated param-
eters for the case with optimal excitation has been remarkably improved compared
to the case with no excitation.
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Remark 5.5.1. In this example we have used the tube-based robust output feedback
MPC proposed in [89] which guarantees the closed-loop stability in the presence
of bounded input disturbance which is in our case is external excitation. In this
special case with MPC as a controller, another alternative is to employ stochastic
MPC. The main advantages of robust MPC, however, is that it is evaluated only
for the set of extreme points of the convex set (5.9) which is a finite set while
stochastic MPC usually requires trying more scenarios. The stochastic MPC has
applications in more complicated cases such as unbounded disturbance. Thus, it is
more demanding than robust MPC.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we extend application-oriented experiment design to closed-loop
system identification. A new approach is proposed to design optimal input signal
for closed-loop system identification with a general controller. The method adds
a bounded external disturbance on the controlled input to generate an exciting
enough input signal for the system. The optimal external excitation is then defined
as the solution of a constrained optimization problem. The cost function in the
optimization problem is penalizing any deviation of the closed-loop output from
its desired value while trying to minimize the input energy. The input and output
constraints are imposing probabilistic bounds on the input and output signals,
which are unavoidable in industrial processes. At the same time it is guaranteed
that enough information is obtained from the experiment by adding an application
oriented experiment design constraint.

A graph theoretical approach is then employed to find a convex approximation
and solve the problem. Using elements from graph theory, the elements in the
set of stationary processes are described as a convex combination of the measures
associated with the prime cycles of the corresponding Brujin graph. Therefore, both
experimental cost and constraints can be expressed as a convex combination of the
values associated with the extreme measures in the set, which are computed using
numerical methods. An interesting feature of this approach is that probabilistic
constraints become convex in the decision variables.

The proposed approach is then evaluated on 3 numerical examples. While in
two of the examples the controller in use has a closed-form explicit law, the other
example is using MPC which is an online controller and its control law is not known
in advance. The results show the superiority of the optimal excitation over other
employed signals. The proposed strategy can be improved in different directions.
Thus, we devise future works especially in studying the time-domain behaviour
of the output, including crest factor, which can improve the applicability of the
method.



Chapter 6

A risk coherent framework for
application-oriented input design

The employed application-oriented input design framework in the previous chap-
ters relies on the knowledge of true model parameters. In this chapter we study
the effects of uncertainties on the true model parameters in application-oriented
input design, and discuss how the lack of knowledge on the model and estimated
parameters can be taken into account in a robust setting. We adopt a risk theoret-
ical perspective to propose a systematic approach that includes the uncertainties
into the problem formulation. To overcome the difficulty of implementing robust
measures in application-oriented input design, a stochastic approximation method
is proposed and analyzed.

6.1 Introduction

Uncertainty is a frequent issue in many fields. By uncertainty we mean the lack
of knowledge about a phenomenon to fully understand its behavior. Depending on
the subject, the uncertainty can be interpreted in various forms. For example, in
robust control the uncertainty arises due to the lack of knowledge about the plant
dynamics [91], while in portfolio optimization the uncertainty describes the lack of
knowledge regarding the actual returns of an asset [92,93].

In system identification, the uncertainty corresponds to the lack of knowledge
about the location of the parameter defining the true system. Under suitable as-
sumptions on the model structure and the parameter set, it is possible to character-
ize such uncertainty by the use of the Central limit theorem [1]. This information
can be then used to provide confidence bounds on the location of the true pa-
rameter in the parameter set, which has been the main approach used in system
identification to account for uncertainty [21,24].

As already mentioned in the previous chapters, application-oriented input design
usually relies on prior information about the model parameters. This difficulty is
often addressed by (i) adaptive schemes, where collected information is employed

99
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to update the input sequence [94,95], or (ii) robust schemes, where the uncertainty
on the model parameters is included in the problem formulation [52, 96]. In this
chapter we focus on the robust techniques.

Literature review
In regards of robust approaches to input design, we can quantify the uncertainty
in different manners. For example, we can just consider a nominal parameter to
design the experiment, which is referred to as nominal input design [97], use chance
constraints to guarantee a prescribed accuracy on the estimated parameter [27], or a
worst case scenario, where the input is designed by considering the parameter in the
parameter set delivering the worst performance [98]. Even though many approaches
have been considered to account for the uncertainty on the model parameter, there
is no clear approach on how to choose appropriately the robust measure to include
the uncertainty in the problem formulation.

On the other hand, the issue of systematically account for the uncertainty in
optimization problems has been well studied in the risk theory literature [99, 100].
The focus in risk theory is on minimizing the losses due to uncertainty in the returns
of a portfolio of assets. To this end, the notion of coherent measures of risk has
been introduced [101, 102], which provides a systematic approach to consider the
uncertainty in the returns of the assets. A portfolio optimization based on coherent
measures of risk leads to desired property of diversification: it is always better to
invest on several assets rather on a single one, since it leads to a reduction in the
risk of losing with one portfolio.

Statement of contribution
In this chapter we discuss how the notion of coherent measures of risk can be used
to systematically account for the uncertainty in system identification, particularly
in application-oriented input design. A first discussion in this direction is presented
in [103], where the application of risk theory in input design and system identifi-
cation is studied. In this chapter of the thesis we extend the initial discussion
in [103] and we detail how risk coherent measures can be properly included in the
problem of application-oriented input design. We also show that there exist dif-
ficulties in implementing such formulation, as the decision variables influence the
distribution over which the risk coherent measure is computed. To circumvent this
difficulty, we propose a stochastic approximation method to find an input satisfying
the constraints in the robust formulation.

6.2 A risk theory approach to uncertainty

Following [103], in this section we analyze the problem of accounting for the un-
certainty using a risk theoretical perspective. Quoting [102], the term risk “is
associated with having to make a decision without fully knowing its consequences”.
The objective in risk theory is to determine the decision minimizing a cost under
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risk. The definition of cost can be very general, and it is not tied to a particular
application [102].

In a risk theoretical context, the cost c : S×Ω→ R associates every action s ∈ S
with the cost c(s, ω), where ω ∈ Ω corresponds to a realization of the uncertainty
associated to the cost. In addition, since c is a cost, positive outcomes of c (which
will be understood as losses) are disliked by the user, while negative outcomes are
preferred.

In the following, we require Ω to be a probability space with probability measure
P . As the function c maps Ω into R for every s ∈ S, we can interpret c as a random
variable.

Example 6.2.1.
Consider the application-oriented input design problem and the set constraint (2.48c)
which is approximated by

ĪF (θo) ≥ χ2
α(nθ)

γ0

2N V
′′

app(θo), (6.1)

using ellipsoidal approximation. The above matrix inequality can be rewritten as:

λmax

(
χ2
α(nθ)

γ0

2N V
′′

app(θo)− ĪF (θo) + 1
γ0

)
≤ 1
γ0
. (6.2)

It is shown in Lemma 2.2.1 that ĪF (θo) is an affine function of the input spectrum
Φu and thus for a stationary input sequence we can parametrize the input in terms
of its power spectrum.

We now define a function J as

J
(
{u(t)}Nt=1 , θ̂N , θo

)
:= λmax

(
χ2
α(nθ)
N

γ0

2 V
′′

app(θo)− ĪF (θo) + 1
γ0

)
. (6.3)

The function J can be seen as the cost c, where S = Rnu×N , and Ω = Θ×Θ. Here,
it is assumed that Θ×Θ is a probability space with probability measure P = PΘ̂×Θ0

.
In this case, the probability measure can be rewritten as

PΘ̂×Θ0
= PΘ̂|Θ0

PΘ0 , (6.4)

where PΘ̂|Θ0
corresponds to the conditional probability measure of θ̂N given θ0

(which is the probability measure associated with the N (θ0, N
−1Ī−1

F (θ0)) distri-
bution, see Chapter 2), and PΘ0 corresponds to the probability measure associated
with θ0 prior to using {u(t)opt}Nt=1 in the system under study.

�
In order to work in a risk theoretical framework, we let X to be a scalar random

variable on Ω which satisfies that

µ{X} := E{X} , (6.5a)
σ{X} := E{(X − µ(X ))2}1/2 , (6.5b)
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are well defined. We note that the expected values in (6.5) are with respect to the
probability measure P . Denote the set of functions X with the above mentioned
property by L2, we assume that the function c(s, ·) is in L2 for every s ∈ S

Example 6.2.2.
Consider Example 6.2.1. The function J is in L2 provided that µ{J({ut}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0)}
and σ{J({ut}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0)} are bounded for every action {ut}Nt=1 ∈ Rnu×N . In this
case, the expected values in (6.5) are with respect to the probability measure PΘ̂×Θ0

.

�
The task is to measure the risk of loss associated with X . To this end, for every

X ∈ L2 we associate a value R(X ), where R : L2 → (−∞, ∞] is a functional. We
note that R is allowed to take the value ∞.

A natural question arising at this point is which properties R must satisfy in
order to properly account for the uncertainty in X . To this end, the notion of
coherent measure of risk [101] has been developed. Its definition [102] is presented
below:

Definition 6.2.1. A functional R : L2 → (−∞, ∞] is a coherent measure of risk
in the extended sense if and only if

(i) R(C) = C for all constant functions C,

(ii) for X1, X2 ∈ L2 and λ ∈ (0, 1),

R((1− λ)X1 + λX2) ≤ (1− λ)R(X1) + λR(X2) ,

(iii) R(X1) ≤ R(X2) when X1 ≤ X2,

(iv) R(X ) ≤ 0 when E{(X k − X )2}1/2 → 0 with R(X k) ≤ 0 for all k.

The functional R will be called a coherent measure of risk in the basic sense if and
only if it also satisfies

(v) R(λX ) = λR(X ) for λ > 0.

Definition 6.2.1 provides a systematic approach to define risks accounting for the
uncertainty in X . Property (i) requires that the measure of risk returns the same
function if the function is independent of the uncertainty. Property (ii) requires
that the measure of risk is convex over X ∈ L2, hence coherent measures of risk are
convex by definition. Property (iii) requires that R must associate a higher risk to
those random variables having a higher cost. Property (iv) requires the closedness
of R. Finally, (v) requires R to be positive homogeneous.

An important property can be derived when R is a coherent measure of risk in
the basic sense: for all X1, X2 ∈ L2,

R(X1 + X2) ≤ R(X1) + R(X2) . (6.6)
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Expression (6.6) is referred to as the subadditivity property. It says that the risk
associated to the sum of functions cannot be larger than the sum of the risks
associated to each function separately. This is an important result since a measure
of risk satisfying (6.6) promotes diversification, i.e., it is always better to consider
the sum of random variables rather than each random variable separately, since the
former will have a lower risk.

Based on Definition 6.2.1, it is easy to show that supX and E{X} are coherent
measures of risk in the basic sense, but the α-quantile of the distribution of X
(α ∈ (0, 1)), defined as

qα(X ) := min {z ∈ R : P{X (ω) ≤ z} ≥ α} , (6.7)

is not a coherent measure of risk (property (iii) in Definition 6.2.1 is not satisfied).
Therefore, problems involving constraints on qα are incoherent, for example chance
constrained optimization [27,104]. This also applies to finance applications [92,105,
106], where (6.7) is referred to as the value at risk (VaR).

The problem of using qα to account for the uncertainty is illustrated next.

Example 6.2.3.
Consider the function J in Example 6.2.1. To account for the uncertainty in
(θ̂N , θ0), we can consider the chance constraint

P
{
J({ut}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0) ≤ 1

γ0

}
≥ α , (6.8)

for a fixed α ∈ (0, 1). The inequality (6.8) requires that the original inequality
constraint is satisfied with probability at least α. The chance constraint (6.8) can
be rewritten in terms of the α-quantile of the distribution of J as

qα

(
J({ut}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0)

)
≤ 1
γ0
. (6.9)

If the application-oriented input design problem defined in Chapter 2 through (2.59)
is solved through replacing the inequality J({ut}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0) ≤ 1/γ0 by (6.9), we may
obtain undesired effects on the optimal solution. To understand this, we first note
that, if J is a measurable function on Θ × Θ, the probability measure PΘ×Θ in-
duces a probability measure over J , and hence J has a distribution over R for every
{u(t)}Nt=1 ∈ Rnu×N .

If we assume that J has probability density function pJ , then pJ can adopt the
values presented in Figure 6.1, where p(1)

J and p(2)
J correspond to the pdfs associated

with J({u(t)(1)}Nt=1, ·, ·) and J({u(t)(2)}Nt=1, ·, ·), respectively. Here, {u(t)(1)}Nt=1
and {u(t)(2)}Nt=1 correspond to two different input realizations in Rnu×N . In this
case, both pdfs lead to that the constraint (6.9) is satisfied. However, it is clear
from Figure 6.1 that p(1)

J gives a better scenario than p
(2)
J for positive values of

J , since the probability of large values for J is smaller for p(1)
J compared to p(2)

J .
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Figure 6.1: Possible values of pJ , Example 6.2.3.

This information is not captured by the inequality (6.9), which is problematic if
both {u(t)(1)}Nt=1 and {u(t)(2)}Nt=1 are optimal solutions to the application-oriented
input design problem considered here.

�
As for qα, we can also find disadvantages of using supX and E{X} to account

for the uncertainty. In the case of supX , it can lead to very conservative results or
even infeasible problems, as supX can be infinite when X does not have a bounded
support [107, Chapter 8]. In the case of E{X}, it is a poor measure of risk as it
considers only an average value, which can lead to realizations of X with very poor
performance.

An alternative to standard measures of risk is provided by the conditional value
at risk, whose definition is provided in the next subsection.
Remark 6.2.1. The framework introduced in this section for accounting the uncer-
tainty is closely related to a Bayesian setting. In a Bayesian context, the posterior
distribution of the model parameters is obtained given the data and a prior distri-
bution over the parameters. In this sense, it is possible to pose a Bayesian input
design problem where the goal can be, for example, making the posterior distri-
bution as narrow as possible in some suitable sense. However, a Bayesian context
does not provide an appropriate manner for accounting the uncertainty, whereas
the risk coherent framework does.

Conditional value at risk
The notion of conditional value at risk was proposed in [100], and it has proven to
be a useful measure of risk in financial applications [108, 109]. Its definition is as
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follows:

Definition 6.2.2. Consider X ∈ L2 and α ∈ (0, 1). The α-conditional value at
risk is denoted by CVaRα : L2 → R and given by

CVaRα(X ) := E {X |X > qα(X )} = 1
1− α

∫
X (ω)>qα(X )

X (ω)dP (ω) , (6.10)

where qα(X ) is the α-quantile of the distribution of X , given by (6.7).

The conditional value at risk in Definition 6.2.2 corresponds to the expected
value of X with respect to the conditional distribution of its upper qα-tail. There-
fore, if (6.10) is used in a problem to constrain a function J subject to uncertainty,
the constraint of the form CVaRα(J) ≤ 1/γ0 will not only guarantee that J ≤ 1/γ0
with probability α, but it will also guarantee that, if J > qα(J), the mean value
of the loss will be at most 1/γ0. In addition, it has been shown that (6.10) is a
convex and monotone function [110], and hence it is a coherent measure of risk in
the basic sense.

Example 6.2.4.
Consider Example 6.2.3. For the pdfs presented in Figure 6.1, we see that the α-
conditional value at risk associated with J is smaller for p(1)

J than for p(2)
J . Hence,

the α-conditional value at risk captures more information about the effects of the
uncertainty on J than the α-quantile qα.

�
We note that the use of the conditional value at risk defined in (6.10) requires the

knowledge of the parameter α ∈ (0, 1). This parameter is chosen according to the
confidence level desired by the user (typically α = 0.98 in financial applications).

On the other hand, the optimization of (6.10) requires (6.7), which can be
difficult to compute. However, in [111] it was shown that, under the assumption that
P is a continuous distribution, it is possible to circumvent the issue of determining
(6.10) by computing the conditional value at risk as

CVaRα(X ) = min
C∈R

[
C + 1

1− αE {max (0, X − C)}
]
. (6.11)

It has been shown in [111] that the bracketed expression in (6.11) is continuously
differentiable with respect to C, which makes CVaRα(X ) easy to minimize nu-
merically. Moreover, [111] showed that the value of C minimizing (6.11) equals
the value at risk (6.9), which implies that the α-quantile can be obtained without
solving the non-convex optimization (6.9). Finally, if it is assumed that samples
{ωi}Nsim

i=1 can be drawn from the distribution P , then the expected value in (6.11)
can be computed as

E {max (0, X − C)} = lim
Nsim→∞

1
Nsim

Nsim∑
i=1

max (0, X (ωi)− C) , w.p.1 . (6.12)
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Therefore, the right hand side of the equality in (6.12) can be used in (6.11) for
finite Nsim to obtain an approximate value for the conditional value at risk.

6.3 Accounting for the uncertainty in application-oriented
input design

Consider the following general form of application-oriented input design problem:

Problem 6.1. Design {u(t)opt}Nt=1 as

{u(t)opt}Nt=1 = arg min
{u(t)}Nt=1∈Rnu×N

H
(
{u(t)}Nt=1

)
subject to J

(
{u(t)}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0

)
≤ 1
γ0
,

(6.13)

where H : Rnu×N → R is a general experimental cost and J : Rnu×N × Θ × Θ → R
is a quality constraint on the parameter estimate θ̂N , defined in (6.3).

There are two sources of uncertainty in (6.1): the uncertainty of the location
of the estimated parameter θ̂N , which is characterized asymptotically by (2.22)
in Section 2.2 for a specific value of θ0, and the uncertainty of the parameter θ0
describing the true system, which is characterized by a prior distribution on Θ.

In this section we use the notion of coherent measures of risk to account for
the uncertainty in application-oriented input design. In particular, we use the
conditional value at risk introduced in Section 6.2 to measure the uncertainty in
Problem 6.1. To account for the uncertainty in Problem 6.1, we replace the nominal
constraint by

RΘ̂,Θ0

(
J
(
{u(t)}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0

))
≤ 1
γ0
, (6.14)

where RΘ̂,Θ0
: L2 → R is a coherent measure of risk. The sub-indices Θ̂,Θ0 in

the risk measure employed in (6.14) indicate that the expected value in (6.11) is
computed with respect to the joint distribution of (θ̂N , θ0).

Based on (6.14), the application-oriented input design problem becomes:

Problem 6.2. Design {u(t)opt}Nt=1 as

{u(t)opt}Nt=1 = arg min
{u(t)}Nt=1∈Rnu×N

H
(
{u(t)}Nt=1

)
subject to RΘ̂,Θ0

(
J
(
{u(t)}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0

))
≤ 1
γ0
,

(6.15)
with RΘ̂,Θ0

: L2 → R a coherent measure of risk.
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As the constraint in Problem 6.2 accounts for the uncertainty on both θ̂N and
θ0, the joint distribution of (θ̂N , θ0) is required. However, it is known that the
distribution of θ̂N depends on the input signal, which is the decision variable in
Problem 6.2. This makes Problem 6.2 difficult to solve.

To circumvent the issue with the distribution (θ̂N , θ0), we propose an iterative
approach to satisfy the constraint in (6.15). The method iteratively updates the
parameter γ > 0 defining the application set Θapp(γ) (defined in (2.46)) by using
a stochastic approximation method. At every iteration, we proceed in three steps.
First, we solve an approximation of Problem 6.2 by only accounting for the uncer-
tainty on θ0. We denote by {uγ(t)}Nt=1 the solution to the approximate problem. In
a second step, we compute RΘ̂,Θ0

(J) based on {uγ(t)}Nt=1 and the joint distribution
of (θ̂N , θ0). Finally, the third step is to update the value of γ for the next iteration
by the use of a stochastic approximation method. The objective of this procedure is
to converge to a value γ? such that risk coherent measure of J based on {uγ?(t)}Nt=1
satisfies the inequality in Problem 6.2. We note that {uγ?(t)}Nt=1 is not necessarily
the optimal solution to Problem 6.2: {uγ?(t)}Nt=1 is only guaranteed to be a feasible
point for the optimization in Problem 6.2.

A detailed description of the proposed method at iteration k is as follows:

1. We solve an optimization related to Problem 6.2, where the risk measure
only accounts for the uncertainty on θ0, while imposing that the risk coherent
inequality must be satisfied for all θ̂N ∈ Θapp(γk). Hence, in the first step we
find {uγk(t)}Nt=1 by solving

{uγk(t)}Nt=1 = arg min
{u(t)}Nt=1∈Rnu×N

H({u(t)}Nt=1)

subject to RΘ0

(
J
(
{u(t)}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0

))
≤ 1
γk
,

for all θ̂N ∈ Θapp(γk) ,
(6.16)

where RΘ0(·) is computed over the uncertainty associated with θ0. A simple
illustration of the connection between the risk coherent measures RΘ0 and
RΘ̂,Θ0

is given next.

Example 6.3.1.
Assume that Θ ⊆ R, and consider the function

J
(
{u(t)}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0

)
= (θ̂N − θ0)2 . (6.17)

The risk coherent inequality in (6.16) for this example corresponds to

RΘ0

(
(θ̂N − θ0)2

)
≤ 1
γk
, for all θ̂N ∈ Θapp(γk) . (6.18)
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Note that the risk measure in Equation (6.18) accounts only for the uncer-
tainty on θ0, while it is required that (6.18) is satisfied for all estimated pa-
rameters in Θapp(γk).
On the other hand, the risk coherent inequality in Problem 6.2 becomes

RΘ̂,Θ0

(
(θ̂N − θ0)2

)
≤ 1
γ0
. (6.19)

In this case, the inequality in (6.19) accounts for the uncertainty on the pair
(θ̂N , θ0), independently of weather θ̂N ∈ Θapp(γk) is fulfilled or not.

�

2. Given {uγk(t)}Nt=1, the distribution of θ̂N conditioned on θ0 is known. There-
fore, in the second step we compute RΘ̂,Θ0

(
J
(
{uγk(t)}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0

))
, where

now the risk coherent measure is computed with respect to the joint distri-
bution of (θ̂N , θ0).

3. Given RΘ̂,Θ0

(
J
(
{uγk(t)}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0

))
, we want to verify if the risk coherent

inequality in Problem 6.15 is fulfilled for {uγk(t)}Nt=1 within a predetermined
tolerance ε > 0. If the inequality∣∣∣∣RΘ̂,Θ0

(
J
(
{uγk(t)}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0

))
− 1
γ0

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε (6.20)

holds, then the algorithm terminates and {uγk(t)}Nt=1 corresponds to a sub-
optimal input experiment. If the inequality (6.20) does not hold, we want to
compute a new value γk+1 to be used for solving Step 1 at iteration k + 1.
The value γk+1 needs to be computed such that (6.20) may be fulfilled at
the next iteration. To this end, we make use of a stochastic approximation
method for computing γk+1 as

γk+1 = fγ0

(
γk, ak,RΘ̂,Θ0

(
J
(
{uγk(t)}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0

)))
. (6.21)

The mapping fγ0 is given by

fγ0 := xk+11xk+1∈ΓM
δ

+ µ1xk+1∈(ΓM
δ

)c , (6.22)

where M > 0, δ ∈ (0,M) are given and,

ΓMδ := {x ∈ R : δ < x < M} , 1A :=
{

1, if A is true
0, otherwise, (6.23)

xk+1 := γk + γkak

(
−1 + γ0RΘ̂,Θ0

(J({uγk(t)}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0))
)
. (6.24)

The properties of function fγ0 and {ak}k≥1 are elaborately discussed in [20,
Chapter 9] following the framework of stochastic approximation methods.
Finally, we set k = k + 1 and return to Step 1.
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In Step 1, the constraint in the optimization can be difficult to implement as the
set Θapp(γk) can be uncountably infinite. To overcome this issue, we employ the
scenario approach [30]. By takingNs samples from Θapp(γk) based on a user defined
probability distribution Ps, we replace the constraint in (6.16) by

RΘ0

(
J
(
{u(t)}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0

))
≤ 1
γk
, for all θ̂N ∈ {θi}Nsi=1 , (6.25)

where {θi}Nsi=1 ∈ Θapp(γk) are samples drawn according to Ps. Finally, the ex-
pression (6.25) is usually approximated by Monte Carlo methods (cf., (6.12)). We
denote by R̂Θ0(J({u(t)}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0)) the Monte Carlo approximation of (6.25) based
on the samples {θ0,i}

Nsim1
i=1 drawn from P (θ0).

As for (6.25), the expression in Step 2 usually relies on Monte Carlo methods,
and we will denote by R̂Θ̂,Θ0

(J({u(t)}Nt=1, θ̂N , θ0)) the Monte Carlo approximation

of the expression in Step 2 based on the samples {θ0,i}
Nsim1
i=1 and {θ̂N,ji}

Nsim2
j=1 for

i = 1, . . . , Nsim1 , taken from P (θ0) and P (θ̂N |θ0,i), respectively.
In Step 3, fγ0 : R+ × R+ × R → R is a function such that fγ0(γ, a, γ−1

0 ) = γ
for all γ, a > 0. The detailed definition of this function and the properties of the
sequence {ak}k≥1 are discussed in [20, Chapter 9].

6.4 Numerical example

Consider the system

y(t) = K
(1 + 2r cos(θo) + r2)q−2

1 + 2r cos(θo)q−1 + r2q−2 u(t) + e(t) , (6.26)

where y(t) is the measured output, u(t) is the input signal, and {e(t)} is a Gaussian
white noise of zero mean and unit variance. We assume that K = 2 and r = 0.85
are known, but that the value of θo is uncertain, i.e., the location of the resonance
frequency (determined by θo) is uncertain. However, it is known that θo ∈ [0.5, 1.5].
Since any value on [0.5, 1.5] is equally likely for θo, we consider θo ∼ U [0.5, 1.5].

The objective in this example is to design {u(t)}Nt=1 (N = 102) as a realization
of a zero mean wide sense stationary process, such that the estimate θ̂N obtained
from ZN satisfies a performance constraint defined by the model application.

In this case, the model application is controller design, where the control law is
given by

u(t) = C(q, θ̂N ) (r(t)− y(t)) , (6.27)

with r(t) the reference signal and C(q, θ̂N ) the controller, which is a real rational
function in q. Note that the controller depends on θ̂N as it is designed based on
the model G(q, θ̂N ).

The controller C(q, θ̂N ) is designed such that

lim
t→∞

E{y(t)} = r(t) , (6.28)
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when {r(t)} is a constant signal. Moreover, C(q, θ̂N ) is such that the closed-loop
poles are {0.3, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7}. To measure the performance degradation, we consider
the index

Vapp(θ, θo) = (pm{G(q, θo)C(q, θo)} − pm{G(q, θo)C(q, θ)})2
, (6.29)

where pm{F} denotes the phase margin associated with the function F (q). Hence,
the application set Θapp(γ0) in (2.46) is defined in terms of (6.29) with γ0 = 102.

As the controller is designed in terms of G(q, θ̂N ), it is important to guarantee
that the closed-loop resulting of using C(q, θ̂N ) is stable. Hence, it is important to
avoid parameter estimates θ̂N causing closed-loop instability.

To obtain a tractable problem, we parametrize {u(t)} in terms of its power
spectrum Φu. In addition, we restrict Φu to the FIR structure

Φu(ω) =
30∑

τ=−30
c|τ |e

jωτ , (6.30)

where c0:30 ∈ R31 is the decision vector, satisfying Φ(ω) ≥ 0 for all ω ∈ [−π, π].
Finally, for the application cost, we consider H({u(t)}Nt=1) = E{u(t)2}.

The original application-oriented input design problem is then written as1

minimize
Φu

E{u(t)2}

subject to Φu(ω) =
30∑

τ=−30
cτe

jωτ ,

Φu(ω) ≥ 0, for all ω ∈ [−π, π] ,

Vapp(θ̂N , θo) ≤
1
γ0
.

(6.31)

The difficulty with the formulation (6.31) is that both θ̂N and θo are uncertain,
and their uncertainties are modeled by probability distributions. One possibility to
deal with these uncertainties is to consider the nominal parameter θE := E{θo} = 1,
and solve the application-oriented input design problem (6.31) for the ellipsoidal
approximation of the application set. This formulation can then be written as:

minimize
Φu

E{u(t)2}

subject to Φu(ω) =
30∑

τ=−30
c|τ |e

jωτ ,

Φu(ω) ≥ 0, for all ω ∈ [−π, π] ,
1

χ2
α(nθ)

IF (θE) � γ0

2 V
′′

app(θ, θE)
∣∣∣
θ=θE

,

(6.32)

1We refer to Chapter 2 for more details on the implementation of the constraint on Φu and
the computation of IF (θo) for wide sense stationary processes.
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where α = 0.95. We refer to Section 2.4, where the derivation of the linear matrix in-
equality (LMI) constraint in (6.32) is presented. The power spectrum solving (6.32)
will be referred to as the nominal input spectrum.

The robust alternative to the problem (6.31) is given by

minimize
Φu

E{u(t)2}

subject to Φu(ω) =
30∑

τ=−30
c|τ |e

jωτ ,

Φu(ω) ≥ 0, for all ω ∈ [−π, π] ,

RΘ̂,Θ0

(
Vapp(θ̂N , θo)

)
≤ 1
γ0
,

θo ∼ U [0.5, 1.5] , θ̂N |θo ∼ N
(
θo, I−1

F (θo)
)
.

(6.33)

The problem (6.33) becomes difficult to solve as RΘ̂,Θ0
requires the distribution

of θ̂N given θo, which depends on Φu. To provide a suboptimal solution to prob-
lem (6.33), we employ the algorithm presented in Section 6.3 to obtain a power
spectrum Φu such that the risk coherent inequality in (6.33) is fulfilled. For the
purpose of this example, we consider RΘ̂,Θ0

= CVaRα, with α = 0.95.
For this example, the stochastic approximation algorithm in Section 6.3 is for-

mulated as follows.

Step 1 : At iteration k, the first step of the algorithm computes the input power
spectrum by solving the following scenario-based approximation of the application-
oriented input design problem

minimize
Φu

E{u(t)2}

subject to Φu(ω) =
30∑

τ=−30
c|τ |e

jωτ ,

Φu(ω) ≥ 0, for all ω ∈ [−π, π] ,

RΘ0

(
max

θ∈Θapp(γk)
γkχ

2
α(nθ)Vapp(θ, θo)− IF (θo)(θ − θo)2

)
≤ 0 ,

θo ∼ U [0.5, 1.5] ,
(6.34)

with α = 0.95 and RΘ0 = CVaRα. We refer to Section 2.4 for more details
about the robust constraint in (6.34). The robust constraint in (6.34) is
implemented by using the scenario approach to approximate the maximum
operator based on Ns = 80 samples for θ in Θapp(γk) (given θo), and a Monte
Carlo approximation for CVaRα based on Nsim1 = 80 samples for θo.
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Figure 6.2: Bode diagram for the power input spectra and G(q, θE). Top: magni-
tude of the Bode diagram of G(q, θE). Second from top: robust input spectrum.
Third from top: nominal input spectrum. Bottom: spectrum of white noise with
variance equal to the one from the robust input spectrum.

Step 2 : In the second step, we compute RΘ̂,Θ0

(
Vapp(θ̂N , θo)

)
, with RΘ̂,Θ0

=
CVaRα. This computation is implemented based on the optimal input spec-
trum for the problem (6.34), with Nsim1 = 80 samples for θo and Nsim2 = 80
samples for θ̂N given θo, which is distributed according to the last expression
in problem (6.33).

Step 3 : In the last step, we compute the value of γk+1 using the method proposed
in [20, Chapter 9], where δ = 10−9, M = 109, µ = 5 · 10−3 and ak = 1/k for
all k ≥ 1. Finally, the termination criterion β, defined in [20, Appendix F] is
chosen as β = 10−4. In the following, we refer to the solution obtained for
the power spectrum by the stochastic approximation algorithm as the robust
input spectrum.
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Figure 6.3: Histogram of Vapp for θo = 1.31. Top: robust input spectrum. Middle:
nominal input spectrum. Bottom: white noise process with variance equal to the
one of the robust input spectrum.

The nominal problem (6.32) and the proposed method in Section 6.3 are im-
plemented in Matlab and solved using the cvx toolbox. The resulting input power
spectra, together with the magnitude of the Bode diagram of G(q, θE) are presented
in Figure 6.2.

We note in Figure 6.2 that both the nominal and robust input spectra have
a peak in their frequency response. It is interesting to note that the peak of the
frequency response of the nominal input spectrum coincides with the resonance
peak of G(ejω, θE). This behavior is expected, as the problem (6.32) only employs
the mean value of θo, and assumes that θE describes exactly the underlying system.
Therefore, most of the power in the spectrum Φu can be allocated at the resonance
peak of |G(ejω, θE)|.

When analyzing the robust input spectrum in Figure 6.2, we see that the un-
certainty on θo implies a more conservative design than the one attained with the
nominal input spectrum. By conservative we mean that the power content per fre-
quency for the robust input spectrum is greater than the one for the nominal input
spectrum. Moreover, the peak of the robust input spectrum does not occur at the
resonance peak of |G(ejω, θE)|. This can be interpreted as diversifying the power
content on the frequency range where the resonance peak of |G(ejω, θE)| can be
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Figure 6.4: Histogram of Vapp for θo = 1.19. Top: robust input spectrum. Middle:
nominal input spectrum. Bottom: white noise process with variance equal to the
one of the robust input spectrum.

attained. Hence, the robust power spectrum tries to ensure an experiment attain-
ing an application performance that is independent of the location of the resonance
frequency.

As a reference, we also present in Figure 6.2 the power spectrum of a zero mean
white noise process with the variance equal to the one associated with the robust
input spectrum. We note that the power spectrum of the white noise process is
greater than the nominal input spectrum at all frequencies, and it is smaller than
the peak of the frequency response of the robust input spectrum. Hence, we expect
to attain better results in terms of application performance for the white noise
process than for the nominal input spectrum.

We can also test the different designs to analyze the application performance.
To this end, we generate {u(t)}Nt=1 by filtering a zero mean Gaussian white noise
process with unit variance with the spectral factor for every power spectra. These
realizations are kept fixed and then the system (6.26) is simulated for NMC = 100
different realizations of {e(t)}Nt=1 for θo ∈ {1.19, 1.31}. For every realization of
{e(t)}Nt=1, the data set ZN is used for estimating θo with PEM. Finally, for every
input and every θo ∈ {1.19, 1.31}, the estimated parameters {θ̂(i)

N }
NMC
i=1 are employed

to evaluate Vapp(θ̂N , θo).
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Figures 6.3-6.4 present the histograms of Vapp for the different inputs, when
θo = 1.31 and θo = 1.19, respectively. In both figures, we see that the performance
degradation using the nominal input spectrum is significantly greater than the
desired value 1/γ0 = 0.01 for a considerable number of samples. Moreover, for
θo = 1.31, two samples of {θ̂N}NMCi=1 deliver an unstable closed-loop system. The
same occurs to four samples of {θ̂N}NMCi=1 when θo = 1.19. Hence, the nominal
input spectrum does not guarantee the desired application performance, causing
even instability in closed loop.

For the white noise process with the variance of the robust input spectrum, we
see in Figures 6.3-6.4 that the application performance significantly improves when
compared to the one achieved with the nominal input spectrum. Moreover, for θo =
1.31, the histogram of the application performance is very close to the one attained
with robust input spectrum. However, when θo = 1.19, there is one sample that
violates significantly the application performance requirement Vapp(θ̂N , θo) < 0.01,
with a value greater than 0.7. Even though the application performance is fulfilled
for the remaining 99 samples, when it fails to fulfill the inequality the estimated
parameter generates very poor results in terms of application performance. This is
in line with Example 6.2.3 in the sense that the use of a wrong approach to account
for the uncertainty can lead to undesired results.

When inspecting the histograms obtained with the robust input spectrum in
Figures 6.3-6.4, we see that the distribution of the application cost is almost inde-
pendent of the value of θo, which is a desirable behavior when considering a robust
framework. We emphasize that this behavior is achieved at the expense of increas-
ing the input variance E{u(t)2}, as we have E{u(t)2} = 1.8 · 10−3 for the robust
input design and E{u(t)2} = 6.8 · 10−6 for the nominal input design. In conclusion,
the introduction of a robust framework in application-oriented input design signif-
icantly improves the behavior of the application cost under model uncertainties.

6.5 Conclusions

The problem of uncertainty in application-oriented input design has been addressed.
Due to the uncertainty in the location of both the estimated parameter and the
parameter describing the true system, a systematic approach to include the uncer-
tainty in the optimization has been presented. The approach considers the notion
of coherent measure of risk, which has been proven a useful concept in the liter-
ature of theory of risk. In particular, the use of the conditional value at risk in
application-oriented input design has been explored, and a method making use of
this measure of risk has been introduced. A numerical example shows the benefits
of employing a robust approach in application-oriented input design.
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Chapter 7

Room occupancy estimation: a
regularized deconvolution-based
approach

In this chapter one important application of system identification in building au-
tomation is investigated. We study the problem of estimating the number of people
in a room using information available in standard Heating, Ventilation and Air Con-
ditioning (HVAC) systems. We propose a two-phase estimation scheme and extend
the estimator to include different sources of information, such as actuation of the
ventilation system and door opening / closing events. We also provide conditions
under which the estimator provides correct estimates of occupancy within a guar-
anteed probability. We test the estimator running experiments on a real testbed
and assess the value of having additional information sources.

7.1 Introduction

Monitoring the number of occupants of rooms is important for home automation
applications, e.g., to automate the control of lighting, thermostats, security locks,
and home entertainment systems [6,112,113]. It is also a key enabling factor for im-
proving energy efficiency in smart buildings: it has been shown in [7] that the exact
knowledge of the building occupancy can be used to decrease the annual energy con-
sumptions of about 10%-42% by optimizing the performance of HVAC systems (see
also [114], [115]). Direct experience indicates that some standard off-the-shelf ded-
icated hardware for occupancy estimation (such as cameras and Radio-Frequency
Identification (RFID) tags) suffer from several problems. First they may be insuf-
ficiently accurate for the employment in HVAC control systems. Second, they may
induce large additional deployment and maintenance costs. Last, they may have
installation feasibility problems in old buildings. Moreover, hardware-based occu-
pancy detectors may trigger privacy concerns [116]. Consequently, it is interesting
to study how and to what extent hardware-based people counters can be replaced
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by software-based occupancy estimators that only employ available information in
standard HVAC systems (such as CO2 concentration and temperature), which in-
formation sources have to be considered, and what type of statistical processing
leads to efficient estimators.

Literature review
The currently available techinques for monitoring the occupancy in rooms and
buildings can be categorized into hardware-based and model-based approaches.

The first category includes methods working with dedicated hardware. For in-
stance, [114] and [117] deploy networks of cameras detecting people crossing a de-
termined area under surveillance, whereas [118–120], utlilize RFIDs; see also [121]
for a recent survey. As mentioned before, dedicated hardware may be expensive
and applicable only to certain situations, due to potential drawbacks (privacy or
others). For example, [122] uses inexpensive magnetic reed switches and Passive In-
fra Red (PIR) sensors, but the method cannot provide the exact number of people,
detecting only whether a room is occupied or not.

The second category exploits the fact that occupants affect the indoor en-
vironment by emitting CO2, heat and humidity. Thus, occupancy is inferred
indirectly using dynamical models that relate environmental signals with occu-
pancy. These models may be obtained by employing data-driven techniques (i.e.,
identification-based methods) or by exploiting knowledge of the underlying physical
laws (i.e., physics-based methods). The latter techniques comprise strategies based
on mass balance equations or first principle considerations to derive dynamical
models relating the number of occupants, CO2 concentration, temperature and hu-
midity [123–126]. Identification-based approaches aim at constructing input-output
models from datasets of past measured data. Using the obtained model, the number
of occupants is estimated by inverting the CO2 dynamics [127], [128], [129]. The
same idea is at the base of black-box machine learning techniques such as Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Network (NN) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM).
For instance, in [130] information regarding CO2 concentration and data acquired
by acoustic and passive infrared sensors are employed to estimate the number of
occupants in an office using SVM, NN and HMM. Other proposed approaches esti-
mate the occupancy using other CO2 features (e.g., averages of the signals in time,
first / second-order temporal differences), see [131,132]. In [133], an Autoregressive
Hidden Markov Model (ARHMM) is developed to estimate occupancy levels based
on environmental signal measurements also taking into account their correlation.
The strategy is further developed in [134], where the technique is integrated with
a wireless sensor network and tested in a research laboratory. A different solution
is studied in [135], where occupancy is inferred from electricity consumption.

Statement of contributions
This chapter of the thesis describes and analyses from theoretical perspectives a
two-tier model-based occupancy estimation scheme. The first tier assumes the
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availability of both environmental signals and true occupancy levels (as pilot data)
for a short and well defined period of time. The data regarding occupancy may
come from manual logging, or from dedicated temporary people counting hardware.
Black-box modeling is then used to model the room under consideration, i.e., no
other a priori knowledge on the room properties is assumed. The second tier for-
mulates the occupancy estimation problem as an inverse problem, i.e., it searches
for the occupancy pattern that best explains the measured data given the identi-
fied model. In this tier we exploit the fact that the occupancy signal is piecewise
constant1 and non-negative integer, in order to formulate the estimation problem
within a fused-lasso framework [136].

Different estimators based on the availability of the various information sources
are derived. More specifically, we consider the case of adding knowledge of the
HVAC actuation signals (i.e., how much air is injected in the room). We also
study the case of adding a boolean flag accounting for door opening / closing
events and derive theoretical statistical properties of the strategy. More precisely,
we compute bounds on the probability of obtaining incorrect estimates given the
levels of measurement noise, the identified model, and the design parameters of the
estimators.

The proposed method is then employed to estimate the number of people in a
medium-sized room instrumented as a university laboratory. Even if our tests are
performed in a laboratory, we notice that there is no limitation in using the method
in other rooms: the strategy is suitable for any kind of home or office environment
as soon as standard HVAC measurements are available.

7.2 Problem definition and methodology

We consider the following schematic representation of the dynamics of the concen-
tration of the CO2 and temperature in a room under well-mixed air assumptions
(i.e., these quantities are assumed to be spatially constant).

G
c (CO2)

τ (temperature)

(ventilation) u
(occupancy) o
disturbances

In the above scheme c(t) represents the concentration of CO2, τ(t) the temperature,
u(t) the amount of injected fresh air, o(t) the occupancy, all at sample time t.
G represents an initially unknown dynamic system relating disturbances, events,
ventilation and building occupancy levels with temperature and CO2 concentration
signals. In addition, we consider a variable d(t) which is a boolean measurement of

1We make this assumption to penalize any unnecessary and sudden change in the numeber of
occupiers of a room.
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door opening and closing events, defined as

d(t) =
{

1 if the door is open,
0 if the door is closed. (7.1)

The problem we consider in this section is to find an effective algorithm that
transforms measurements of c(t), c(t− 1), . . . and τ(t), τ(t− 1), . . . into estimates of
o(t). Our proposal is the following two-tier estimator:

• Tier 1, training phase: identify a LTI system that captures the dynam-
ics of G from pilot data of c(t), τ(t), and o(t) (described in more details
in Section 7.3);

• Tier 2, test phase: estimate o(t) from measurements of c(t) and τ(t) and
the estimated model of the room (described in more details in Section 7.4).

Thus, the first phase addresses a classic system identification problem, while the
second phase addresses a deconvolution problem.

7.3 Identification of the room model

In this section we describe how to obtain a model for G starting from pilot data of
c(t), τ(t), and o(t).

As in [137–141], we assume the environmental signals to be stochastic processes,
the dynamics of the room to be discrete LTI, and measurement devices to be syn-
chronized and operating at the same sample time. We further assume that Ntr
samples of the aforementioned signals have been collected during an experimental
training phase.

The dynamics of the room can be expressed using the discrete-time LTI model
presented in Chapter 2 Equation (2.1), i.e.:

y(t) = G(q)o(t) +H(q)e(t), (7.2)

where
y(t) =

[
c(t)
τ(t)

]
. (7.3)

We consider an OE model structure and rewrite the model (7.2) as the following
OE model 

c(t) = Gc

(
q−1) [c(t− 1)

o(t− 1)

]
+ ec(t),

τ(t) = Gt

(
q−1) [t(t− 1)

o(t− 1)

]
+ eτ (t),

(7.4)

where, without loss of generality,

Gc

(
q−1):=[Gcc (q−1) Goc

(
q−1)] ,

Gτ

(
q−1):=[Gττ (q−1) Goτ

(
q−1)] ,
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are matrix polynomials with all the entries having the same order. The processes
ec(t) and eτ (t) are assumed white Gaussian noises, independent of each other,
representing the innovation process, i.e., the part of c(t) and τ(t) that cannot be
predicted from past measurements.

To estimate the polynomialsGc

(
q−1) andGτ

(
q−1) we consider a PEM paradigm.

We define the best linear one-step-ahead predictor of the outputs, namely
ĉ(t|t− 1) = Gc

(
q−1) [c(t− 1)

o(t− 1)

]
,

τ̂(t|t− 1) = Gτ

(
q−1) [τ(t− 1)

o(t− 1)

]
,

(7.5)

obtained by simply neglecting the noise processes. Then, using PEM-based tech-
niques we can obtain Ĝc

(
q−1) and Ĝτ

(
q−1), such that the variance of the predic-

tion errors c(t) − ĉ(t|t − 1) and τ(t) − t̂(t|t − 1) on the data collected during the
training phase is minimized. From (7.5) it follows that the predictors ĉ(t|t− 1) and
τ̂(t|t− 1) exploit the same information of the past.

Figure 7.1 plots the correlation functions defined in (7.6), and computed using
the dataset considered throughout the manuscript. In (7.6), c̄(·), ō(·) and τ̄(·)
represent signals stripped of the mean, m is a time lag, and Ntr denotes the size of
the dataset:

rc,o(m) :=
∑Ntr
k=0 c̄(t)ō(t−m)√(∑Ntr

k=0 c̄(t)2
)(∑Ntr

k=0 ō(t)2
) ,

rt,o(m) :=
∑Ntr
k=0 τ̄(t)ō(t−m)√(∑Ntr

k=0 t̄(t)2
)(∑Ntr

k=0 ō(t)2
) . (7.6)

The functions rc,o(m) and rτ,o(m) indicate the dependency of the occupancy signal
on the CO2 concentration and temperature, respectively, as a function of the time
lagm. It can be promptly seen that the signal mostly correlated with the occupancy
is the CO2 level. For this reason in the rest of this chapter we shall consider only
the predictor ĉ(t|t− 1) and thus focus on the identification of Ĝc

(
q−1).

Nonparametric identification of the CO2 dynamics
In this section we adopt a nonparametric approach to the problem of identifying
the CO2 room dynamics. Instead of directly searching for the coefficients of the
polynomials Goc

(
q−1) and Gcc

(
q−1), we aim at estimating the system impulse re-

sponses defined in the time domain and related to the frequency domain description
of the system through the relations

Goc
(
q−1) =

∑+∞
k=0 go(k)q−k,

Gcc
(
q−1) =

∑+∞
k=0 gc(k)q−k, (7.7)
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Figure 7.1: Empirical cross-correlations between occupancy and either temperature
(rτ,o(m)) or CO2 (rc,o(m)), computed using the dataset considered throughout
the manuscript (sampling time Ts = 5 minutes). To highlight the features of the
correlation signals we use a time scale finer than the ones used in the subsequent
figures.

where go(t) and gc(t) are the impulse responses having the occupancy and CO2 as
inputs, respectively. We can simplify the problem by truncating the impulse re-
sponse to a fixed large index p and estimate the first p coefficients of each impulse
response. The estimated coefficients can then be used to form polynomials2 that
well-approximate the transfer functions. To make the estimation problem well-
posed, we define a suitable hypothesis space for the unknown impulse responses.
Such a space is a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) [142], and its associ-
ated kernel is the so-called stable spline kernel [143,144], defined as

[
Kβ

]
i,j

= βmax{i,j}, 0 < β < 1 , (7.8)

where β is a hyperparameter tuning the decay rate. The choice of this kernel is
motivated by the fact that the associated RKHS contains smooth and exponentially
decaying functions. These are desirable properties in impulse responses modeling
physical systems such as those considered in this problem. We refer to [9] for a
thorough description of kernel-based methods in system identification.

Let the training set be indexed by the time instances 0, 1, . . . , Ntr and gc, and
go be column vectors containing the impulse responses related to c(t), and o(t),
respectively, and

g :=
[
gTc gTo

]T
,

φc(t) :=
[
c(t− 1) . . . c(t− p)

]
,

φo(t) :=
[
o(t− 1) . . . o(t− p)

]
,

(7.9)

2In this chapter we set p = 50.
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with c(t) = o(t) = 0 if k ≤ 0. Defining

Φ :=


φc(1) φo(1)
φc(2) φo(2)

...
...

φc(Ntr) φo(Ntr)

 ,
ctr :=

[
c(1) c(2) . . . c(Ntr)

]T
,

we can exploit the theory of function estimation in RKHS [142] and formulate the
problem as

ĝ=arg min
g∈R2p

‖ctr−Φg‖22 + γ
(
‖gc‖2P +‖go‖2P

)
, (7.10)

i.e., as a regularized Least-Squares (LS) where:

• ‖g‖2P = gTPg with P a positive definite weighting matrix penalizing candi-
date impulse responses which do not decay to zero for large values of the time
index. In this way, P favors outcomes ĝ that well represent impulse responses
of stable systems. Here we set the matrix P as P = K−1

β ; the choice of the
hyperparameter β is discussed below;

• γ is a positive real number representing a trade-off between variance and bias
of the estimator, leading to the LS estimate of g for γ = 0.

The optimal values of γ and β can be computed via either cross validation-based
strategies [1] or empirical Bayes techniques [143,145]. Once these values have been
established, the solution can be computed in closed form [146] as

ĝ =
(
ΦTΦ + γDP

)−1 ΦT ctr , (7.11)

where DP is block diagonal with four blocks all equal to P .
Remark 7.3.1. The impulse response estimator (7.10) may be seen also as a Max-
imum a Posteriori (MAP) estimator under a Gaussian prior assumption of the
unknown impulse responses. Then, the choice of such a prior is well motivated by
the underlying theory of the RKHS induced by the stable spline kernel (see [142]
for further details).

7.4 Deconvolution of the occupancy levels

In this section we derive an estimator ô(t) of o(t) as a function of the measurements
c(t) and the estimated room dynamics Ĝcc, and Ĝoc . Let

ĉ(t|t− 1) = Ĝc

(
q−1) [c(t− 1)

o(t− 1)

]
, (7.12)
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and consider the CO2 levels prediction error

ε(t) := c(t)− ĉ(t|t− 1). (7.13)

Under the stated assumptions ε(t) is a zero-mean Gaussian white noise [147]. Sub-
stituting (7.12) into (7.13) and rearranging properly, we obtain

Ĝoc
(
q−1) o(t− 1) = c(t)− Ĝcc

(
q−1) c(t− 1)−ε(t), (7.14)

where the unknowns are only o(t− 1) and ε(t), since

c̃(t) := c(t)− Ĝcc
(
q−1) c(t− 1),

can be computed given the available information. Thus (7.14) becomes

c̃(t) = Ĝoc
(
q−1) o(t− 1) + ε(t), (7.15)

which shows that the problem of estimating the unknown o(·) is a deconvolution
problem, i.e., the unknown occupancy signal ô(t) can be estimated as the signal best
describing the observed output c̃(t) given the knowledge of the transfer function Ĝoc .
Since ε(t) is assumed white and Gaussian, the natural approach to this problem
would be to employ a LS estimator of o(·), because this would minimize the residual
error [1, Ch. 7]. More specifically, let Ĝoc

(
q−1) = g1q

−1 + . . .+ gpq
−p; we consider

two variants of the occupancy estimation problem:

1. online monitoring;

2. offline estimation.

We begin by dealing with the first case. At each time instant we consider a window
in the past of N data samples of each signal, from k − N + 1 to k, with N ≥ p.
Considering the auxiliary notation

Ĝ :=



g1 0 . . . 0
g2 g1
...

. . . . . .
...

gp · · · g2 g1
. . . . . . . . .

0 gp · · · g2 g1


,

õ :=

o(t−N)
...

o(t− 1)

 , c̃ :=

c̃(t−N + 1)
...
c̃(t)

 ,
(7.16)

a basic occupancy estimator can be formulated as the LS-type problem

ô = arg min
õ∈RN+

∥∥c̃− Ĝ õ∥∥2
2. (7.17)
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The performance of this estimator is usually unsatisfactory, since the estimates are
noisy, due to the high variance, and they do not reflect suitable room occupancy
patterns. To overcome this issue we account for the prior information that o(t) is
non-negative, integer, and piecewise constant and we formulate the deconvolution
problem as the problem of finding the least-changing positive piecewise constant
input signal giving a prescribed mismatch between the estimated and measured
outputs of the system. Let us define

∆o(i) := o(i)− o(i− 1), ∆o :=

∆o(t−N + 1)
...

∆o(t− 1)

 . (7.18)

The estimation problem then becomes

ô(t− 1) = arg min
õ∈NN+

∥∥∆õ
∥∥

0

subject to
∥∥c̃− Ĝ õ∥∥2

2 ≤ ρ, (7.19)

where:

• ô(t− 1) is a N -dimensional vector with the estimated values of occupancy at
the time instants t− 1, . . . , k −N (for online estimation purposes one might
consider to use just its first entry ô(t− 1));

• the cost function ‖·‖0, the `0 norm, counts the number of variations of the
candidate inputs, thus penalizing candidate inputs with frequent variations;

• the LS-type constraint accounts for adherence to data and tries to match the
estimated and measured outputs of the system, up to a precision given by the
user-choice parameter ρ.

Problem (7.19) can be reformulated as follows [148]:

ô(t− 1) = arg min
õ∈NN+

∥∥c̃− Ĝ õ∥∥2
2 + λ

∥∥∆õ
∥∥

0 , (7.20)

where λ is a regularization parameter (strictly related to ρ) that trades off the
two previous terms (how to choose λ is discussed in details in Section 7.4). Un-
fortunately, Problem (7.20) is a non-convex non-linear integer program; to solve
it directly one must search through all possible combinations of integer elements
in ∆õ. Hence, the search space is increasing exponentially in the number of pa-
rameters and the problem cannot be solved efficiently [149]. To circumvent this
computational drawback we adopt two relaxations. First, we substitute the `0
norm with the `1 norm [150, Ch. 3.4], which represents its best convex relaxation.
Second, we extend the domain of the plausible inputs to RN+ instead of NN+ , so that
the estimation problem becomes

ô(t− 1) =
⌊

arg min
õ∈RN+

∥∥∥c̃− Ĝ õ∥∥∥2

2
+ λ

∥∥∆õ
∥∥

1

⌉
, (7.21)
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where b·e is the vector-wise rounding operator. Problem (7.21) (without the round-
ing operator) is a particular case of fused-lasso estimator, where the solution is
searched among sparse regressor vectors where less frequent jumps (i.e., non-zero
impulses in the derivatives) are preferred, and where the strength of this preference
is dictated by the regularization parameter λ.
Remark 7.4.1. When the rounding operator is removed, the estimator in (7.21)
can also be seen as a MAP estimator of the occupancy. In this case, the prior
distribution on the unknown process is Laplacian with independent components
(see e.g., [151]), i.e.,

p (∆o) = 1
α

N−1∏
i=1

exp
(
−|∆õ(i)|

α

)
, (7.22)

where α is a user parameter that tunes the sharpness (and so the sparsity) of the
pdf. Since ε(t) is white and Gaussian, then the distribution of the vector c̃ given
∆õ is Gaussian with mean Ĝ õ and variance σ2

ε I, where σ2
ε is the variance of

the prediction error appearing in (7.15) and I is the identity matrix. The MAP
estimation of õ can thus be formulated as

ô(t− 1) = arg max
õ∈RN+

log (p (c̃|∆õ) p (∆õ))

= arg min
õ∈RN+

1
σ2

∥∥∥c̃− Ĝ õ∥∥∥2

2
+ 2
α

∥∥∆õ
∥∥

1 . (7.23)

The above expression reveals that the regularization parameter λ = 2σ2

α is the ratio
of the noise variance and the user parameter α regulating the (prior) sparseness of
the derivative of the occupancy.

The parameter N plays an important role in (7.21), since it defines the amount
of data employed for estimating ô(t − 1) (and in particular ô(t − 1)) at each time
instant. Intuitively, a large value of N should yield more accurate estimates, since
more information is used. However, a large value of N brings computational issues
which could make the computation of (7.21) too slow for online operations. Thus,
as will be discussed in Section 7.7, a good choice of N should consider both these
aspects.

The derivation of the offline estimator is straightforward. Let the test set be
indexed by the time instants 1, . . . , Nts. Redefining the vectors introduced in (7.16)
and (7.18), so that they include all the Nts measurement of the test set, we can
re-utilize the estimator defined in (7.21). In this case, its output will be a vector ô
containing the estimated occupancy pattern for the time instants 0, . . . , Nts − 1.

Finding the optimal regularization parameter λ
The regularization parameter λ establishes the typical variability of the room oc-
cupancy signal. Large values of λ penalize changes in the value of estimated oc-
cupancy, leading to estimates that are constant for long periods. Small values of
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λ, instead, yield occupancy signals with high frequency components, thus behaving
similarly to the outcomes of the LS estimator (which is obtained by setting λ = 0).

A reasonable value of λ is computed by finding the value of such a parameter
giving the best estimation performance during the training phase. This optimal
value can then be computed by the following algorithm:

1. define a grid Λ of candidate values of λ;

2. for each λ ∈ Λ solve Problem (7.21) using the data collected during the
training phase, obtaining ô(λ), i.e., an occupancy estimate as function of λ;

3. compute the optimal regularization parameter as

λ̂ = arg min
λ∈Λ
‖ô(λ)− o‖22 , (7.24)

with o being the occupancy signal collected during the training phase.

Remark 7.4.2. To find the set Λ one can start by first finding an opportune λmax
for which the problem (7.21) leads to constant occupancy estimates. Consider
moreover the cardinality of Λ be given; then one can define the set Λ between
0 and the obtained λmax exploiting a logarithmic grid. The main advantage of
logarithmic gridding is that the grid will be finer for smaller values of λ, where the
sensitivity is usually higher (see Figure 7.4).

7.5 Characterization of the occupancy estimator

In this section we derive relations between the probability of obtaining wrong occu-
pancy estimates and the quantities parametrizing the estimator, namely the iden-
tified linear models, the noise level of the measurements, and the regularization
parameter λ.

Our first result regards the performance of the estimator when the occupancy
is constant in a window of N past values.

Proposition 7.5.1. Let σε be the variance of the noise in (7.15), N the window
length in the estimator, and λ the regularization parameter. Assume that o(t) is a
constant signal. Define

∆ :=

−1 1
. . . . . .

−1 1

 ∈ RN−1×N (7.25)

and V T :=
(

∆Ĝ−1
)†
, where (X)† denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of X.

Then ô(t) is detected as constant with probability of at least α if

λ2 > σ2
εχ
−1
α (N)‖Vm‖2 (7.26)
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where χ−1
α (N) is the inverse of the chi-square Cumulative Distribution Function

(CDF) with N degrees of freedom for the corresponding probability α and ‖Vm‖2 :=
maxi ‖Vi‖2, with Vi the i-th row of V .

Proof. See Appendix B.

The following result studies the case where o(t) has a variation.

Proposition 7.5.2. Let σε be the variance of the noise in (7.15), N the window
length in the estimator, λ the regularization parameter. Define ∆ ∈ RN−1×N−1,
obtained removing the first column of ∆ and V̄ T :=

(
∆H̄−1)−1. Assume that the

first value of the estimated occupancy is set to the true one, i.e., ô(t−N) = o(t−N),
and that o(t) has a unique discontinuity given by a variation of one unit. Then,
ô(t) is detected as constant, i.e., there is a missed change with probability of at least
α if

λ2 > σ2
εχ
−1
α (N)‖V̄1‖2 + (1 + o(t−N)2)‖V̄1‖4 , (7.27)

where V̄1 is the first row of V̄ .

Proof. See Appendix B.
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Figure 7.2: Graphical representation of bound (7.26) as functions of the probability
α for a given σ2

ε .

Figure 7.2 shows the behavior of the bound derived in Proposition 7.5.1 as a
function of the probability that the detected occupancy pattern is constant.

The previous results can easily be extended to the more general case where
the true occupancy is piecewise constant with ρ discontinuities of +1 units. The
sufficient condition to estimate a constant signal in this case is

λ2 > σ2
εχ
−1
α (N)‖V1‖2 + (ρ+ o(t−N)2)‖V1‖4.

7.6 Accounting for additional information

In this section we address the cases where the available information contains the
additional signals u(t) (venting levels) and d(t) (door events, defined in (7.1)).
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Accounting for venting levels
When the signal u(t) is available, a straightforward generalization of (7.12) yields

ĉ(t|t− 1) = Ĝc

(
q−1)c(t− 1)

u(t− 1)
o(t− 1)

 , (7.28)

Ĝc

(
q−1) =

[
Ĝcc
(
q−1) Ĝvc

(
q−1) Ĝoc

(
q−1)] .

Consequently, we can extend the system identification procedure of Section 7.3,
with g :=

[
gTc gTu gTo

]T , and
ĝ=arg min

g∈R3p
‖ctr−Φg‖22 + γ

(
‖gc‖2P +‖gu‖2P +‖go‖2P

)
.

The same extension applies to the deconvolution step: the estimator (7.15)
remains structurally the same as soon as c̃(t) is redefined as

c̃(t) := c(t)−
[
Ĝcc
(
q−1) Ĝvc (q−1) ] [c(t− 1)

u(t− 1)

]
.

Accounting for door opening and closing events
Assume now the knowledge of d(t), i.e., a boolean signal measuring door opening
and closing events. Using the definition in (7.1) we infer that d(t) = 0 implies
o(t) = o(t − 1), while no deduction on the behavior of o(t) can be made when
d(t) 6= 0.

As for the system identification problem, information on d(t) is non-influential,
i.e., it does not modify the derivations in Section 7.3, since during the identification
the occupancy levels are assumed known. In other words, o(t) contains already the
information in d(t).

As for the deconvolution problem, knowing d(t) changes the structure of the esti-
mator, since d(t) naturally constraints the estimand occupancy levels to be identical
when d(t) = 0. More precisely, knowing d(t) corresponds to knowing the sparsity
pattern of the to-be-reconstructed signal. This imply that the regularization term
‖∆õ‖0 in (7.20) is a constant factor that does not depend on the decision variables;
thus (7.20) is equivalent to the Integer Quadratic Program (IQP)

ô(t− 1) = arg min
õ∈NN+

∥∥c̃− Ĝ õ∥∥2
2

subject to ∆õ(t) = 0 for all d(t) = 0.
(7.29)

Following the motivations that brought from (7.20) to (7.21), (7.29) can be relaxed
with

ô = arg min
õ∈RNts+

⌊ ∥∥c̃− Ĝ õ∥∥2
2

⌉
subject to ∆õ(t) = 0 for all d(t) = 0.

(7.30)
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Due to the lack of the regularization term, (7.30) does not require tunings of regu-
larization parameters.

Estimator (7.30) is based on the hypothesis that the noise process ε(t) is white
and Gaussian. Such an assumption may be unrealistic, since the identification phase
is likely to yield non-exact models (due to disturbances and unmodeled dynamics).
One way to address this issue and robustify the estimator is to further modify (7.30)
adding back the `1 regularization term λ‖∆õ‖1 to obtain

ô = arg min
õ∈RNts+

⌊ ∥∥c̃− Ĝ õ∥∥2
2 + λ‖∆õ‖1

⌉
subject to ∆õ(t) = 0 for all d(t) = 0.

(7.31)

As noticed before, this regularization term corresponds thus to favor, in the occu-
pancy signal, small changes to big ones, with the strength of this preference dictated
by the regularization parameter λ. Obviously, implementing estimator (7.31) re-
quires to find the optimal λ, as described in Section 7.4.

7.7 Experiments

We have tested the proposed estimator on one of the rooms of the KTH ACL-
HVAC testbed. The collected information comprises two weeks of measurements
of CO2 and temperature levels from HDH sensors and of venting, cooling, and
heating actuation levels from the central HVAC system. Occupancy levels were
manually registered for the whole period. To uniform the sampling times of the
various signals (5 minutes), or in case of missing measurements, the information
was resampled using linear interpolation schemes. The first week was used as a
training set, while the second week was used as a test set.

Definition of the performance indexes
We consider four performance indexes: i) the Mean Squared Error (MSE) (7.32),
characterizing the relative estimation errors; ii) the accuracy (7.34), reporting how
many times the estimator returns the correct value; iii) the false positive / false
negative occupancy detection rates (7.37), describing the ability of discriminating
the presence / absence of occupants in terms of false positives (when the room is
estimated to be occupied while it is not) and false negatives (when the room is
estimated to be empty while it is not).

The MSE associated with o and ô is

MSE (ô) :=
‖ô− o‖22
‖o‖22

. (7.32)

To define the other performance indexes we then transform the signals o, ô with
codomain N+ (number of occupants) to signals with codomain {0, 1} (room is not
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occupied, room is occupied) through indicator function

1 (o(t)) :=
{

1 if o(t) > 0
0 otherwise

, 1 (o) :=

 1 (o(1))
...

1 (o(N))

 . (7.33)

Given (7.33), the accuracy of the estimate ô is

Acc (ô) :=
N −

∑N
k=1 1 (o(t)− ô(t))

N
. (7.34)

To define the false positive / negative rates we introduce

Nη := {k s.t. 1 (o(t)) = η} , (7.35)

dividing the time indexes in two sets: N0, for the time indexes k for which the room
was not occupied, and N1, for the k’s for which the room was occupied. Using this
definition we may capture the mistakes “the room is estimated to be occupied while
it is empty”, “the room is considered empty while it is occupied” with

β̂(η) := 1
|Nη|

∑
k∈Nη

1 (ô(t)) , (7.36)

where we remark that the summation is performed over the set Nη. With (7.36)
the false positive and false negative rates become

FP (ô) := β̂(0), FN (ô) := 1− β̂(1). (7.37)

Summary of the results

Evaluation of the importance of additional information

We assume that the parameters λ and N are optimally scaled (we discuss tuning of
these parameters in the following subsections). Table 7.1 then numerically assesses
the value of knowing the ventilation levels u(t) and the door openings / closing flags
d(t), while Figure 7.3 depicts graphically the realizations of the results. From Ta-
ble 7.1, it can be seen that adding the information regarding ventilation levels can
improve the accuracy of the estimator. Moreover, the estimator (7.31) has the best
performance in terms of MSE. It is worth mentioning that due to the constraint on
∆õ in (7.31), the `1 regularization term does not impose (further) sparsity, how-
ever, it shrinks the estimates of the occupancy. It is well known that shrinking may
improve the MSE [150]; we can get similar results with other shrinkage methods
such as the ridge regression [150].
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Estimator MSE Accuracy FP FN
(7.21) 0.208 0.822 0.039 0.028

(7.21)+u 0.124 0.888 0.007 0.018
(7.30) 0.217 0.884 0.001 0.028
(7.31) 0.109 0.886 0.006 0.008

Table 7.1: Comparison of the performance of estimators (7.21), (7.21) with knowl-
edge of ventilation levels u(t), (7.30) and (7.31).
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Figure 7.3: Realizations of the estimates for the test set considered in our experi-
ments for the various estimators proposed in this manuscript.

Evaluation of the sensitivity to the regularization parameter λ

We evaluate the effectiveness of selection strategy for the parameter λ described
in Section 7.4. Since the best value of such a parameter for the test set may be
different from its best value in the training set, it is important to evaluate the effects
of this unavoidable mismatch.

Figure 7.4 plots the MSE for different λ’s for estimator (7.21)+v for both the
training and test sets. The dependency on λ appears relatively weak in the test set,
and the MSE of the training and test sets attain their minima at approximately the
same point. This suggests that the proposed estimation strategy for λ is reliable
and effective.

Evaluation of the sensitivity to the optimization horizon N

N trades-off computational requirements with information: the larger the optimiza-
tion horizon, the more information the estimators have about the dynamics of the
system. Intuition suggests that, after a certain horizon length, adding more infor-
mation does not improve the estimation performance, i.e., after this horizon the old
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Figure 7.4: Sensitivity of the performance of estimator (7.21)+v w.r.t. the choice
of λ.

dynamics do not influence the current estimates. The results shown in Figure 7.5
indicate that this length is, in our experiments, of about 5 days.
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Figure 7.5: Dependency of the performance of estimator (7.31) w.r.t. the choice of
N .

Alternative occupancy estimation methods

We hereby consider two classical Machine Learning strategies and compare them
against estimator (7.21) with knowledge of ventilation levels u(t).

Estimation using Support Vector Machine

In their basic form, SVMs perform classification tasks as follows: given a dataset D
of samples (xk, yk) for k = 0, . . . , N with xk ∈ Rn and yk ∈ {−1,+1}, try to find a
separating hyperplane in Rn+1 that: (i) separates the points of the form (xk,+1)
from those of the form (xk,−1); (ii) maximizes its minimum distance from the
xi’s. This concept can then be extended to cope with non-linear and imperfect
separation rules, and with multi-classes classification tasks [152, Part II].
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SVMs have already been exploited for building occupancy estimation tasks,
e.g., in [131, 132]. The most common approach is to let xk contain functions of
the current and past CO2, temperature and ventilation levels (e.g., the average
of c(t), . . . , c(t − n)). yk instead usually represents the building occupancy level
o(t). With these definitions it is possible to train a general multi-class SVM on the
couples (xk, yk) that form the training set. After this step one can then estimate
the unknown building occupancy by applying the trained SVM on the xk that form
the test set.

The SVM implemented in our tests that led to the best estimation error per-
formance is a C-SVM exploiting a polynomial kernel of order 3. As features, it
considers current and past values of the temperature, CO2, and ventilation levels
up to 1 hour in the past, and their first and second derivatives in time.

Estimation using Neural Network

The Neural Network maps considered in this manuscript are of the form [153,
Sec. 44]

yk = Ψ′′
(∑

i

ω′′i hi (xk) + θ′′

)

hi (xk) = Ψ′i

∑
j

ω′jxk,j + θ′i


with yk and xk having the same meanings as SVMs in the previous section. The
structures of the functions Ψ′′, Ψ′i, hi are design parameters that usually remind how
biological neurons electrically react to external stimuli. Once the design parameters
have been chosen, training the network corresponds to search that particular set of
weights w for which the corresponding NN best fits the training examples. Once
this function has been learned, it can be used for prediction purposes as did in the
SVM case.

The NN implemented in our tests that led to the best estimation error perfor-
mance is a complete feed-forward network with Sigmoid activation rules and one
hidden layer composed by 8 neurons. It considers the same features exploited to
train the SVM based estimator.

Results of comparisons

We compare the performance of estimator (7.21) with knowledge of ventilation lev-
els against the performance of the NN and Support Vector Classification (SVC)
strategies described above. All these estimators are comparable in the sense that
they use the same amount of information. It can then be noticed that the estima-
tion strategy proposed in this manuscript outperforms the more classic Machine
Learning strategies on the considered dataset.
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Estimator MSE Accuracy FP FN
(7.21)+u 0.124 0.888 0.007 0.018
SVM 0.342 0.826 0.018 0.277
NN 0.268 0.811 0.067 0.095

Table 7.2: Comparison of the performance of estimator (7.21) with knowledge of
ventilation levels against the performance of equivalent NN and SVC strategies.

7.8 Conclusions

We have proposed methods for estimating occupancy levels in closed environments
that exploit different sources of information. We have aimed at understanding which
of such sources are mostly meaningful in addressing the task of estimating how oc-
cupancy levels change in time. The main standing assumption in our methodology
is that it is possible to access to direct measurements of the true occupancy levels
for a limited period.

The proposed estimation scheme first obtains a LTI model by a suitable iden-
tification method using pilot data. Then, it formulates the occupancy estimation
problem as a regularized deconvolution problem, where the regularization exploits
prior information on the features of the searched signal. The obtained results show
that adding information on ventilation and door opening / closing events can sig-
nificantly improve the performance of the estimator.

We have also analyzed the statistical performance of the estimation scheme,
showing that the probability of obtaining wrong estimates can be suitably bounded
when we know specific design parameters and the measurement noise variance.

The idea considered in this chapter can be extended towards the construction of
occupancy estimators for whole buildings, and towards the identification of build-
ing occupancy pattern models. Moreover it may be possible to adapt the models
identified in a single room to other rooms of the same building, by an opportune
rescaling of the identified impulse responses accounting variations in the structural
properties of rooms.





Chapter 8

Blind identification strategies for
room occupancy estimation

In this chapter we continue the occupancy estimation problem described in Chap-
ter 7 and propose an estimation strategy for inferring occupancy levels from mea-
surements available in standard HVAC systems. The main difference between the
proposed method in this chapter compared to the one in Chapter 7 is that it does
not require pilot data containing measured real occupancy patterns, since the iden-
tification step is blind.

The overall procedure is a two-tier occupancy estimation strategy. The first tier
is a blind identification step where both the occupancy pattern and the room de-
pendencies are estimated. It is based either on a frequentist Maximum Likelihood
approach, implemented using non-linear optimization, or on a Empirical Bayes ap-
proach, implemented using a dedicated Expectation-Maximization algorithm. The
second tier suitable rescales the estimated occupancy pattern, and returns the final
estimate of the occupancy levels.

8.1 Introduction

As already discussed in Chapter 7, estimating occupancy levels in the built en-
vironment is an important task both for the control of HVAC systems and for
diagnostic purposes [6,112,128,154]. There are several approaches to address occu-
pancy estimation in the literature: i) use dedicated hardware for counting people,
[118, 120, 155]; ii) use only information from non-dedicated hardware, already in-
stalled in the building or iii) combine information from both new and pre-existing
hardware. However, most of the buildings are not equipped with dedicated oc-
cupancy counting hardware, and installing new hardware is expensive and time
consuming. There is thus a general interest in understanding how we can obtain
occupancy estimates exploiting basic and generally available information, such as
the CO2 concentration and temperatures of the various rooms.

139
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Literature review
Inferring occupancy levels from environmental signals such as CO2 levels and tem-
peratures requires the deployment of models that describe the effects of occupancy
on CO2 and temperatures. These models can then be obtained by means of ei-
ther considerations involving first principles and physical laws, or from data-driven
techniques.

As we discussed in Chapter 7, data driven techniques typically make use of black-
box approaches and do not require additional knowledge on the physics underlying
the phenomenon. The model is carried out using opportune learning techniques
(SVMs, NNs, HMMs, system identification methods, etc.). We saw in Chapter 7
that the data-driven approach usually requires collection of training datasets con-
taining both environmental signals and occupancy levels, meaning that the true
occupancy has to be measured for a certain time. Under this umbrella we can
group methods based on electricity consumption measurements [135], CO2-based
features (e.g., averages of the signals in time, first or second-order temporal dif-
ferences) [14, 131, 156], measurements from PIR sensors [116, 157], activity of the
Information Technology (IT) infrastructure such as access to the Internet [158].

The main drawback of the aforementioned data-driven techniques is the need of
a training set comprising occupancy measurements. In some cases, collecting these
measurements might be expensive or not feasible, even for short times. Then, the
natural question is whether we can train models blindly, i.e., identify models using
training sets that do not include measurements of the occupancy. An answer to
this question can be provided by blind identification methods [159].

Statement of contributions
The objective of this chapter is to study how we can estimate occupancy levels in a
room using information of CO2 concentration levels and ventilation only. We shall
not consider the temperature signal, as it does not provide significant insights into
the occupancy levels. We propose a novel estimator consisting of two tiers. Tier-1
is a blind identification step based on either a frequentist ML method [1, Chapter
7] or on the empirical Bayes method [160]. The outcome of tier-1 is, up to a
multiplicative factor, an estimate of both occupancy levels and a model for the
CO2 dynamics. Tier-2 consists of strategy to compute the unknown multiplicative
factor that best explains the data and finalizes the occupancy estimation problem.
The clear advantage of our technique is that we do not require any knowledge of the
physical parameters of the built environment (required when constructing model-
based estimators) and we do not need to measure true occupancy levels for a certain
period of time (required when constructing non-blind data-driven estimators).

8.2 Assumptions and problem formulation

In this chapter we make the following assumptions.

Assumption 8.2.1. From a properly equipped room we measure:
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• c(t) ∈ R, the CO2 concentration levels in the room;

• u(t) ∈ R, the actuation levels of the HVAC system, which is proportional to
the amount of fresh air injected into the room;

• d(t) ∈ {0, 1}, whether the door of the room has been opened or not;

Assumption 8.2.2. The time domain of the signals is discrete and finite;

Assumption 8.2.3. As in [137–141], the structural form of the dynamics of the
CO2 concentration levels c(t) are described by the generic LTI model

c(t) = Gcc
(
q−1) c(t− 1) +Gvc

(
q−1)u(t− 1) +Goc

(
q−1) o(t− 1) + e(t) (8.1)

where
Gcc
(
q−1) =

∑+∞
k=0 gc(t)q−k,

Guc
(
q−1) =

∑+∞
k=0 gu(t)q−k,

Goc
(
q−1) =

∑+∞
k=0 go(t)q−k,

(8.2)

and gc, gu and go are strictly causal BIBO-stable impulse responses, o(t) represents
the occupancy pattern, i.e., how many occupants are in the room at each time in-
stant, and e(t) is a Gaussian white noise with unknown variance σ2 (see Chapter 7
for more details);

Assumption 8.2.4. The available prior information on the occupancy levels is
that

1. o(t) ∈ N and o(t) − o(t − 1) is sparse, i.e., the occupancy levels are natural
numbers and tend to remain constant for given periods of time;

2. the maximal variation of the occupancy levels is bounded and known, i.e.,
|o(t)− o(t− 1)| ≤ γmax for all t = 1, . . . , N and for a known γmax (this
knowledge can be obtained, e.g., by practical considerations on the size and
usage of the room);

Assumption 8.2.5. Thanks to the knowledge of the door opening signal d(t), we
know the time instants t1, . . . , tM at which the door is open (and thus at which
the occupancy signal o(t) may change). The knowledge of d(t) translates into the
constraints

o(1) = . . . = o(t1 − 1),
o(t1) = . . . = o(t2 − 1),

...
o(tM ) = . . . = o(N).

(8.3)

Letting t0 := 1, this implies that estimating [o(t0), o(t1), . . . , o(tM )] is equivalent to
estimate [o(1), o(2), . . . , o(N)].

The problem under study is then to develop a strategy to estimate the occupancy
levels [o(1), o(t1), . . . , o(tM )] using the available information.
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8.3 Blind system identification algorithms

Considering dynamics (8.1), we recognize that both go(t) and o(t) are unknown.
Since they appear as a convolution, the problem of estimating the couple go and o
is ill-posed, in the sense that:
Remark 8.3.1. (non-identifiability issue) Let g̃o = 1

αgo and õ = αo. Then
g̃oõ = goo, for every α.

This non-identifiability problem is typical of the blind identification framework.
To circumvent it, we devise a two-tier strategy. The first tier is the blind problem
of estimating gc, gv, go and o (the last two up to the multiplicative factor above)
from the available information. The second tier is estimating the “best” α from the
same data used for estimating o.

Postponing the second tier to Section 8.4, we first focus on the blind identifi-
cation step. We propose two different solutions for this identification process: a
frequentist ML approach, and a empirical Bayes approach implemented using EM
algorithm. Before proceeding we collect some notation for ease of reference.

Additional notation
Define

c :=

 c(1)
...

c(N)

 u :=

 u(1)
...

u(N)

 o :=

 o(1)
...

o(N)

 e :=

 e(1)
...

e(N)



U :=


0 0 . . . 0

u(1) 0 . . . 0
u(2) u(1) 0 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

u(N − 1) u(N − 2) . . . . . . u(N − n)

 . (8.4)

Similarly to U , we also define O and C from the signals o(t) and c(t), respectively.
Moreover, from the impulse responses defining dynamics (8.1) we define

gc :=

gc(1)
...

gc(n)

 gu :=

gu(1)
...

gu(n)

 go :=

go(1)
...

go(n)


which are the vectors of truncated impulse response coefficients. The integer n is
such that the dynamics defined by gc, gu, go approximate well the dynamics defined
by gc(1), gc(2), . . ., gu(1), gu(2), . . . and go(1), go(2), . . .. We also use

∆ :=

 0 · · · 0

IN−1

...
0

 (8.5)
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(with IN−1 the N−1-dimensional identity matrix) to perform time-shift operations
on the previous vectors.

A frequentist ML approach
As suggested in [124,141], let the dynamics (8.1) correspond to the first-order ARX
system

c(t) = ac(t− 1) + buu(t− 1) + boo(t− 1) + e(t), (8.6)

where e(t) is white Gaussian with unknown variance σ2, or, in vector form, let

c = (I − a∆)−1bu∆u+ (I − a∆)−1bo∆o+ (I − a∆)−1e. (8.7)

Let then the (in this subsection deterministic) vector of the unknown model
parameters and occupancy levels be collected in

θARX :=
[
a bu bo σ2 o(t0) . . . o(tM )

]T
. (8.8)

Since e(t) ∼ N (0, σ2), it follows that the likelihood function is

p(c ; θARX) ∼ N (mc,Σc) (8.9)

with {
mc = (I − a∆)−1bu∆u+ (I − a∆)−1bo∆o, (8.10a)
Σc = σ2(I − a∆)−1(I − a∆)−T . (8.10b)

Given the priors assumed in Assumption 8.2.4, we can use an ML approach to
estimate the unknown θARX, i.e., estimate the unknown as

θ̂ARX := arg maxθ p(c; θ).

Computing the ML estimate is then equivalent to solve the optimization problem

minimize
θARX

L(θARX)
subject to o(ti) ∈ N i = 0, . . . ,M

0 < a < 1
(8.11)

with L(θARX) the log-likelihood, i.e.,

L(θARX) := log det (Σc) + cT c

σ2 , (8.12)

c := (I − a∆)c− bu∆u− bo∆o.

Notice that the constraint 0 < a < 1 in (8.11) ensures stable dynamics. It can
be seen that in (8.12), log det (Σc) = 0 regardless of a and thus we can remove
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σ2 from the cost function. With some abuse of notation, we define the vector of
unknowns to be

θARX :=
[
a bu bo o(t0) . . . o(tM )

]T
. (8.13)

Since problem (8.11) is mixed-integer non-linear, its solution requires the imple-
mentation of appropriate numerical schemes. To ease the computational require-
ments, we relax the constraint o(ti) ∈ N into o(ti) ∈ R+, and propose to solve the
relaxed problem using commercial non-linear constrained optimization tools (e.g.,
fmincon in Matlab). Hence, our blind estimation problem becomes

minimize
θARX

L(θARX)
subject to 0 < a < 1.

(8.14)

It is possible to exploit an alternated approach to solve the obtained optimiza-
tion problem. The method iterates between optimizing the model parameters and
the occupancy vector, i.e., alternate the two steps, each of reduced computational
complexity: 1) fix the model parameters, and estimate the occupancy signal given
that parameters. 2) fix the occupancy signal, and estimate the model parameters.
The obtained reduced optimization problem in both cases is quadratic, and can be
easily solved by standard optimization routines. Iterating these two steps converges
then to the ML solution [161,162].

An empirical Bayes approach
Exploiting the same notation as before, we can rewrite an approximation of (8.1),
in vector form as

c = Cgc +Ugu +Ogo + e . (8.15)

We consider Bayesian models for the impulse responses gc, gu and go. More
specifically, conforming to the current trend in the system identification commu-
nity [143,145,146], we consider Gaussian priors of the type

p(gc ; λc, βc) = N (0, λcKβc)
p(gu ; λu, βu) = N (0, λuKβu)

p(go ; βo) = N (0,Kβo) .
(8.16)

with Kβ∗ representing a covariance matrix (or kernel) drawn from the family of
stable spline kernels [143,145,146],. In this chapter, we make use of the first-order
stable spline kernels, defined as

[Kβ ]i,j := βmax(i,j) 0 < β < 1. (8.17)

This kernel depends on the hyperparameter β, which regulates how fast realizations
drawn from such a prior decay in time. Note that p(gc; λc, βc) and p(gu; λu, βu)
depend also on the scaling factors λc and λu, which tune the amplitude of the
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unknown impulse responses. This parameter is not required in the prior of go, since
in this case, due to the intrinsic non-identifiability of blind identification problems.

Defining then the unknown parameters as

θ :=
[
o(t0) . . . o(tM ) βc λc βu λu βo σ2] , (8.18)

a natural approach to estimate θ is then to maximize the marginal likelihood of the
output with respect to θ, namely

θ̂ := arg max
θ

log p (c ; θ) , (8.19)

which is obtained by integrating out the dependence on the unknown impulse re-
sponses gc, gu and go from the joint probability p (c , gc , gu , go ; θ).

Being the numerical solution of (8.19) not trivial, we then resort to an EM
scheme. Since

p (c ; θ) = p (c , gc , gu , go ; θ)
p (gc , gu , go|c ; θ) , (8.20)

the estimate θ̂EM of θEM can be computed by iterating the two following steps (with
k the iteration index):

E step: given

θ̂k :=
[
ok(t0) . . . ok(tM ) βc,k λc,k βu,k λu,k βo,k σ2

k

]
, (8.21)

i.e., the estimate of θ̂EM at iteration k, compute

Q
(
θ, θ̂k

)
=E

p
(
gc,gu,go|c;θ̂k

) {log p (c, gc, gu, go; θ)} ; (8.22)

M step: compute
θ̂k+1 = arg max

θ
Q
(
θ, θ̂k

)
. (8.23)

The general convergence properties of the EM algorithm assure that by iterating the
two previous steps θ̂k asymptotically converges to a (potentially local) maximum of
the marginal likelihood p (c ; θ). The procedure is stopped either when

∥∥∥θ̂k+1 − θ̂k
∥∥∥

is below a given threshold or after a pre-fixed number of iterations. The employed
EM algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.

The numerical procedure, reported in Algorithm 2, performs the E step analyt-
ically and the Q step numerically, see Appendix C.
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Algorithm 2 EM
1: (Initialization) set random initial values for θ̂0
2: for k = 1, 2, . . . do
3: (E step) compute Q

(
θ, θ̂k

)
as in (8.22);

4: (M step) solve (8.23) using numerical optimization procedures.
5: end for

8.4 Solving the non-identifiability issue

As stated by Remark 8.3.1, solving either (8.14) or (8.19) does not solve completely
the problem of estimating occupancy levels, since the estimates ĝo and ô are only
determined up to a scaling factor. In other words, after solving (8.14) or (8.19),
one obtains the family of estimates 1

α ĝo and αô parameterized by α > 0.
The problem then becomes to find a value α∗ such that α∗ô is the best estimator

for the true occupancy o in sense defined later.
To compute α∗ we attempt to exploit Assumption 2, that is the knowledge (e.g.,

due to physical constraints or considerations on the usage of the building) that the
temporal variations of the true occupancy levels are bounded. Let then

δ(t) := o(t)− o(t− 1), δ̂(t) := ô(t)− ô(t− 1),

and recall that by assumption 2, we know γmax so that

δ(t) ∈ Γ := {−γmax, . . . ,+γmax} ⊂ Z.

To better explain our approach to the estimation of α∗, let us consider the following
situations:

1. if the estimates ô were perfect (up to a constant scaling factor), and if we
also knew α∗, then α∗ô = o would hold. Consequently, α∗δ̂(t) = δ(t) would
hold, and thus, one would have α∗δ̂(t) ∈ Γ for each t;

2. if the estimates ô were perfect, but instead we did not know α∗, then again
α∗ô = o would hold, but in this case one would have to compute α∗. To
compute α∗ then one may exploit the fact that α∗δ̂(t) should be in Γ for each
t, as said above.

Denoting then the generic element of Γ by γj , we know that for each t there
should be a corresponding γj so that α∗δ̂(t) = γj , or, equivalently, there exists

γ(t) ∈ Γ that minimizes
(
α∗δ̂(t)− γ(t)

)2
. Considering all the time instances

t’s, then, it follows that α∗ minimizes the element-wise distance between the
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set
{
αδ̂(t)

}
and γ, i.e.,

α∗ = arg min
α > 0
γ(t) ∈ Γ

N∑
t=2

(
αδ̂(t)− γ(t)

)2; (8.24)

3. in the real-world case, however, we do not know α∗ and ô is noisy, so that
there is no α such that α∗ô is equal to o. Nonetheless it is meaningful to still
identify α∗ as that particular α that minimizes the distance between the set{
αδ̂(t)

}
and the set Γ, i.e. (8.24).

This implicitly corresponds to assuming that each α∗δ̂(t) is close enough to
Γ even if the estimates are not perfect.

Unfortunately (8.24) is a Mixed-Integer Quadratic program that requires, for
every α, to compute the closest element γ(t) ∈ Γ for each αδ̂(t).

To relax this problem we propose to exploit the following classification scheme:
for each α and δ̂(t) let the associated γα(t) be

γα(t) =


−γmax if αδ̂(t) ≤ −γmax⌈
αδ̂(t)

⌋
if
⌈
αδ̂(t)

⌋
∈ Γ

γmax if αδ̂(t) ≥ γmax

(8.25)

(cf. Figure 8.1 and its caption). After running classifier (8.25) we can relax prob-
lem (8.24) into

α∗ = arg min
α>0

N∑
t=2

(
αδ̂(t)− γα(t)

)2
. (8.26)

Notice that (8.26) is not a LS problem since the decision variable enters also in the
classifier γα(t), and is also not convex; however, with α being a scalar (8.26) can
be solved by search over and appropriate grid of α-values.

Notice that there is also no guarantee of uniqueness of the solution, and that
at the current state of the art there is no statistical analysis of the performance of
the strategy. We nonetheless noticed that it seems performing well from practical
perspectives.
Remark 8.4.1. Having knowledge of true and non-zero occupancy levels o(t′1), . . . , o(t′k)
during times t′1, . . . , t′k leads to an immediate solution of the non-identifiability is-
sue, that can be used to skip problem (8.26). Indeed, letting

Ô := [ô(t′1), . . . , ô(t′k)]T O := [o(t′1), . . . , o(t′k)]T ,
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−2 −1 1 2

α′δ̂(t)

−2 −1 1 2

α∗δ̂(t)

Figure 8.1: Exemplification of the proposed mechanism of solving the non-
identifiability issue through classifier (8.25), with Γ = {−2, . . . , 2}. The black dots
in each panel above represent the various δ̂(t)s; they are scaled differently in the
two panels because they are pre-multiplied by different αs. The ticks in the x-axes
represent Γ. The overall scheme for the computation of α∗ then works as follows:
for each α, apply (8.25) and thus associate to each black dot, i.e., each δ̂(t), the
closest tick in the x-axis. Compute then for that α the sum of the distances between
the various δ̂(t)s and the x-axis ticks. Get then α∗ as that α that minimizes this
sum of distances. In this figure, the top panel presents a suboptimal α, while the
bottom panel presents the optimal α∗. Here α′ is worse than α∗ since the average
element-wise distance of the various αδ̂(t)s from Γ is bigger than the average one
of the various α∗δ̂(t)s.

it is then statistically meaningful to compute α∗ as the minimizer of the empirical
MSE between the estimates αÔ and the real occupancy levels O, i.e., as the solution
of the LS problem

α∗ = arg min
α>0

∥∥∥αÔ −O
∥∥∥2

=
(
ÔT Ô

)−1
ÔTO. (8.27)

Notice that the previous problem is well posed only if there exists at least one in-
dex in t′1, . . . , t

′
k for which ô(t) 6= 0 and o(t) 6= 0 simultaneously. In other words,

one could skip the second tier of the estimation strategy proposed in this paper
by collecting information on true occupancy levels just during one instant. This
is essentially different from other data-driven techniques, where the process of col-
lecting information on true occupancy levels must be sufficiently long so to capture
properly the dynamics of the system.
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8.5 Numerical Experiments

We test our strategy on the dataset used in [14] and Chapter 7, enabling the pos-
sibility of comparing different strategies on the same benchmark. The dataset
comprises two weeks of measurements of CO2 and temperature levels from HDH
sensors and measurements of venting, cooling and heating actuation levels from the
central HVAC management system, occupancy levels manually registered for the
whole period with a time accuracy of 1 minute. Before applying the algorithms
proposed in this chapter, signals have been re-sampled using linear interpolation
schemes to intervals of 5 minutes.

To quantitatively measure the effectiveness of the estimation strategies we em-
ploy the same performance indicators as Chapter 7. We report in Figure 8.2 the
qualitative results of the estimation procedure. Noticeably, the whole procedure is
able to detect correctly when the room is not occupied, and detects fairly well also
when the room is occupied (even if it is not extremely accurate in understanding
how many people is in the room).

1
2
3
4
5
6

measured
F

07-22 07-23 07-24 07-25 07-26

1
2
3
4
5
6

measured
B

Figure 8.2: Comparison of the estimates obtained combining the two possible
solutions for the blind identification tier, i.e., estimators (8.14) (denoted by F)
and (8.19) (denoted by B), with strategy (8.27) for solving the non-identifiability
issue determined by our apriori belief γmax = 3.

Table 8.1 then reports quantitatively the performance indexes achieved by the
complete estimator, splitting the results for the two different strategies (8.14)
and (8.19). As noticed before, the estimators tend to have on the specific ex-
periment in consideration good detections of unoccupied rooms.
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Estimator MSE Accuracy FP FN
F 0.409 0.830 0.000 0.285
B 0.351 0.821 0.007 0.121

Table 8.1: Summary of the performance indexes of the complete estimators for the
two cases of solving the blind identification problem with (8.14) or (8.19).

8.6 Conclusions

We presented a strategy for the estimation of occupancy levels in the built envi-
ronment that satisfies some practical needs: i) it is data-driven, so that it does
not require apriori knowledge of the physics of the room under consideration; ii) it
processes just CO2 concentration and HVAC actuation levels, information that is
commonly available in modern buildings; iii) it does not require to perform training
steps and collect pilot data with measurements of the actual occupancy.

The overall estimation strategy cascades a blind system identification step with
an ad-hoc solution for removing ambiguities in the estimates. More specifically, we
proposed two different ways to solve the blind identification step: i) a frequentist
procedure assuming ARX-type dynamics with deterministic parameters, and esti-
mating these parameters following ML concepts using non-linear optimization or
alternated approach; ii) an empirical Bayes scheme, where the impulse responses
have a Gaussian prior, and their estimation obtained by implementing an EM al-
gorithm.

The strategy was tested on a benchmark dataset, and was numerically shown to
be effective. This suggests that, at least in environments similar to the one we used
for our tests, there is potential for blind identification strategies. This implicitly
means that there are cases where it is possible to separate the dynamics of the
environment from their inputs just by exploiting their fundamental structures and
commonly available signals.

The proposed strategy for solving non-identifiability issue relies on the knowl-
edge of the maximal variation in the number of occupiers, which is available in
many practical cases by invoking. However, the employed method still lacks the
analysis of sensitivity to the various parameters and to the dataset on which it is
applied.



Chapter 9

Multi-room occupancy estimation
through adaptive gray-box models

In this chapter we consider the problem of estimating the occupancy levels in build-
ings using indirect information such as CO2 concentrations and ventilation levels.
We employ the same two-phase estimation scheme proposed in Chapter 7. How-
ever, we employ a physics-based grey-box model structure. Using the collected
data, we identify the gray-box model whose parameters carry information about
the structural characteristics of the room. Exploiting the knowledge of the same
type of structural characteristics of the other rooms in the building, we adjust the
gray-box model to capture the CO2 dynamics of the other rooms without perform-
ing training phase. Then the occupancy estimators are designed using a regularized
deconvolution approach which aims at estimating the occupancy pattern that best
explains the observed CO2 dynamics. We evaluate the proposed scheme through ex-
tensive simulation using a commercial software tool, IDA-ICE, for dynamic building
simulation.

9.1 Introduction

The estimation of occupancy levels in buildings has important implications in ef-
ficient control of HVAC systems [6, 113, 115, 128, 154, 163]. Instrumenting build-
ings with dedicated hardware such as cameras may raise privacy concerns and
be economically disadvantageous, in particular when this requires retrofitting old
structures. On the other hand, there is an increasing interest in understanding
the effectiveness of estimating occupancy using non-dedicated information sources,
such as CO2 concentration and air inlet actuation levels.

Different strategies are mentioned to estimate occupancy levels in buildings
in Chapters 7 and 8. It is also mentioned that the strategies that exploit non-
dedicated sensor and devices, typically estimate the occupancy levels using the
CO2 dynamics. The model relating the CO2 concentration with occupancy can
be derived either using physics-based concepts (e.g., mass-balance equations) or by
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employing data-based modeling techniques. As for the physics-based CO2 models,
assuming well-mixed air in the room, authors in [164] derived a bilinear model which
has similarities with the model presented in this chapter. Still assuming well-mixed
air, [127], [125] and [128] make use of mass-balance equations and linear models for
the CO2 dynamics. More detailed models are considered in [165].

This literature focuses on occupancy estimation in single rooms. Besides a
few studies dealing with modeling and estimation of occupancy movements across
buildings (see e.g., [166], [120]), the multi-room case has not received as much
attention as the single-room case.

Statement of contribution
In this chapter we take an important step towards the extension of single-room
occupancy estimators to the multi-room case. Our fundamental question is whether
the information on the CO2 dynamics gathered in one room can be exploited to
design occupancy estimators for other rooms of the same building. To answer
such a question, we assume that one room of the building is temporarily equipped
with an occupancy measurement device. We use the data collected by this device,
together with CO2 concentration and ventilation data, to identify a non-linear gray-
box model via ML [1]. The structure of the gray-box model is derived from first
principles [167] and permits to define a one-to-one correspondence between the
model parameter vector and the physical parameters characterizing the room (i.e.,
room volume and size of the ventilation system). Exploiting this correspondence, we
adapt the gray-box model to the characteristics of the other rooms, and we design
an occupancy estimator based on regularized environmental signal deconvolution,
similarly to the strategy proposed in [8] and described in Chapter 7. The role of
regularization here is to promote piecewise constant occupancy patterns.

We evaluate the proposed estimation scheme simulating, via the commercial
software IDA-ICE [168], a building on the KTH campus. The generated data are
validated by comparison with the used dataset in Chapter 7.

9.2 Modeling and identification of the CO2 dynamics

A physics-based model
Assuming well-mixed air (see [167]), the CO2 concentration of room j, denoted by
cj(t), can be modeled from mass-conservation considerations as

vj
dcj(t)
dt

=
(
Q̇vent,sup
j + Q̇leak,in

j

)
c

−
(
Q̇vent,exh
j + Q̇leak,out

j

)
cj(t) + g oj(t). (9.1)

In (9.1) vj is the volume of the room; c is the outdoor air CO2 concentration,
which we assume constant and equal to 420 ppm; Q̇vent,sup

j and Q̇vent,exh
j are supply

and exhaust mechanical ventilation rates; Q̇leak,in
j and Q̇leak,out

j are the inflow and
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outflow air leakages through doors and windows. The term g oj(t) models the
occupants CO2 generation in the room, where g is the CO2 generation rate per
person and oj(t) is the number of occupants at time t. In the case of balanced
ventilation it is reasonable to assume that Q̇vent,sup

j ≈ Q̇vent
j ≈ Q̇vent,exh

j and that
Q̇leak,in
j ≈ Q̇leak ≈ Q̇leak,out

j . Assuming balanced ventilation, dynamics (9.1) can be
simplified to

dcj(t)
dt

=
Q̇vent
j

vj

(
c− cj(t)

)
+Q̇

leak

vj

(
c− cj(t)

)
+ g

vj
oj(t). (9.2)

We also consider the case for which the ventilation system keeps a constant ventila-
tion flow in the considered zones, and that this flow can be increased, if the indoor
CO2 concentration is above a certain threshold, by means of an opportune control
signal uj(t). Under these assumptions, (9.2) can be rewritten as

dcj(t)
dt

=
Q̇vent,min
j + (Q̇vent,max

j − Q̇vent,min
j )uj(t)

vj

(
c− cj(t)

)
+ Q̇leak

vj

(
c− cj(t)

)
+ g

vj
oj(t), (9.3)

where Q̇vent,max
j and Q̇vent,min

j are the maximum and minimum airflow through the
ventilation system. Since Q̇vent,min

j does not depend on the ventilation control signal
uj(t), we rewrite (9.3) as

dcj(t)
dt

=
Q̇u
juj(t)
vj

(
c− cj(t)

)
+
Q̇c
j

vj

(
c− cj(t)

)
+ g

vj
oj(t), (9.4)

with Q̇u
j = Q̇vent,max

j − Q̇vent,min
j and Q̇c

j = Q̇vent,min
j + Q̇leak.

We discretize the continuous-time model (9.4) using the backward Euler dis-
cretization1, so we obtain

cj(t)− cj(t− 1)
Ts

=
(
Q̇u
juj(t) + Q̇c

j

)
vj

(
c− cj(t)

)
+ g

vj
oj(t), (9.5)

where Ts is the sampling time and with some abuse of notation we have used t
as the sample number. We define cj(t) := cj(t) − c and the parameter vector
θTj :=

[
θ1
j θ

2
j θ

3
j

]
, where

θ1
j := vj

vj + TsQ̇u
j

, θ2
j := Tsg

vj + TsQ̇u
j

, θ3
j :=

TsQ̇
c
j

vj + TsQ̇u
j

. (9.6)

1This choice is motivated by the fact that the backward Euler discretization led to better
identification and estimation performance than the forward Euler discretization.
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We assume that the measurements of cj(t) are corrupted by additive noise. Then,
the measured CO2 concentration, denoted by yj(t), can be expressed through the
measurement model yj(t) = cj(t) + ej(t), where ej(t) is the measurement noise,
assumed white and Gaussian. The overall model for the CO2 dynamics can be
rewritten as the non-linear OE systemcj(t)=

θ1
j

1 + θ3
juj(t)

cj(t− 1)+
θ2
j

1 + θ3
juj(t)

oj(t)

yj(t)=cj(t) + ej(t).
(9.7)

We remark that (9.7) is a simplified model that does not account for changes on
the parameters due to human activities (e.g., opening doors or windows) and the
operational status of the HVAC system (e.g., Variable Air Volume (VAV) systems
that enter or leave economic cycles). Analysing the influence of these non idealities
on the estimation scheme is out of the work scope of this thesis.

Identification of the gray-box model
In this section we describe a procedure for identifying the parameter vector θj
characterizing the model (9.7). Here we assume that we have collected the dataset
of information from room j, say

Dj := {yj(t), uj(t), oj(t)}t∈Kj , (9.8)

containing recorded occupancy levels plus environmental information from the build-
ing supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system for a set of time
indexes Kj .

To use model (9.7) with the purpose of inferring oj(t) we estimate its unknown
parameters θj exploiting the knowledge on Dj . To this aim we introduce the
auxiliary notation

aj(t) :=
θ1
j

1 + θ3
juj(t)

, bj(t) :=
θ2
j

1 + θ3
juj(t)

, (9.9)

so that (9.7) becomes

cj(t) = aj(t)cj(t− 1) + bj(t)oj(t). (9.10)

Expanding recursively (9.10) back in time, and defining

c̃j(t) := cj(t)− cj(0)
t−1∏
τ=0

aj(t− τ), (9.11)

Bj(t, t− h) := bj(t− h)
h−1∏
τ=0

aj(t− τ) (9.12)
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(with the convention that
∏−1
τ=0 ? = 1 for every possible ?), it follows thatc̃j(1)

...
c̃j(t)

 =

Bj(1, 1) 0
...

. . .
Bj(t, 1) · · · Bj(t, t)


oj(1)

...
oj(t)

 . (9.13)

Given uj(1), . . . , uj(t), oj(1), . . . , oj(t) and our Gaussian assumptions on the noise
ej(t) in (9.7), we have that

ĉj (t;θj) := yj(0)
t−1∏
τ=0

aj(t− τ)

+
[
Bj(t, 1) · · · Bj(t, t)

] oj(1)
...

oj(t)

 , (9.14)

is the Minimum Variance Unbiased (MVU) estimator of cj(t) for a given param-
eter guess θj . This estimator can be used for defining the ML estimator for the
parameters θj given the dataset Dj , say θ̂j , that is obtained solving

θ̂j := arg min
θ̃j∈R3

∑
k∈Kj

(
yj(t)− ĉj

(
t; θ̃j

))2
. (9.15)

Even if problem (9.15) is non-linear, it involves only three decision variables and
can be efficiently solved using standard interior point methods [169].

9.3 Estimating occupancy levels by regularized
deconvolution

In this section we revise the occupancy estimation approach proposed in Chapter 7,
and propose some modifications so to adjust it to the novel non-linear gray-box
model (9.7). We assume that we have the estimate θ̂j of the parameters of room j,
that for each time instant t we have access to yj(t), yj(t− 1), and uj(t), and that
we want to estimate oj(t) (assumed unavailable) from this information.

From the assumption of Gaussianity of the measurement noise ej(t) in (9.7),
the best unbiased estimator of oj(t) corresponds to a LS estimator. However, since
we know that candidate occupancy patterns are piecewise constant, more effective
estimators can be obtained by applying regularized estimators. Let

ỹj(t) := yj(t)− yj(0)
t−1∏
τ=0

aj(t− τ), (9.16)

ỹj :=

ỹj(1)
...

ỹj(t)

, oj :=

oj(1)
...

oj(t)

, Bj :=
[
Bj(h, τ)

]
.
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Furthermore, let the discrete derivative of oj(t) be

∆oj(τ) := oj(τ)− oj(τ − 1), τ = 1, . . . , t− 1,

∆oj :=
[
∆oj(1), . . . ,∆oj(t− 1)

]
.

[16] proposes to estimate occupancy levels as

ôj =
⌊

arg min
õj∈Rk+

‖ỹj −Bj õj‖22 + λj
∥∥∆õj

∥∥
1

⌉
, (9.17)

where the vector-wise rounding operator b·e is used to obtain integer solutions.
This estimator2 is composed of a LS-type penalty favoring adherence to data, and
a `1 penalty favoring guesses for which the occupancy is piecewise constant. The
parameter λj trades-off between the two components (see Chapter 7 for further
details).

9.4 From single-room to multi-rooms estimators

In this section we extend estimator (9.17) so that it can be applied to a generic
room that has never been instrumented with occupancy sensors. This extension
exploits the information on the CO2 dynamics obtained in Section 9.2, i.e., for that
room of the same building which has instead been temporarily instrumented with
occupancy sensors. We assume that the sampling time Ts and the volume vj are
known for all the rooms of interest3.

Assume that every single room is instrumented with sensors measuring CO2 and
HVAC actuation levels (which are generally available in standard HVAC systems).
We also assume that room j = 0 is the one that has been instrumented with
occupancy sensors for a short period. For this room the dataset D0 defined in (9.8)
is available and thus it is possible to first identify the CO2 dynamics of the room
by estimating the unknown parameters θ0 through (9.15), and second estimate the
occupancy levels invoking (9.17).

However, the rooms j 6= 0 are without occupancy measurements, i.e., they lack
of training sets; for these rooms the identification strategy (9.15) cannot be used
to find the CO2 dynamics. Call these rooms untrained rooms. The question is then
how could estimator (9.17) be extended to these untrained rooms.

To answer this question we notice that to implement (9.17) one needs to know
the CO2 dynamics of the room (9.7) or, alternatively, θj and the regularization
parameter λj . Finding the variables θj for a room, in turn, requires either a training
set Dj or the knowledge of

(
Q̇c
j , Q̇

u
j , g
)
, since there is a one-to-one correspondence

between θj and
(
Q̇c
j , Q̇

u
j , g
)
. Since for the rooms j 6= 0 the set Dj is not available,

we need to infer the triplet
(
Q̇c
j , Q̇

u
j , g
)
and the regularization parameter λj from

the training room and other available information.
2Problem (9.17) is usually called fused-lasso. More elaborated theoretical analysis on the

performance of these estimators can be found in [170] , [171] and Chapter 7.
3Here Ts is assumed to be 5 minutes for all the rooms.
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Estimating
(
Q̇u
j , Q̇

c
j , g
)

We assume that

Q̇vent,max
j

Q̇vent,max
0

= Mj

M0

Q̇vent,min
j

Q̇vent,min
0

= Mj

M0
∀j 6= 0, (9.18)

where Mj and M0 are parameters proportional to the ventilation inlet area serving
rooms j and 0, respectively. We notice that Mj and M0 can be obtained easily
by physical inspection of these two rooms. According to assumption (9.18), the
maximum and minimum ventilation air flows are proportional to the total inlet
areas. However, this assumption is made for the purpose of this project and might
not be always applicable, since the design of the ventilation system also depends
on the room usage. We study the implications of assumption (9.18) through a
simulated example in Section 9.5.

Assume furthermore that the value of Q̇leak is negligible compared to Q̇vent,min
j ,

so that Q̇c
j ≈ Q̇

vent,min
j . We can write

Q̇u
j = MjQ̇

u Q̇c
j = MjQ̇

c ∀j 6= 0, (9.19)

where Q̇u and Q̇c are constant values. Based on (9.19), we can re-adapt the gray-
box model of the training room 0 to the characteristics of every other room j 6= 0. In
other words, we can start by estimating θ̂0 through the single-room estimator (9.17),
i.e., find the triplet

(
Q̇c

0, Q̇
u
0 , g
)
. After this, one can use the information on Mj and

vj together with (9.6) to find θ̂j for all j 6= 0, i.e., the model for the CO2 dynamics
for every untrained room j 6= 0. It is straightforward to estimate the occupancy
levels in untrained rooms j using (9.17) with the opportune parameters.

Estimating λj

The regularization parameter λj is connected to the usage and structural char-
acteristics of the room j. For instance, rooms for which people enter and exit
frequently would require a small λj (and vice versa). The problem of generalizing
λj to untrained rooms thus cannot be answered without additional assumptions on
the usage of the room, and is at the best of our knowledge an open problem. In the
following we analyze two different cases, corresponding to two specific hypotheses
on the usage patterns in buildings:

Assuming the same usage pattern for all the rooms

this corresponds to assume λj = λ for all j. In this case λ should be estimated by
coupling the tuning procedures described in Chapter 7 by finding the best λ̂ in the
occupancy estimator for the training room.
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Assuming the usage patterns to depend on the size of the room

this corresponds to assume λj = λvj , i.e., the usage pattern depends linearly on the
size (for simplicity, the volume, assuming that the ceilings heights are equal among
different rooms). This simple assumption leads to the strategy

λj
λ0

= vj
v0
, (9.20)

where λ0 is obtained by solving the tuning problem in Section 9.3 for the training
room. Once λ0 has been found, generalizing to other untrained rooms is immediate,
as soon as one knows the ratio of the room volumes vj/v0.

9.5 Assessing the extended occupancy estimators

We evaluate the effectiveness of our derivations through a building simulations tool
and the following experiments.

Simulation software environment
Simulations have been performed using IDA-ICE 4.6, a commercial program for
dynamic simulations of energy and comfort in buildings [168]. The program features
equation-based modeling (NMF-language [172], [173] or Modelica language [174])
and is equipped with a variable time step differential-algebraic solver [175].

Geometry of the simulated building
The simulated indoor environment in Figure 9.1 represents the ground floor of a
seven-storey building in the KTH main campus in Stockholm. The rooms consid-
ered for our simulations are the labeled ones, and have different dimensions and
uses. The rooms are equipped with VAV ventilation units with mechanical ventila-
tion airflow uj(k) varying with the current CO2 concentration in the room. In all
the rooms the ventilation is provided by a central fan active between 8:00 and 18:00.
Room dimensions, reported in Table 9.1, range from the 40 m2 of a small workshop
(A:231) to the 130 m2 of a lecturing room (A:213). The rooms have different usage
patterns, as reflected in the specific ventilation flows in the rooms. For instance,
the project room (A:235) has more regular occupancy patterns than the conference
hall (B:213), where periods of zero and high occupancies are alternated.

Simulation setup
Room environment simulations were carried out for a period of two weeks between
July 13 and July 26 in 2014. The climate file used to drive IDA-ICE was a weather
file for the Bromma airport in Stockholm.

Air infiltrates through the windows and doors depending on the external wind
speed and the air leakage area; Table 9.2 gathers the main infiltration parameters
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Figure 9.1: Floor plan modeled in IDA-ICE.

Room Room size Min air flow Max air flow
name [m2] [l/(s m2)] [l/(s m2)]
A:235 125 0.6 2.16
A:225 81 0.93 3.34
A:213 130 0.58 2.1
B:213 96 1.05 13.13

Table 9.1: Room footprint, minimum and maximum room mechanical ventilation
air flows per unit area. Air flows per unit area are indicative of the need for
ventilation and the level of activity in the room.

used in the simulations. The air tightness of the building is assumed to be 0.5 Air
Changes per Hour (ACH) at 50 Pa.

Room Windows surface Air leakage area
name [m2] [m2]
A:235 10.6 0.015
A:225 2.3 0.008
A:213 3.4 0.014
B:213 0 0.009

Table 9.2: Total external windows area and air leakage area in the rooms.

Each room has a different profile for the occupants; the level of activity of the
occupants was set to 1.8 Metabolic Equivalent of Task (MET), corresponding to
a light physical activity, such as typical office working conditions; CO2 emissions
per person (parameter g), which is proportional to the activity, resulted in 15.4
mgCO2/s, corresponding to 8 · 10−6 m3

CO2
/s.
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Validation of the data generation mechanism
To assess the accuracy of the IDA-ICE physical model with respect to the real
room dynamics, we compare measured and simulated CO2 data in Figure 9.2, under
the same conditions of occupancy and ventilation levels [176]. The real data are
collected from the laboratory room A:225 with a sampling time of Ts = 1 minute.
The two sets of measured and simulated data show that the physical model is
capable to capture the main CO2 dynamics. The mismatch between the two curves
is attributed to events whose effect, though minor, is not simple to account for;
examples of such events are doors kept open and non-logged window openings.
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Figure 9.2: Validation of the IDA-ICE model. CO2 levels from room measurements
and from simulation are compared, from [176].

Assessing the single-room occupancy estimation algorithm
Here we compare the predictive capabilities of the single-room model (9.7) against
numerical representations of the rooms. This assessment is performed to check out
whether the proposed model reproduces the internal and not accessible CO2 model
of IDA-ICE. To this aim we:

1. collect the dataset Dj = {cj(t)uj(t), oj(t)}t∈Kj for each room from the virtual
building simulated with IDA-ICE;

2. add to cj(t) some artificial white Gaussian noise (whose variance is estimated
from the real data used earlier in this section and is equal to 35) and build
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the dataset
Dj := {yj(t), uj(t), oj(t)}t∈Kj ; (9.21)

3. identify the model, i.e., estimate the unknown part of θ through the ML
strategy discussed in Section 9.2. This step corresponds to estimate the pa-
rameters θ̂ solving (9.15) and thus to obtain both the CO2 estimator ŷj

(
t; θ̂
)

through (9.14) and the occupancy estimator ôj(t) through (9.17);

In Figure 9.3 the CO2 simulated by the estimated model is validated and compared
to the generated one by IDA-ICE, where the main focus of the validation is on the
simulation. It is possible to see that the proposed model is able to reproduce the
CO2 generated by IDA-ICE. Realizations of the true occupancy and the estimated
one for the same room is depicted in Figure 9.4. From Figure 9.4 it can be seen
that the proposed occupancy estimator for a single-room model can give accurate
results in reproducing the true occupancy. To quantitatively evaluate the estimation
capabilities of the estimators, Table 9.3 provides some performance indexes for all
rooms4. The MSE of the estimations is small for all rooms and the algorithm has
good detection of occupied rooms (small FNs).
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Figure 9.3: Validation of model (9.7) against IDA-ICE for room A:225.

Room MSE Accuracy FP FN
A:213 0.125 0.496 0.144 0.022
A:225 0.247 0.563 0.280 0.000
A:235 0.109 0.636 0.063 0.011
B:213 0.075 0.750 0.047 0.021

Table 9.3: Summary of the performance indexes of the complete single-room esti-
mators.

4For description of the performance indexes see Chapter 7. Section 7.7.
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Figure 9.4: Realizations of the true and estimated occupancy through the single-
room estimator (9.17) for room A:213.

Assessing the multi-room occupancy estimation algorithm
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed multi-room occupancy estimator we
collect data from IDA-ICE for all the rooms mentioned in Table 9.1 and we apply
the occupancy estimation algorithm of Section 9.4.

In Figure 9.5 we provide the estimation results in one of the untrained rooms.
It can be seen that the estimator is able to estimate the number of occupiers with
fairly good precision, even though not as well as the single-room estimator. To have
a better evaluation of the estimation performance, Table 9.4 reports the achieved
performance indexes for every untrained room, assumed to have all the same usage
pattern (so that the λ obtained during the training step can be used for every
room). The suggested multi-room estimator tends to have good detection abilities,
even if suffering a slight performance degradation compared to the single-room case.
This can be considered as a consequence of the assumptions made in (9.18), which
do not hold for this simulation example (see Table 9.1).
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Figure 9.5: Realizations of the true and estimated occupancy through the multi-
room estimator for the untrained room A:213 when the model is trained on room
A:225.
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trained r. untrained r. MSE accuracy FP FN
A:225 A:235 0.179 0.413 0.364 0.001
A:225 A:213 0.232 0.276 0.399 0.000
A:225 B:213 0.104 0.489 0.062 0.012

Table 9.4: Summary of the performance indexes of the complete estimators .

9.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we have studied the problem of estimating the occupancy levels
in buildings using available environmental and actuation signals. Our proposed
method is centred on the CO2 dynamics which, starting from first principles, are
modeled using a non-linear gray-box model. The parameters of this model are iden-
tified on one of the rooms using a ML approach. The resulting model is utilized to
construct an occupancy estimator based on regularized deconvolution; this estima-
tor is then adapted to other rooms of the building by exploiting the knowledge of
the characteristics of the rooms and their relation with the room where the model
is first identified. We have built a simulated environment where we have tested the
estimation scheme, showing the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.





Chapter 10

Application-oriented input design
for occupancy estimation

In this chapter we study the problem of how to collect data that is informa-
tive enough for occupancy estimation purposes. We thus propose an application-
oriented input design approach for designing the ventilation signal to be used while
collecting the system identification datasets. The main goal of the method is to
guarantee a certain accuracy in the estimated occupancy levels while minimizing
the experimental time and effort. We take into account potential limitations on the
actuation signals. We finally formulate the problem as a recursive non-linear and
non-convex optimization problem, solved then using exhaustive search methods.

10.1 Introduction

Since knowing occupancy levels leads to more efficient HVAC control schemes [6,
115, 128, 154], the problem of occupancy estimation in buildings has been exten-
sively studied in the literature. In general, there exist two categories of occupancy
estimation schemes. The first uses dedicated hardware (e.g., [121, 177]), while the
second uses statistical estimation algorithms on top of information already available
in the Building Management System (BMS) like ventilation signals and measured
CO2 levels (e.g., [125, 127]). The drawbacks of the methods belonging to the first
category are the need for installation and maintenance of dedicated hardware plus
privacy concerns, while the drawback within the second strategy of methods is an
usually higher estimation error. There has been thus an emerging interest in study-
ing if it is possible to improve the estimation algorithms belonging to this second
category. In this regard, we proposed two different approaches in Chapters 7 and 8.

Literature review
As the scheme in Figure 10.1 exemplifies, estimating occupancy levels from en-
vironmental signals is usually performed by inverting the models of the dynam-
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ics. Importantly, CO2 levels are known to be the signals that are most informa-
tive for occupancy estimation purposes. The problem is thus to estimate CO2
models. White-box models of the CO2 dynamics can be obtained directly from

CO2 dynamics
model CO2 concentration

ventilation
occupancy

Figure 10.1: Example of how to estimate occupancy levels when having a model
of the CO2 dynamics and measurements of the ventilation and CO2 levels. In this
case one may invert the model to find the estimated occupancy as the signal that
best explains the measurements through the model.

physics-based laws like mass-balance equations under well-mixed air conditions, as
in [125,127,128]. One may also use gray-box models where physics-based concepts
are combined with one-to-one correspondences between the model parameter vec-
tor and the physical parameters characterizing the room (i.e., room volume and
size of the ventilation system), as in Chapter 9 of this thesis (see also [178]). Al-
ternatively one may also use black-box modelling, as in Chapters 7 and 8 (see
also [120,131,132,135,156,179,180])

Irrespectively of their nature, CO2 models are always parametrized with un-
known parameters that should be estimated through suitable system identification
techniques. The quality of the identified model will indirectly reflect into the quality
of the consequent occupancy estimates.

An interesting problem is then how to collect model training data that make
the consequent occupancy estimates accurate. The problem can be seen as an
experiment design [3] problem for the specific occupancy estimation task. Notice
that while the generic goal in experiment design is to find an optimal input signal
that excites the dynamics of the system, in our setup we focus instead on revealing
the systems dynamics that are mostly interesting for the occupancy estimation
problem. Therefore, we focus on the problem of application-oriented input design
discussed in Part I (see also [21,24]).

Statement of contributions
We consider the problem of application-oriented input design when using the non-
linear gray-box model proposed in Chapter 9, and thus design an algorithm that
computes how to optimally ventilate a room during the collection of the training
set. The main contributions of this chapter are then:

• defining an appropriate application function that measures the degradation
in the accuracy of the estimated occupancy due to the model error.

• defining an application cost function for the cost of the identification ex-
periment that is proportional to the experiment time. This is because the
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identification experiment usually involves an accurate knowledge of the occu-
pancy levels, which is usually obtained through temporary people counters.
The cost of the experiment is thus proportional to the experiment time;

• introducing a time-recursive algorithm which relies on a short term knowledge
of the occupancy signal, to lessen the computational burden of the optimiza-
tion problem associated with the experiment design.

The overall strategy is tested in a simulated model which has been identified and
validated in Chapter 9. The results show that using the obtained optimal ven-
tilation signal to ventilate the room during the training phase can guarantee the
achievement of the required accuracy for the estimated occupancy signals, while
satisfying the limitations of the environmental signals. Moreover the occupancy es-
timators obtained using experiment design concepts are shown to perform at least
in silico 4 times better in terms of MSE.

10.2 Designing experiments to obtain improved occupancy
estimations

Assume ô
(
θ̂N

)
to be the occupancy estimate returned by (9.17) at page 156 and

where we explicit that the solution is a function of the identified parameter θ̂N .
Let our application-oriented cost function be

Vapp

(
θ̂N ,θ0

)
:= Eu

{
1
N

∥∥∥ô(θ̂N)− ô (θ0)
∥∥∥2

2

}
, (10.1)

where we implicitly assume that estimator ô(·) performs at its best whenever θ̂N =
θ0 and where the expected value is with respect to the ventilation signals used
while estimating the occupancy. The cost function (10.1) is the so-called application
function and measures how much we pay in terms of occupancy estimation accuracy
if we do not identify the true parameters. In other words, the accuracy of θ̂N reflects
on the amplitude of Vapp

(
θ̂N ,θ0

)
.

Our focus is now to find how to estimate θ̂N (i.e., how to collect the training
datasetD) so that a pre-specified accuracy for the estimated occupancy levels can be
guaranteed. Notice that we formulate the problem as an application-oriented input
design problem (see Chapter 2). More explicitly, considering that D := {y,u,o},
we focus on designing the optimal ventilation signal u considering the occupancy
o as a non-controllable (and thus given) input and the CO2 levels y the output of
the system.

We use the cost function Vapp to define the set of admissible parameters θ, i.e.
the application set, as follows:

θ̂N ∈ Θapp(θ0, γ0) :=
{
θ : Vapp(θ,θ0) ≤ 1

γ0

}
, (10.2)
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where 1
γ0

is a pre-defined accuracy and Θapp(θ0, γ0) is the so-called application set.
The problem is thus how to design u so that the dataset D guarantees that the

PEM estimate θ̂N fulfils θ̂N ∈ Θapp(θ0, γ0).

Knowledge of true system parameters
In this chapter we rely on the knowledge of true system parameters. However, one
can use the proposed method in Chapter 6 to account for the uncertainties on the
true parameters.

Application-oriented input design
We define our application-oriented input design problem in general terms as:

minimize
u

Experimental Cost
subject to θ̂N ∈ Θapp(θ0, γ0)

u ∈ Input Constraints
y ∈ Output Constraints.

(10.3)

In the following subsections we then explicit the quantities mentioned in (10.3) in
mathematical terms.

Experimental cost

Collecting the dataset D to perform system identification requires temporary instal-
lation and maintenance of people counting devices, and this makes it advantageous
to make the system identification phase as short as possible. To this end, we con-
sider the length of the identification experiment N as the experiment cost. To put
it another way, we aim at fining the minimum time required to fulfil the constraints.

Model quality constraints

The model quality constraint requires

θ̂N ∈ Θapp(θ0, γ0). (10.4)

In this chapter we use the ellipsoidal approximation method and substitute (10.4)
with

1
χ2
α(nθ)I

N
F (θ0) ≥ γ0

2 V
′′
app(θ0,θ0). (10.5)

with INF (θ0) the FIM defined in (2.32) evaluated at the true parameters θ0. We
further simplify (10.5) by replacing INF (θ0) with its approximation INF (θ0) defined
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by:

INF (θ0) ≈ INF (θ0) := 1
σ2
e

N∑
k=1

ψ (k,θ0)ψ (k,θ0)T , (10.6)

which makes it possible to compute the information matrix for a given dataset. In
this way the model quality constraint then becomes

1
χ2
α(nθ)I

N
F (θ0) ≥ γ0

2 V
′′
app (θ0,θ0) . (10.7)

This approximation can then be transformed into an alternative (and more prone
to numerical implementations) version. Define

Ṽ := γ0χ
2
α(nθ)
2 V ′′app (θ0,θ0) . (10.8)

The matrix Ṽ is at least semi-definite positive, thus we can write Ṽ = Ṽ 1/2Ṽ 1/2.
The requirement (10.7) thus becomes

Ṽ −1/2INF (θ0) Ṽ −1/2 ≥ I (10.9)

or, equivalently,
λmin

(
Ṽ −1/2INF (θ0) Ṽ −1/2

)
≥ 1, (10.10)

where λmin(X) indicates the minimum eigenvalue of a semi-positive definite matrix
X.

Input constraints

The set of constraints on the ventilation signal u(k) is typically composed by:

- Time-invariant box-constraints of the form

u(k) ∈ U , for all k, (10.11)

where U is the set of admissible values for the ventilation signal. The signal
u(k) has the physical meaning of opening percentage of a ventilation valve.
We assume that the opening is a discrete signal and thus the set U is a discrete
set with finite cardinality;

- Restrictions on the number of changes in the ventilation signal due to con-
cerns on the physical integrity of the actuators. Assuming the number of
possible changes in the ventilation signal is a constant nc, this constraint can
be formulated as

‖∆u‖0 ≤ nc, (10.12)
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where

∆u :=
[
∆u(1) . . . ∆u(N)

]
,

∆u(k) := u(k)− u(k − 1),
(10.13)

and ‖ ·‖0 is the zero norm, i.e., the number of non-zero elements in the vector
∆u;

- Considering that the final goal of occupancy estimation is to optimize the
performance of controllers and thus save energy consumption, it is also de-
sirable to use a low-energy ventilation signal during the identification experi-
ment. Unfortunately, this is in contradiction with the excitation requirements,
since more excitation usually leads to better estimates. We thus capture this
intrinsic trade-off with the constraint

‖u‖22 ≤ (1 + β)‖u∗‖22 (10.14)

where u∗ is the minimum-energy input sequence that fulfills the input and
output constraints, i.e.,

u∗ = arg min ‖u‖22
subject to u ∈ Input Constraints

y ∈ Output Constraints
(10.15)

and β ≥ 0 is a scalar that determines how much more energy the experiment-
design algorithm is allowed to use for its identification purposes. Notice that
if there are no restrictions on the energy usage then one can simply remove
this additional constraint from the problem formulation by putting β = ∞.
This formulation is motivated by the idea behind dual control, see [47].

Output constraints

Restrictions on the output signal y(k) are in general due only to requirements on the
quality of the indoor air. However, given our OE with Gaussian noise model (9.7),
it is not possible to impose deterministic constraints on y(k). We thus consider

P{y(k) ≤ ymax} ≥ py for every k, (10.16)

and explain how to deal with this probabilistic constraint in practice in Section 10.3.
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Reformulation and comments
Given the results above we can rewrite our application-oriented input design strat-
egy in (10.2) as

minimize
u,N

N

subject to λmin

(
Ṽ −1/2INF (θ0) Ṽ −1/2

)
≥ 1

u ∈ U
‖∆u‖0 ≤ nc
‖u‖22 ≤ (1 + β)‖u∗‖22
P{y ≤ ymax} ≥ py.

(10.17)

Importantly, formulating problem (10.17) requires knowing the estimate of the pa-
rameters θ0, that should thus have been obtained before the design step; the approx-
imated information matrix INF , defined in (10.6); and the Hessian of the application
cost function Vapp, defined in (10.1).

In their turn computing INF and V ′′app requires knowing both the occupancy signal
o and the CO2 levels y that will happen during the experiment under design, a
clearly infeasible request.

Solving problem (10.17) poses several challenges:

C1) It is required to know quantities that are not necessary available when the
problem should be solved;

C2) The problem is highly non-linear and non-convex, with associated numerical
challenges specially for large N .

In the following section we will describe how to tackle these issues through a
suitable reformulation of the application-oriented input design problem (10.17).

10.3 Recursive application-oriented input design for
occupancy estimation

Step 1: address challenge C1
Recall that computing INF (θ0) and V ′′app (θ0,θ0) would require knowing both the
occupancy o and the CO2 levels y that will happen during the datasets collection
step. Even if this sounds impractical, a workaround may be to assume o to be known
a-priori thanks to suitable building schedule information (e.g., a-priori knowledge
that a specific office will be occupied by a specific number of people at specific
times). Knowing then o and an estimated θ0 one may simulate y as a function of
u through (9.7) and thus get all the necessary information for computing INF and
V ′′app.
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This workflow is nonetheless very prone to errors for two reasons: first, the
occupancy schedules are intrinsically uncertain; second, the accuracy of the y ob-
tained by simulations through θ0 and (9.7) is greatly affected by the accuracy of
θ0 itself. To obtain a more robust experiment design strategy one can then use a
recursive input design algorithm based on the following key concepts:

1. Assume that at each time t we have knowledge of the past values of the signals,
so that it is possible to compute the information that has been obtained from
this measured data, i.e., to compute the “approximate FIM up to t”

ItF (θ0) = 1
σ2
e

t∑
k=1

ψ (k,θ0)ψ (k,θ0)T ; (10.18)

2. Choose a time horizon with a length Nu that is sufficiently small for making
persistency-based occupancy forecasts accurate. I.e., make Nu small enough
that when given the number of occupiers at time k = t the occupancy levels
o(t+ 1), . . . , o(t+Nu) are very likely to remain equal to o(t);

3. Run an opportunely modified version of (10.17) that has a time horizon of
Nu steps and that designs the future u(t + 1), . . . , u(t + Nu) so to obtain
as much information as possible during the period t + 1, . . . , t + Nu (see the
program (10.19) at the end of this algorithm);

4. Use the computed ventilation signal u(t+ 1), . . . , u(t+Nu) to run the exper-
iment for Nu more samples;

5. At time instant t+Nu check the amount of information that has been collected
is enough, i.e., if the experiment design constraint (10.10) is satisfied (notice
that this constraint refers to the whole time horizon of the experiment, and
not only to the period t+ 1, . . . , t+Nu);

6. In case (10.10) is satisfied stop the experiment, otherwise continue running
it.

The optimization problem that we propose to solve recursively for every t in
step 3 is thus

maximize
µ,ut

µ

subject to λmin

((
Ṽ −1/2

(
It+NuF

)
(θ0) Ṽ −1/2

))
≥ µ

ut ∈ U
‖∆ut‖0 ≤ nct
‖ut‖22 ≤ (1 + β)‖u∗t ‖22
P{y ≤ ymax} ≥ py ,

(10.19)

where
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- the variable ut = {u(t+ 1), . . . , u(t+Nu)} is the vector of ventilation signal
on the considered horizon;

- µ measures the experiment quality, and maximizing µ is equivalent to max-
imizing the obtained information;

- nct is the number of allowed changes during the time horizon [t, t+Nu];

- the vector u∗t = {u∗(t + 1), . . . , u∗(t + Nu)} is obtained by solving (10.15)
for the time horizon [t, t+Nu];

- the matrix It+NuF (θ0) is given by (10.6), i.e.,

It+NuF (θ0) = 1
σ2
e

t∑
k=1

ψ (k,θ0)ψ (k,θ0)T

+ 1
σ2
e

t+Nu∑
k=t+1

ψ (k,θ0)ψ (k,θ0)T .
(10.20)

The first term in the Right Hand Side (RHS) of (10.20) is computable given
the information available up to time t (and can thus be computed recursively),
while the second term depends on the decision variable ut.

One main advantage of using the proposed recursive approach is that one can
update the previous information and thus compensate for possible uncertainties.
The algorithm is eventually summarized in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Minimum-time application-oriented input design algorithm
1: Require: V ′′app(θ0,θ0), α, β, γ0, ymax, py, nct
2: Initialization: put t = 0, µ = 0 and ItF (θ0) = 0

3: while λmin

((
Ṽ −1/2

(
It+NuF

)
(θ0) Ṽ −1/2

))
≤ 1 do

4: find u∗t by solving (10.15)
5: find ut by solving (10.19)
6: run the experiment using ut
7: compute It+NuF using measurements and (10.18)
8: compute λmin

((
Ṽ −1/2

(
It+NuF

)
(θ0) Ṽ −1/2

))
9: end while

Step 2: address challenge C2
To design the optimal ventilation signal in Algorithm 3 one needs to solve (10.15)
and (10.19) at each iteration. However, both (10.15) and (10.19) are non-linear and
non-convex. Since U has finite cardinality and the ventilation signal is only allowed
to change nc times, it is possible to reduce the problem to the problem of finding
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optimal change times and levels instead. Moreover, since the optimization horizon
at each iteration has length Nu, one can solve the problem effectively by finding all
possible ventilation signals and thus using an exhaustive search approach.

Another challenge in solving the above mentioned optimization problems is eval-
uating the probabilistic constraint, P{y(k) ≤ ymax} ≥ py. We then notice that using
the exhaustive search approach, it is possible to evaluate for each possible signal
{u(k)}t+Nuk=t the probabilistic constraint using the approximation

P{y(k) ≤ ymax} =
∑t+Nu
k=1 1 (ymax − y(k))

t+Nu
, (10.21)

where 1 (x) =
{

1 if x > 0,
0 if x ≤ 0 .

10.4 Numerical Results

We evaluate our proposed input design approach through a dedicated numerical
example where the synthetic data is generated as follows: as for the model param-
eters, we use the values that have been identified in [178] starting from a dataset
collected in a laboratory in KTH, Stockholm, i.e., θ1 = 0.8639, θ2 = 10.779 and
θ3 = 0.2189. As for the additive noise in (9.7) we choose σ2

e = 10, a value that
mimics what has been identified in [178] and we consider Ts = 5 minutes as the
sampling time. The used occupancy pattern is shown in Figure 10.2.
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Figure 10.2: The occupancy pattern during the input design process.

Input design for parameter identification
We then use the proposed approach in Section 10.3 to design the optimal ventilation
signal assuming that:

- Nu = 12 (1 hour), plus we are allowed to change the ventilation signal once each
hour, i.e, nct = 1;

- The estimated parameters should lie in the application set with the probability
of at least α = 98%;
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- The chosen accuracy is γ0 = 100;

- The occupancy pattern is assumed to be known during the time horizons of
length Nu;

- The measured output y(k) should not violate ymax = 120 ppm with the proba-
bility of at least py = 75%;

- The set of possible values for the ventilation signal is U = {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}.

We then solve at each iteration the optimization problem (10.19) through a com-
binatorial optimization tool. Notice that since we are only allowed to change the
ventilation signal once at each iteration, and that the ventilation can only take a
finite number of values, we use an exhaustive search.

We then consider two different cases:

Case 1: the variable β is chosen to be infinity which means we assume no upper
bound on the energy of the signal being used. In this case the optimal com-
puted ventilation signal is bang-bang, as for example shown in Figure 10.3.
This reflects the intuition that, since there is no constraint on the energy of
the ventilation, the optimal strategy is to maximize the excitation by using
an on-off strategy. Notice that in this specific case the required excitation is
obtained in t = 425 minutes, and that the energy of the computed signal is
‖u‖22 = 47.24.
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Figure 10.3: The obtained optimal ventilation signal for the case β =∞.

Case 2: the variable β is chosen to be 0.2, that means that we allow the input-
design algorithm to use at most 20% more ventilation energy than the one
that would be used if we were not requiring excitation. Figure 10.4 then shows
that in this case the required time to get enough excitation is increased to
t = 605 minutes. Also this follows the intuition, since the amount of available
excitation at each iteration is now limited compared to the previous case.
Nonetheless the total energy of the obtained ventilation signal is ‖u‖22 = 47.28,
very close to the energy of the optimal signal in case 1. Somehow, from
intuitive perspectives, the total amount of energy seems to remain constant
to reach a certain level of excitation, but for case 2 this energy is spread
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during a longer period. It is also clear from Figure 10.4 how the algorithm
is, for case 2, avoiding ventilation signals with big changes and thus avoids
bang-bang behaviors, again due to the constraints in the energy usage.
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Figure 10.4: The obtained optimal ventilation signal for the case β = 0.2.

Parameters and occupancy estimation
We then use 3 different datasets for estimating the parameters using the PEM
approach described in Item 1. We use these 3 different estimated parameters to find
3 different estimates of the occupancy signal using the regularized deconvolution
method proposed in [178] on an other set of synthetic data (to do not run estimation
of the occupancy steps on the same set used for estimating the parameters).

The 3 different datasets are then the two described in Section 10.4 and the one
for which the ventilation signal is u∗ as in (10.15), i.e., for which the ventilation
signal has not been designed with the purpose of estimating occupancy levels but
is rather the normal ventilation signal that one may have in the room (for com-
pleteness, the number of samples in this dataset is equal to the number of samples
in case 2).
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Figure 10.5: Estimation errors of occupancy estimators trained in the datasets
obtained in cases 1 and 2 in Section 10.4 and using u∗, i.e., without applying
experiment design concepts.

To assess the effectiveness of the overall input design procedure we then run 50
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations for different realizations of the measurement noise,
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and compute for each MC run and for each set of estimated parameters the value
of the application function defined in (10.1). The results, shown in Figure 10.5,
indicated that for both case 1 and case 2 the accuracy of the consequent occupancy
estimator is comparable. For the dataset obtained without experiment design steps,
instead, the performances of the occupancy estimator decay drastically of approx-
imately a factor of 4 in terms of the MSE (see [178])of the estimators. This thus
indicates how important is to perform experiment design.

10.5 Conclusions

We studied the problem of how to control the HVAC system of a building so that,
the generated datasets are informative enough for occupancy estimation problems.
In other words, we developed an application-oriented input design approach for
designing the ventilation signal dedicated to the problem of occupancy estimation.
The method not only guarantees a certain accuracy in the estimated occupancy
levels when using the collected data, but also tries to minimize the experiment
time and effort, and account for potential restrictions on the CO2 levels and the
ventilation signal (due, e.g., to requirements on indoor air quality and actuators
limitations). Finally, the problem is formulated as a non-linear and non-convex
optimization problem that can be solved using a time recursive strategy. This
eventually makes it possible to employ exhaustive search methods, and makes the
overall scheme implementable in standard computers.

In-silico analyses of the results of the scheme confirm several intuitions: if the
user does not limit the amount of excitation that the input design algorithm can use,
the resulting ventilation signal becomes a bang-bang signal. If instead the user puts
a limit on how much energy shall be used per time unit by the input, the computed
ventilation signal becomes smoother and (at the same time) the experimental time
becomes longer. Interestingly, though, the integral of the amount of energy spent
by the system seems to remain practically constant. Finally, as expected, using
input design methodologies lead to consequent occupancy estimators that perform
approximately 4 times better in terms of the MSE.

Our future efforts are implementing and testing the strategy in real settings,
and performing robust input designs.





Chapter 11

Conclusion

This thesis concerns the problem of application-oriented experiment design for sys-
tem identification. This problem is usually formulated as a constrained optimization
problem. The constraints guarantee that the set of the identified models, i.e. the
identification set, should be a subset of the set that includes all acceptable models
from applications point of view, i.e. the application set. The thesis is then divided
into two main parts.

In the first the theoretical aspects of application-oriented input design is studied
while the second part of the thesis focuses on one application of system identifica-
tion and input design in building automation. The main contributions of the first
part of the thesis includes:

- a new method for convex approximation of the application set for MPC;
- a new algorithm for open-loop application-oriented input design in time do-

main;
- a new approach to application-oriented experiment design for closed-loop sys-

tem identification using graph theory;
- a new robust application-oriented input deign building on the results from risk

theory.

The second part of the thesis is devoted to the problem of occupancy estimation
for building automation. Knowing the number of room occupiers can significantly
help in energy efficient control of buildings however, it is not always possible to use
dedicated hardware such as cameras and RFIDs. The main contributions in this
part of the thesis are:

- combining identification and deconvolution methods to estimate occupancy
signals;

- using blind identification techniques for estimating occupancy patterns from
environmental signals;

- developing multi-room occupancy estimation using adaptive gray-box models;
- designing experiments for occupancy estimation using the application-oriented

experiment design framework;
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11.1 Future work

Several interesting problems are still open in application-oriented experiment design
that need to be addressed.

Application-oriented input design
In application-oriented input design one preliminary and yet important question
is how to choose a good measure of model quality in different applications? An
appropriate application cost should suit both real industrial demands and the the-
oretical framework. Studying the effects from choosing different application cost
functions needs further investigations. Once the application set is characterized
the application-oriented input design can be formulated. In Chapter 5 a graph-
theoretical approach to this problem is presented. The method defines the problem
as a convex optimization problem by formulating it in terms of the pdf of the input
signal. However, as the length of the input vector is increases the number of possi-
ble pdfs grows exponentially which results is computational complexity. Moreover,
the proposed graph-theoretical approach requires defining appropriate alphabet for
the input signal. How to design the alphabet can be considered as a future work.
Another important aspect of application-oriented input design that studied in this
thesis is the role of uncertainty. The notion of risk coherent measures is borrowed
from risk theory to account for uncertainties. The use of risk theory in input de-
sign and system identification is still in its infancy and needs to be investigated
more in the future works. The problem of application-oriented input design for
identification of nonlinear systems is another interesting topic that is not studied
in this thesis. Some works that addressing the problem of classical input design for
nonlinear systems has been made, see for example [20]. In addition, identification
of networks of interconnected systems is of great importance in many industrial
applications, see [181]. More work is needed to investigate how one can perform
application-oriented input design for networked systems.

Application of system identification in occupancy estimation
How to estimate occupancy through available environmental signals is studied in
this part of the thesis. Two main strategies have been employed. The first strategy
requires temporary people counters while the second strategy tries to avoid this
phase using blind identification techniques. The latter strategy is faced with the
identifiability problem. This thesis uses an ad-hoc solution deal with the identifia-
bility problem. The suggested method relies on different assumptions. One should
devise future works on studying how realistic are the assumptions and doing sensi-
tivity analysis for different parameters and datasets. Another interesting topic that
is not covered in this thesis is the extension of the blind identification method to
the physics-based nonlinear model that suggested in Chapter 9. Finally, in the last
chapter of this part the application-oriented input design framework is applied to
occupancy estimation problem. How to handle uncertainties on the future values
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of the occupancy and the true model parameters in not studied. Hence, another
research path could be implementing robust application-oriented input design for
occupancy which is more realistic in practice.

The proposed methods in this part are evaluated either on a dataset collected
from a benchmark at KTH or on a simulated model. How to implement the sug-
gested people counters in practice is not studied and could be considered as an
interesting future topic.
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Appendix A

Robust output feedback MPC

For disturbance free linear systems, one can guarantee the stability of the closed-
loop system with MPC by combining a stable estimator and a stable state feedback
controller [37]. However, the stability of the resulting closed-loop system is not
necessarily guaranteed when state and output disturbances are present. To guar-
antee a stable closed-loop system, robust controller design methods are employed
in MPC. One idea is to use the tube-based robust output feedback MPC proposed
in [89], which is briefly described here.

We consider the system

x(t+ 1) = A0x(t) +B0u(t) + w(t),
y(t) = C0x(t) + ν(t),

(A.1)

where w(t) is the state disturbance. The system is subject to bounded state and
output disturbances

w(t) ∈ W, v(t) ∈ V, (A.2)
where the sets W and V are compact, convex and have the origin as their interior.
We also assume that the system is subject to input and state constraints, i.e.,

u(t) ∈ U, x(t) ∈ X. (A.3)

To estimate the state from output observations, a state estimator is required. One
can use the following Luenberger observer:

x̂(t+ 1) = A0x̂(t) +B0u(t) + L(y(t)− ŷ(t)),
ŷ(t) = C0x̂(t),

(A.4)

where x̂(t) is the current state of estimator and ŷ(t) is the observer output. The
matrix L is chosen such that the spectral radius of the matrix AL , A0 − LC0 is
strictly less than 1, i.e. ρ(AL) < 1.

The state estimation error defined by

x̃(t) , x(t)− x̂(t), (A.5)
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satisfies
x̃(t+ 1) = ALx̃(t) + δ̃(t), (A.6)

where δ̃(t) , w(t)− Lν(t). The disturbance signal δ̃(t) lies in the set ∆̃, given by

∆̃ , W⊕ (−LV), (A.7)

where ⊕ is Minkowski set addition1.
Since ρ(AL) < 1, it is then possible to find a positively invariant set for the

system (A.6) [182]. If we denote the invariant set by S̃, then

ALS̃ ⊕ ∆̃ ⊆ S̃, (A.8)

which states that if x̃0 ∈ S̃, then x̃(t) ∈ S̃ for all t > 0. This result enables us to
bound the true states, x(t), by the estimated states, x̂(t), and the invariant set S̃,
by the following proposition [89]:

Proposition A.1.1. If the initial observer state and system state are chosen such
that x̃0 ∈ S̃, then for all disturbance sequences {w(t)} and {v(t)}, x(t) satisfies
x(t) ∈ x̂(t)⊕ S̃ for all t > 0.

If we remove the disturbances w(t) and v(t) from (A.1), we obtain the nominal
system

x̄(t+ 1) = A0x̄t +B0ū(t),
ȳ(t) = C0x̄(t),

(A.9)

where x̄(t) ∈ Rnx is the nominal state and ū(t) ∈ Rnu is the input to the nominal
system. The nominal system can be employed to cancel out the disturbances by
forcing the observer trajectory to be close to the nominal trajectory. This motivates
the following choice for the control action u(t)

u(t) = ū(t) +Ke(t), (A.10)

where e(t) is the error between the nominal state and the state estimate, i.e.,

e(t) , x̂(t)− x̄(t). (A.11)

The signal e(t) in turn satisfies

e(t+ 1) = AKe(t) + δ̄(t), (A.12)

where δ̄(t) , LCx̃(t) + Lν(t) and AK = A0 + B0K. The matrix K is chosen such
that ρ(AK) < 1.

1The Minkowski set addition for the two sets A and B is defined by A⊕B , {a+ b|a ∈ A, b ∈ B}
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Provided that the assumptions in Proposition A.1.1 are satisfied, a set ∆̄ can
be defined such that δ̄(t) ∈ ∆̄, for all t > 0, i.e.:

∆̄ , LCS̃ ⊕ LV. (A.13)

Due to the fact that ρ(AK) < 1, there exists a compact convex set, denoted
by S̄, which is positively invariant for the system (A.12) and the constraint set ∆̄.
The invariant set satisfies

AK S̄ ⊕ ∆̄ ⊆ S̄, (A.14)
and it can be obtained using the techniques in [182]. Having S̄, the following result
is obtained [89]:

Proposition A.1.2. If the initial observer and reference system state are chosen
such that e0 ∈ S̄, then x̂(t) ∈ x̄(t) ⊕ S̄ for all sequences {w(t)}t>0 and {v(t)}t>0
and for all t > 0.

Combining the definitions (A.11) and (A.5), we can write

x(t) = x̄(t) + e(t) + x̃(t). (A.15)

Based on the Propositions A.1.1 and A.1.2 it is possible to bound e(t) and x̃(t),
thus the constraints on the actual state, x(t), and control action, u(t), are fulfilled
by appropriate choice of x̄0 and {ū(t)}t>0.

If the sets W and V are sufficiently small, we can assume that the robust posi-
tively invariant sets S̃ and S̄ satisfy

S , S̃ ⊕ S̄ ⊂ X , KS̄ ⊂ U.

Finally, the required ingredients for robust output feedback MPC are summa-
rized in the following theorem by [89]:

Theorem A.1.3. Suppose that the initial true state, the observer and the nominal
system states satisfy

x0 ∈ X, x̂0 ∈ X, x̄0 ∈ X,
x̃0 ∈ S̃, e0 ∈ S̄,

then
x0 ∈ x̄0 + S. (A.16)

Moreover, if x̄(t) ∈ X	 S and ū(t) ∈ U	KS̄ for all t > 0, then

x(t) ∈ X, u(t) ∈ U,

for all t > 0.
From Theorem A.1.3, we see that the nominal system states and input are

subject to the following tighter constraints

(x̄(t), ū(t)) ∈ X̄× Ū, X̄ , X	 S, Ū , U	KS̄, (A.17)
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and that the initial and final nominal states must satisfy:

x̂(t) ∈ x̄(t)⊕ S̄, x̄Ny ∈ Xf , (A.18)

where Xf is the terminal constraint set for the nominal system (A.9). Building
on (A.17) and (A.18), the set of admissible control sequences for the nominal system
starting from x̄(t), will be given by

Ū(x̄(t)) =
{
ū | ū ∈ Ū, x̄ ∈ X̄, x̄Ny ∈ Xf

}
, (A.19)

where

x̄ =
{
x̄(t), x̄(t+ 1), . . . , x̄t+Ny−1

}
,

ū = {ū(t), ū(t+ 1), . . . , ūt+Nu−1} .

Here Nu and Ny are the control and prediction horizons, respectively. Thus, the
optimization problem that needs to be solved at time t in the robust MPC is

(x̄∗(t), ū∗) = arg min
x̄(t),ū

{
JMPC(x̄, ū)

∣∣ū ∈ Ū(x̄(t)), x̂(t) ∈ x̄(t)⊕ S̄
}
, (A.20)

where x̂(t) is the observer state at time t and JMPC is the MPC cost function. A
common cost function used in MPC is given by

JMPC(x,u) = xTQxx + uTQuu + xTNyQfxNy , (A.21)

whereQx ∈ R(nx(Ny−1))×(nx(Ny−1)), Qu ∈ R(nu(Nu−1))×(nu(Nu−1)) andQf ∈ Rnx×nx

are user defined positive definite matrices. The last term in the MPC cost func-
tion (A.21) is terminal cost, denoted by Vf (xNy ). The terminal cost Vf (xNy ) and
the final states should also satisfy the general stabilizing conditions. We refer to [83]
for more details.

Finally, the optimal control law for MPC at time t is [182]:

uc(t) = ū∗(t) +K(x̂(t)− x̄∗(t)). (A.22)

Remark A.1.1. In this thesis we employed the robust MPC formulation for reference
tracking. We employed the the proposed formulation in [183]. The proposed scheme
is based on the robust MPC strategy presented above. However, to guarantee the
feasibility of the problem artificial steady state is added to the decision variables.
This makes the problem more complicated and we refer the reader to [183] for more
details.
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Proof of Propositions 7.5.1 and
7.5.2

Proof of Proposition 7.5.1
The proof is divided in 3 main parts: i) rewrite (7.21), derive the dual of the new
problem and the structure of its solution. ii) find some analytical relations between
the estimated and the true occupancy levels. iii) exploit these relations to derive
bounds that characterize the statistical performance of the estimator.

i) Introduce the variable z := ∆õ and rewrite (7.21) as

arg min
õ ∈ RN+
z ∈ RN−1

1
2

∥∥∥c̃− Ĝõ∥∥∥2

2
+ λ

∥∥z∥∥1

subject to z = ∆õ ,

(B.1)

where, for the purposes of the proof, the function b·e (the vector-wise rounding
operator) is omitted. The Lagrangian of (B.1) is then

L (õ, z,u) = 1
2
∥∥c̃− Ĝ õ∥∥2

2 + λ
∥∥z∥∥1 + ρT (∆õ− z) , (B.2)

where ρ is the Lagrange multiplier. The dual problem, obtained minimizing L
w.r.t. õ and z, is [171]

arg min
ρ∈RN

1
2

∥∥∥∥c̃− (∆Ĝ−1
)T
ρ

∥∥∥∥2

2
subject to |ρ|∞ ≤ λ.

(B.3)

We notice that, since Ĝ is a lower triangular matrix, Ĝ admits inverse as soon
as g1 6= 0. This is then satisfied as soon as there is (only) one delay in the effects
of the occupancy on the CO2 levels of the room.
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To obtain the structure of the dual solution, consider again the derivative of the
Lagrangian with respect to z

minimize
z

L (õ, z,ρ) = minimize
z

(λ
∥∥z∥∥1 − ρ

Tz)

=
{

0 if |ρ|∞ ≤ λ,
−∞ otherwise .

(B.4)

Let then ρ̂λ be the dual solution and ẑ = ∆ôλ be the primal solution of (B.1) for
a specific λ. Given the computations above, it satisfies

ûλ,i ∈

 {+λ} if (∆ô)i > 0,
{−λ} if (∆ô)i < 0,[
−λ, λ

]
if (∆ô)i = 0.

(B.5)

In other words, to maximize (B.4), the ith element of the dual solution, i.e., ûλ,i,
should be +λ if the corresponding element in the primal solution is positive and
it should be −λ if the corresponding element in the primal solution is negative,
see [171]. For those elements of the primal solution with zero values we can only
say that the dual problem must satisfy the condition |ρ|∞ ≤ λ.

From (B.5), one can conclude that |ûλ,i| 6= λ , only if (∆ô)i = 0.

ii): relax problem (B.3) by removing the ∞-norm constraint. The resulting
problem is a unconstrained LS problem, with solution

ρLS =
(

∆Ĝ−1
)T †

c̃. (B.6)

If ‖ρLS‖∞ < λ holds, then two facts hold:

1. ρLS is also the solution of problem (B.3);

2. due to the last implication described in i), ∆ô = 0, i.e., the estimated occu-
pancy is a constant signal.

These two facts connect variations in the estimate ∆ô with the measured signal c̃,
considering V T :=

(
∆Ĝ−1

)†
, since they read as

‖V c̃‖∞ < λ ⇒ ∆ô = 0. (B.7)

To explicit c̃, consider that the vectorized version of (7.15) reads as

c̃ = Ĝo+ ε, (B.8)

with ε ∈ RTts white and Gaussian innovation, and o the true occupancy signal.
Rewriting V as

V =
(

∆Ĝ−1Ĝ−T∆T
)−1

∆Ĝ−1 (B.9)
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and eventually, substituting (B.9) into (B.7), we rewrite the latter as∥∥∥∥(∆Ĝ−1Ĝ−T∆T
)−1

∆Ĝ−1
(
Ĝo+ ε

)∥∥∥∥
∞
< λ , (B.10)

which in turn implies ∆ô = 0. As can be seen, (B.10) relates conditions on the
true occupancy o and the innovation process ε with conditions on the final estimate
ô.

iii): we now analyze the case when the true occupancy is constant (∆o = 0).
In this case condition (B.10) reads as

‖V ε‖∞ < λ ⇒ ∆ô = 0, (B.11)

that is equivalent to {
|〈Vi, ε〉|2 < λ2

}
i=1,...,N

⇒ ∆ô = 0 . (B.12)

The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields 〈Vi, ε〉|2 ≤ ‖Vi‖2‖ε‖2. Letting ‖Vm‖2 :=
maxi ‖Vi‖2, the sufficient condition for (B.11) becomes

‖Vm‖2‖ε‖2 < λ2 ⇒ ∆ô = 0. (B.13)

In (B.13) Vm is known, while ε is white Gaussian noise: thanks to the PEM
paradigm, εi ∼ N (0, σ2

ε), with σ2
ε estimated during the system identification phase.

It thus follows that ∥∥∥∥ εσε
∥∥∥∥2

=
Tts∑
i=1

(
εi
σε

)2
∼ χ2 (N) , (B.14)

where χ2(N) is a Chi-squared distribution with N degrees of freedom. Thus, with
the probability of at least α, ‖ε‖2 will have the following upper bound

‖ε‖2 ≤ (σε)2
χ−1
α (N) , (B.15)

where χ−1
α (N) is the inverse of the chi-square cdf with N degrees of freedom for the

corresponding probability α. Substituting (B.15) into (B.13), we get the statement
of the proposition.

Proof of Proposition 7.5.2
In this case, we impose another constraint on the optimization problem (7.21)
by setting the first element in the occupancy signal to its true value. Using the
same approach as in the proof of the proposition 1, we will have (B.1) subject to
õ(1) = o(k −N), where o(k −N) is the true value of the occupancy signal at time
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k−N . Substituting the new constraint õ(1) = o(k−N) into the cost function, one
can rewrite (B.1) as

arg min
ō ∈ RN+
z ∈ RN−1

1
2
∥∥c̄− H̄ō∥∥2

2 + λ
∥∥z − ō∗∥∥1

subject to z = ∆ō ,

(B.16)

where
ō∗ :=

[
o(k −N) 0 · · · 0

]T ∈ RN−1×N−1.

Using the same approach as before the dual problem for (B.16) will be

arg min
ρ∈RN

1
2

∥∥∥c̄− (∆H̄−1)T ρ∥∥∥2

2
subject to |ρ|∞ ≤ λ

, (B.17)

where the Lagrange multipliers satisfy

ûλ,i ∈


{+λ} if

(
∆ō− ō∗

)
i
> 0,

{−λ} if
(
∆ō− ō∗

)
i
< 0,[

−λ, λ
]

if
(
∆ō− ō∗

)
i

= 0.
(B.18)

Notice that ∆ is invertible and thus the condition (B.10) for this case reads as∥∥∥(V̄ V̄ T )1 o∗ +
(
V̄ V̄ T

)k ± V̄ ε∥∥∥
∞
< λ ⇒ ∆ō− ō∗ = 0, (B.19)

where
(
V̄ V̄ T

)k is the k-th column of V̄ V̄ T and V̄ = (H̄∆−1)T . Notice that this is
a upper triangular Toeplitz matrix, satisfying (letting V̄j be the j-th row of V̄ )∥∥V̄1

∥∥2 ≥
∥∥V̄2

∥∥2 ≥ . . . ≥
∥∥V̄N∥∥2

. (B.20)

This implication refers to the case where the estimator makes the error of not
finding the change in the occupancy signal at time k.

The ∞-norm above can be expanded, as before, to obtain the component-wise
equivalent condition{∣∣〈V̄i, V̄1〉o∗ + 〈V̄i, V̄k〉 ± 〈V̄i, ε〉

∣∣ < λ
}
i=1,...,N ⇒ ∆ō = ō∗ (B.21)

or, using the bilinearity of inner products,{∣∣〈V̄i, V̄1o(k −N) + V̄k ± ε〉
∣∣ < λ

}
i=1,...,N ⇒ ∆ō = ō∗. (B.22)

Cascading now Cauchy-Schwarz and triangular inequalities with (B.20) and (B.22)
it is possible to derive the sufficient condition∥∥V̄1

∥∥2 (∥∥V̄1
∥∥2
o(k −N)2 +

∥∥V̄1
∥∥2 + ‖ε‖2

)
< λ2

⇒ ∆ō = ō∗
(B.23)
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or, equivalently,∥∥∥∥ εσε
∥∥∥∥2
<
λ2 − (1 + o(k −N)2)

∥∥V̄1
∥∥4

σ2
ε

∥∥V̄1
∥∥2 ⇒ ∆ō = ō∗. (B.24)

Same considerations as in the previous case thus follow and (B.24) can be read as

λ2 > σ2
εχ
−1
α (N)‖V̄1‖2 + (1 + o(k −N)2)‖V̄1‖4. (B.25)
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Derivation of the E step in
Algorithm 2

For sake of brevity, and without loss of generality, we show the derivation of the
EM scheme when gc = 0. The aim is to compute analytically

E
p
(
gu,go | c ; θ̂k

) {log p (c, gu, go ; θ)} .

Assuming gu and go are independent, one can obtain the following expression using
the chain rule

log p (c, gu, go ; θ) = log p (c | gu, go ; θ)
+ log p (gu ; θ)
+ log p (go ; θ) .

(C.1)

We then proceed by finding the required pdfs in (C.1). Considering then the dy-
namics of the room, the fact that e(t) ∼ N (0, σ2) i.i.d. and definition (8.4),

p (c | gu, go ; θ) = N
(
Ugu +Ogo, σ2I

)
,

while p (gu ; θ) and p (go ; θ) are given by (8.16). Thus

log p (c | gu, go ; θ) = −N2 log σ2 − 1
2
cT c

σ2 (C.2)

with
c := c−Ugu −Ogo, (C.3)

and

log p (gu ; θ) = −n2 log λu −
1
2 log det (Kβu)− 1

2g
T
u (λuKβu)−1

gu, (C.4)

log p (go ; θ) = −1
2 log det (Kβo)−

1
2g

T
o K
−1
βo
go. (C.5)
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Before computing E
p
(
gu,go | c ; θ̂k

) {·} for log p (c | gu, go ; θ), log p (gu ; θ) and

log p (go ; θ), we compute p
(
gu, go | c ; θ̂k

)
starting from the joint distribution

p
(
c, gu, go ; θ̂k

)
. Using results on the conditional distribution of jointly Gaussian

distributed vectors (see e.g [184]) and defining

Σc,k := λu,kUKβu,kU
T +OkKβo,kO

T
k + σ2

kI,

it follows that

p
(
gu, go | c ; θ̂k

)
= N (mk, Σk) (C.6)

with

mk =
[
mu,k

mo,k

]
:=
[
λu,kKβu,kU

T

Kβo,kO
T
k

]
Σ−1
c,kc (C.7)

Σk =
[

Σu,k Σou,k
Σuo,k Σo,k

]
:=
[
Kβu,k 0

0 Kβo,k

]
−
[
λu,kKβu,kU

T

Kβo,kO
T
k

]
Σ−1
c,k

[
λu,kUKβu,k OkKβo,k

]
.

(C.8)

Given the conditional distributions p
(
gu, go | c ; θ̂k

)
and log p (c | gu, go ; θ),

one can obtain

E
p
(
gu,go | c ; θ̂k

) {log p (c | gu, go ; θ)} =

= E
p
(
gu,go | c ; θ̂k

) {−N2 log σ2 − 1
2
cT c

σ2

}
= −N2 log σ2 − 1

2σ2 E
p
(
gu,go | c ; θ̂k

) { cT c− 2cTUgu

−2cTOgo + gTuUTUgu + gTo OTOgo − 2gTuUTOgo }

= −N2 log σ2 − 1
2σ2 c

T c+ cTUmu,k
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where we exploited the well known fact that E
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}
= tr
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}
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for generic stochastic A and deterministic B. Moreover

E
p
(
gu,go | c ; θ̂k

) {log p (gu ; θ)} =

= E
p
(
gu,go | c ; θ̂k

) {−n2 log λu −
1
2 log det (Kβu)− 1

2g
T
u (λuKβu)−1

gu

}
= −n2 log λu −

1
2 log det

(
Kβu,k

)
− 1

2tr
(
Σu,k(λuKβu,k)−1)− 1

2m
T
u,k(λuKβu)−1

mu,k,

(C.9)

while a structurally identical result can be achieved for log p (go ; θ).
Given Q

(
θ, θ̂k

)
the expectation minimization step can be performed in an

efficient way by optimizing σ2, the entries of o and the kernel hyperparameters
separately. See [185] for further details.
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